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Abstract
This thesis develops a narrative for the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery units and
ammunition columns, while consequently expanding that of the soldiers serving alongside them.
Carrying out mounted, draught, and pack work, these animals played an invaluable role in
military operations and greatly impacted daily life. Immense effort was made to preserve the
wellbeing of the horses and mules, although casualties were considered inevitable. The evolution
of the acquisition, training, and transport practices of these animals and men is examined. This is
followed by a general analysis of the labour performed and the working conditions, with specific
battles given as case studies. The daily care that went into the horses and mules and the
relationship between man and animal is also addressed. Finally, the negligible impact of
mechanization is discussed.
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Introduction

During the night of 9th May 1917, Driver Frank Hamm and seven of his comrades of No. 1
Section 2nd Canadian Divisional Ammunition Column (CDAC) were near Willerval in France,
on duty packing ammunition to the 22nd Howitzer Battery, 6th Brigade, Canadian Field Artillery
(CFA). The detonation of a large calibre shell against a nearby brick wall killed four and
wounded three of the men, as well as killing and injuring an unknown number of their horses and
mules. Immediately taking action, Driver Hamm carried the wounded men to the dressing station
and cared for the animals, bringing his own injured mule four miles back to the wagon lines of
his section. Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Harrison, commanding officer of the 2nd CDAC,
recommended the soldier for a Military Medal, writing that Driver Hamm had “saved what was
left of his party… I think him well worthy of decoration.” 2 While the bravery of individual men
and the devastative power of the artillery featured in this incident are commemorated as part of
the Canadian experience during the First World War, the presence of animals is largely
overlooked.
Horses and mules were omnipresent during the First World War. They worked day and
night in the same notorious environment suffered by the soldiers. They served as mounts for both
officers and men; they performed countless tasks as draught animals; and they packed
ammunition and supplies under the most trying conditions. Their needs were a great demand on
the soldiers caring for them as well as the entire supply superstructure. The First World War also
saw the introduction of full-fledged veterinary care for these animals, which placed a large

2

Library and Archives Canada. RG-9-III-D-3, vols. 4978-4979, folders 584-585. Microfilm T-10807. 2nd
CDAC War Diary. 11 May 1917.
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demand on the army’s resources. Despite these factors, horses and mules have received little
attention from scholars. Acknowledgement of their presence is often entirely missing from the
narrative of the conflict, both in popular and academic works, and their experiences and impact
are even more rarely discussed.
A vast and diverse historiography exists for the First World War, yet an extraordinarily
small portion discusses the contributions or experiences of the animals that participated in the
conflict. Despite their importance in warfare, horses and mules are often relegated to the
background, if not completely ignored in military histories. This trend continues in monographs
discussing specific arms where equines were absolutely essential to operations. Such is the case
in the vast majority of books addressing the artillery, for which horses and mules hauled and
packed guns, ammunition, and supplies. While a general narrative of the artillery in action has
been written, as have many works on tactics and innovations during the First World War, the
main focus is on the guns in battle, their ammunition expenditure, rate of fire, tactics, and overall
effectiveness. There is no insight into the periods away from the front lines or examination of
how the vast quantities of ammunition were brought up, nor has the role of the equine been
closely studied with regards to the artillery. Many authors do not even make a mention of these
animals, including Bruce Gudmundsson’s On Artillery,3 and Major-General Sir Lawrence Bragg
and Lieutenant-Colonel H. H. Hemming’s Artillery Survey in the First World War.4 A few, such
as Shelford Bidwell’s The Royal Horse Artillery,5 and Colonel G. W. L. Nicholson’s The

3

Bruce I. Gudmundsson, On Artillery (London & Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1993).

Major-General Sir Lawrence Bragg and Lieutenant-Colonel H. Hemming, Artillery Survey in the First
World War (London: Field Survey Association, 1971).
4

5

Shelford Bidwell, The Royal Horse Artillery (London: Leo Cooper Publishing, 1973).
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Gunners of Canada: The History of the Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery observe the
presence of horses and mules, generally providing a paragraph or two in volumes where they are
otherwise ignored.6
The same inclination to exclude is seen in the limited monographs addressing
transportation during the war. Equines were also essential in this aspect of the conflict, yet works
such as Colonel A. M. Henniker’s History of the Great War: Transportation on the Western
Front, 1914-1918 examine only the railway, and, to a lesser extent, motor vehicles.7 Ian Brown’s
British Logistics on the Western Front: 1914-1919 mentions animals only marginally, without
expanding on their involvement in, and impact on, logistics.8 Authors writing on mechanization
and technology, both fairly popular topics in the historiography of the First World War,
repeatedly fail to examine the horses and mules which were supposedly being replaced by
technological advancements. Ronald Haycock and Keith Neilson, editors of Men, Machines and
War 9 say nothing on horses themselves, while Kenneth Macksey’s Technology in War: The
Impact of Science on Weapon Development and Modern Battle,10 and Max Boot’s War Made

Colonel G. W. L. Nicholson, The Gunners of Canada: The History of the royal Regiment of Canadian
Artillery, Volume I: 1534-1919 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1967).
6

Colonel A. M. Henniker, ed., History of the Great War: Transportation on the Western Front, 1914-1918
(Imperial War Museum and the Battery Press, 1937).
7

8

Ian M. Brown, British Logistics on the Western Front: 1914-1919 (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1998).

Ronald Haycock and Keith Neilson, eds., Men, Machines and War (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University
Press, 1988).
9

10

Kenneth Macksey, Technology in War: The Impact of Science on Weapon Development and Modern
Battle (London: Arms and Armour Press, 1986).
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New: Weapons, Warriors and the Making of the Modern New World, mention animals only in
passing, and with derogatory tones.11
Historians’ treatment of the cavalry has fallen along the same lines. Western historiography
has examined the cavalry only in terms of its changing role during the First World War. Such is
the case in Nikolas Gardner’s work, “Command and Control in the ‘Great Retreat’ of 1914: The
Disintegration of the British Cavalry Division,” 12 David French’s piece, “The Mechanization of
the British Cavalry between the World Wars,”13 Spencer Jones’ recent contribution, “Scouting for
Soldiers: Reconnaissance and the British Cavalry, 1899-1914,”14 and Gervase Phillips’ two
articles, “‘Who Shall Say That the Days of Cavalry Are Over?’ The Revival of Mounted Arm in
Europe, 1853-1914,”15 and, “Scapegoat Arm: Twentieth-Century Cavalry in Anglophone
Historiography.”16 These all address the cavalry’s ‘out-datedness’, focusing on tactics and the
looming process of mechanization. Britain’s cavalry has received the most attention from
scholars. The Marquess of Anglesey, in A History of the British Cavalry 1816-1919, also focuses
on tactics and technology, but there is an acknowledgment of the existence of animals and the

Max Boot, War Made New: Weapons, Warriors and the Making of the Modern New World (New York:
Avery Publishing, 2007).
11

Nikolas Gardner, “Command and Control in the ‘Great Retreat’ of 1914: The Disintegration of the
British Cavalry Division,” The Journal of Military History, 63, no. 1 (Jan 1999): 29-54.
12

David French, “The Mechanization of the British Cavalry between the World Wars.” War in History 10,
no. 3 (July 2003): 296-320.
13

14

Spencer Jones, “Scouting for Soldiers: Reconnaissance and the British Cavalry, 1899-1914.” War in
History 18, no. 4 (2011): 495-513.
Gervase Phillips, “‘Who Shall Say That the Days of Cavalry Are Over?’ The Revival of Mounted Arm
in Europe, 1853-1914.” War in History 18, no. 1 (2011): 5-32.
15

16

Gervase Phillips, “Scapegoat Arm: Twentieth-Century Cavalry in Anglophone Hsitoriography.” The
Journal of Military History 71, no. 1 (Jan 2007): 37-74.
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cavalry officer’s involvement in horse culture.17 Despite the cavalry being mounted, the horses
take a background role in their histories.
On the other hand, equines have been the subject of an abundant number of both popular
and academic books. In 1980, Harold B. Barclay estimated that over 45,000 titles had been
written in the last few generations, and the number is likely much higher today.18 The majority of
these works are for popular consumption, providing information on horsemanship and
knowledge vital to those who participate in a wide range of equestrian sports and recreational
activities. Historians have contributed a number of general histories of the horse, such as Horse
Power: A History of the Horse and Donkey in Human Societies by Juliet Clutton-Brock,19 The
Role of the Horse in Man’s Culture by Harold B. Barclay,20 The Horse in Human History by Pita
Kelekna,21 and Horses and Horsemanship Through the Ages by Luigi Gianoli.22 These seminal
works all trace the evolution of the human-horse relationship throughout history, examining the
various roles of the animal in society. Clutton-Brock explores these roles most thoroughly; she
discusses the use of the equine in transportation, agriculture, war, sport and leisure, as well as
addressing regional differences of preference in Europe. She is often cited in other works on the
equine. Barclay offers a superior study on the cultural connections between man and horse, while
Kelenka investigates the use of animals in religious symbolism as part of his consideration of the
17

Marquess of Angelesey, A History of the British Cavalry (London: Pen & Sword Books, 1997).

18

Harold B. Barclay, The Role of the Horse in Man’s Culture (London & New York: J. A. Allen, 1980), 1.

Juliet Clutton-Brock, Horse Power: A History of the Horse and Donkey in Human Societies
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992).
19

20

Harold B. Barclay, The Role of the Horse in Man’s Culture (London & New York: J. A. Allen, 1980).

21

Pita Kelenka, The Horse in Human History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009).

22

Luigi Gianoli, Horses and Horsemanship Through the Ages, trans. Iris Books (New York: Crown
Publishers Inc, 1969).
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human-horse relationship. Gianoli’s work is less known, but provides this history with a view to
horsemanship and not just a history of cultural interaction. In addition to providing a general
history, his book comments on the working relationship between rider or handler and horse,
information on the variable pieces of equipment and tack that were used, the development of
riding and training techniques, as well as the advancement of equestrian sport. The majority of
more focused histories on the horse examine the cultural impact, with less emphasis on the actual
animals. The culture surrounding America and Britain’s racecourses have received some
academic attention, as has the breeding of horses. Two particularly noteworthy works are Horses
in Society: A Story of Animal Breeding and Marketing Culture, 1800-192023 by Margaret Derry
and The Shire Horse: A History of the Breed, the Society and the Men24 by Keith Chivers. Derry
examines the culture of breeding and trade in Britain, Canada and the United States; she also
compares her findings with the traditions from other European countries. Chivers provides an in
depth perusal of the Shire Horse, from its origins to its decline after the Second World War; he
traces the changes in breeding practices and the horse itself, explores the culture of the horse
shows, the economics of trade within Britain and to other countries, and the impact of outside
events, such as war. While emphasizing different aspects of the horse’s role or impact in human
history, all of these monographs unanimously agree on the importance of the horse in war.
Despite this significance, very few books focus on the equine’s role in warfare. Those that
do tend to be very general histories. One of the most influential works in this area is The Horse

Margaret Derry, Horses in Society: A Story of Animal Breeding and Marketing Culture, 1800-1920
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006).
23

24

Keith Chivers, The Shire Horse: A History of the Breed, the Society and the Men (London: J. A. Allen,
1976).
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in War by J. M. Brereton.25 The author examines the global evolution of the war horse, tracing
the development of tactics and veterinary services, as well as investigating the horse’s
experiences during warfare, including their various roles and the reasons behind the high
numbers of casualties. Brereton is unique in his study on the personal mounts of major war
leaders and the relationship between horse and soldier. However, many of the books addressing
the equine in warfare fail to discuss the horse itself, as is the case in The Horse in War, a volume
edited by Michael Seth-Smith. 26 Another publication, The Military Horse: A Story of Equestrian
Warriors, edited by Sue Simmons, does a slightly better job of addressing the horses’
experiences. 27 These two works contrast sharply with the more recently published Animals in
War, by Jilly Cooper.28 More of a popular history, Cooper gives a broad look at the use of
animals in war, using emotional appeals and anecdotes to describe the abuse and suffering they
endured. While this book reflects an increase in popular interest in this subject, it also
demonstrates the harm that can be done through anthropomorphizing and isolating animals’
experiences in warfare; a better balance must be struck between relegating horses and mules to
the background and sensationalizing and de-contextualizing their suffering.
Few historians have published explicitly on the equine’s involvement in a single conflict.
An article by Sandra Swart, “Horses in the South African War, c. 1899-1902,” is the only recent

25

J. M. Brereton, The Horse in War (New York: Arco Publishing Company, Inc., 1976).

26

Michael Seth-Smith, The Horse in War (London: New English Library, 1979).

Sue Simmons, ed., The Military Horse: A Story of Equestrian Warriors (London: Marshall Cavendish
Books Limited, 1984).
27

28

Jilly Cooper, Animals in War (London: Corgi Books, 2000).
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publication on the animals in that war; 29 another conflict-specific monograph is Mechanized
Juggernaut or Military Anachronism?: Horses and the German Army of WWII by R. L.
DiNardo, which provides an exemplary examination of the role, experiences and impact of the
horses serving in the Wermacht.30 The historiography of the First World War also suffers from
this issue, with Britain being the only country represented specifically in the English language.
John Singleton’s, “Britain’s Military Use of Horses 1914-1918,” emphasizes the indispensable
quality of the animal and examines the economics of using horses and mules as well as their
relationship with humans.31 A similar, but much more extensive work, is Graham Winton’s
‘Theirs Not to Reason Why’: Horsing the British Army 1875-1925.32 Winton provides an indepth examination of Britain’s supply of horses, particularly for the Boer War and First World
War; he explores the economics not only in purchasing and selling the animals, but in providing
their feed, equipment, transport, and training. He provides insight into the experience of the
equines themselves, the various roles they fulfilled, and public reactions to military decisions
concerning these animals. While Germany’s and Britain’s military horses have therefore received
some scholarly attention, other nations have a conspicuous gap in their historiography on this
subject.

Sandra Swart, “Horses in the South African War, c. 1899-1902,” Society & Animals 18, no. 4 (October
2010): 348-366.
29

30

R. L. DiNardo, Mechanized Juggernaut or Military Anachronism?: Horses and the German Army of
WWII (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1991).
John Singleton, “Britain’s Military Use of Horses1914-1918,” Past & Present 139 (May 1993):
178-203.
31

32

Graham Winton, ‘Theirs Not to Reason Why’: Horsing the British Army 1875-1925 (Solihull, UK:
Helion and Company, 2013).
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Often the fate of Canadian participation in the First World War is to be lumped in with the
larger British experience, the exception being historians who focus on writing Canada’s
narrative. The trend of exclusion of animals continues in this historical literature. The vast
majority of monographs and articles ignore the presence of the equine, or at best, cast horses and
mules in a background role. Canadian military historian Desmond Morton has published a
multitude of works, yet only When Your Number’s Up: The Canadian Soldier in the First World
War mentions the equines of the Canadian Expeditionary Force.33 Morton comments on the
animals travelling with the first contingent overseas to England, sympathetically noting their
condition, the hassles of shipping, and failure in equipment. Still, the references to the horses and
mules are limited. Tim Cook’s At the Sharp End: Canadians Fighting the Great War
1914-191634 and Shock Troops: Canadians Fighting the Great War, 1917-191835 focus on the
“combat effectiveness of the Canadian Corps… and how that effectiveness was shaped by
technology, tactics, command, discipline, and morale.”36 Cook freely admitted his exclusion of
the cavalry, and the few references to the vast numbers of animals who served alongside
Canadian soldiers lack analysis and so relegate the horses and mules to the background.
The neglect of animals is even more present in the work of other historians. Bill Rawling’s
Surviving Trench Warfare: Technology and the Canadian Corps 1914-1918, makes no mention

Desmond Morton, When Your Number’s Up: The Canadian Soldier in the First World War (Toronto:
Random House Publishing, 1993).
33

34

Tim Cook, At the Sharp End: Canadians Fighting the Great War 1914-1916, Volume I (Toronto: Viking
Canada, 2007).
Tim Cook, Shock Troops: Canadians Fighting the Great War, 1917-1918, Volume II (Toronto: Viking
Canada, 2008).
35

36

Cook, At the Sharp End, 4.
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of horses and mules.37 Colonel G. W. L. Nicholson’s two official histories, The Gunners of
Canada: The History of the Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery, Volume I: 1534-191938 and
Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919 39 acknowledge the existence of horses and mules in
the Canadian forces, but beyond the animals’ contributions and experiences, even the men’s daily
involvement with their charges is neglected. Official History of the Canadian Forces in The
Great War 1914-1919,40 by Colonel Duguid offers slightly more detail about the animals
accompanying the Canadians to battle. Unfortunately, this work only covers just over a year of
war, and the horses and mules are only discussed in terms of mobilization. There is little mention
of them after the first Canadian contingent’s arrival in France and in subsequent battles.
The single monograph that focuses on the horses and mules serving alongside the
Canadians is Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Camblyn’s The Horse in War and Famous Canadian War
Horses.41 Published in 1932, this popular history describes the experiences of these animals,
including where they came from, their jobs, the care they required, and conditions they suffered.
He also describes the remount process and efforts in veterinary care. Camblyn offers many
anecdotal stories, and a few in depth descriptions of some of the officers’ mounts. While the
author anthropomorphizes and romanticizes the animals, he does offer unique insight into the
Bill Rawling, Surviving Trench Warfare: Technology and the Canadian Corps 1914-1918, 2nd Edition
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014).
37

Colonel G. W. L. Nicholson, The Gunners of Canada: The History of the Royal Regiment of Canadian
Artillery, Volume I: 1534-1919 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1967).
38

39

Colonel G. W. L. Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919 (Ottawa, Queen’s Printer,
1962).
Colonel A. Fortescue Duguid, Official History of the Canadian Forces in The Great War 1914-1919,
General Series Volume I: From the Outbreak of War to the Formation of the Canadian Corps, August
1914-September 1915. (Ottawa: King’s Printer, 1938).
40

41

Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Camblyn, The Horse in War and Famous Canadian War Horses (Kingston,
The Jackson Press, 1932).
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role and life of horses serving with the Canadians on the western front.42 While hardly a work of
scholarly literature, its presence is important for it is the only work to address this specific
subject.
The lack of horses and mules in historiography is the result of several factors. Flynn asserts
that the lack of animal representation in general scholarship is due to the following:
[O]ur beliefs about human superiority and animal inferiority - species - have caused us to
dismiss or ignore the role of animals in our lives… we have used religious arguments
suggesting that animals don’t have souls, and therefore aren’t worthy of moral
consideration; or that God gave humans dominion over the animals… Other thinkers
decided that animals lacked the ability to reason and thus couldn’t participate in the
moral community or lacked the ability to feel, so they couldn’t really suffer. Still others’
attributed animals’ inferior status to their lack of language… So, in psychological terms,
much of it can be bored down to two rather unattractive human qualities: arrogance and
ignorance. 43
This is perhaps too critical an argument, but it gives a multitude of plausible psychological
reasons behind animal absences in historiography. Barbara Noske suggests the issue is not an
outright void in scholarship, but that the animals “tend to be portrayed as passive objects… far
from being considered agents or subjects in their own right, the animals themselves are virtually
overlooked.”44 In specific regard to the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery in the First
World War, I suggest two main reasons for their exclusion in the historiography. Firstly, the very
ubiquity of the animals made them invisible to contemporary writers. Just as motor vehicles are
skimmed over or present only in passing today, so were horses and mules relegated to the

42

Lieut-Colonel D. S. Camblyn, The Horse in War and Famous Canadian War Horses (Kingston: The
Jackson Press, 1932), 8.
Clifton P. Flynn, “Social Creatures: An Introduction,” in Social Creatures: A Human and Animal
Studies Reader, ed. Clifton P. Flynn (New York: Lantern Books, 2008), xiv.
43

44

Barbara Noske, “The Animal Question in Anthropology,” in Social Creatures: A Human and Animal
Studies Reader, ed. Clifton P. Flynn (New York: Lantern Books, 2008), 22.
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background. They were no match for the ‘exciting’ new innovations like the tank, the rise of the
motor, or the horror of gas warfare. Secondly, the lack of scholarship is exacerbated by
historians’ lack of familiarity with the equine which makes them disinterested or technically
unable to write about them. They are removed from the animal, and so unless it is a specific
research interest, horses and mules remain unaddressed.
Recently, academic interest in animals has been on the rise. Historians participating in this
trend have begun writing so-called ‘animal histories’, or as Nigel Rothfels puts it, “the history of
human attitudes towards animals.”45 This is part of a larger emerging multi-disciplinary field
known as human-animal studies, which, according to Clifton Flynn, fundamentally asks, “[W]hat
can we learn about ourselves from our relationships with other animals? What does the way we
think about and treat other animals teach us about who we are?” 46 Therefore, while the goal of
this project is to establish an account of the horses and mules serving in the Canadian artillery
and ammunition columns during the First World War, it inevitably also gives insight into the
soldiers’ experiences and thus expands their narratives as well.
Even when animals are the subject of study, however, there is often a deficiency in analysis
on the actual relationship between man and animal. As Birke and Hockenhull explain,
studies of humans and animals focus more on humans or nonhumans rather than the
relationship between them… there has been focus on the outcome of our relationships
with other species, but much less on how relationships work, as a process, or an ongoing
interaction between two or more sentient individuals. 47
45

Nigel Rothfels, “Introduction,” in Representing Animals, ed, Nigel Rothfels (Bloomington &
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002), 6.
46

Flynn, “Social Creatures: An Introduction,” xvi.

47

Lynda Birke and Jo Hockenhull, “Introduction,” in Crossing Boundaries: Investigating Human-Animal
Relationships, eds. Lynda Birke and Jo Hockenhull (London & Boston: Brill Publishing, 2012), 1-2.
Emphasis original.
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Therefore, in order to truly progress the narrative of both the equine and soldier of the Canadian
artillery during the First World War, I will explore the emotional connection and general
interactions between the two, as well as examine the outcomes of their relationship.
This project takes one step towards amending the neglect found in the historiography. I aim
to establish a narrative of the horses and mules that served in the Canadian artillery and
associated ammunition columns, as well as to determine their impact and intrinsic value overall
and on an individual level. While equines served in nearly every unit, the scope of examining
their presence throughout the Canadian forces would extend far beyond the reach of a master’s
thesis; I chose the artillery and corresponding ammunition columns because horses and mules
were utilized here in all roles (mounts, draught, and pack) on both the front lines and in the rear.
This arm therefore gives insight into the entirety of the experiences of the Canadian war horses.
These animals were highly valued as a whole and were essential to artillery operations and their
complete mechanization via railways and motor vehicles was never feasible.
Early trucks were unable to proceed cross country; they were unable to deal with the
extremely poor road conditions or lack of roads altogether. One Canadian officer recalled getting
stuck in the mud:
My motor, swerving off the paved centre of the road, sank to her axles in the quagmire
of thick, sticky mud at the side... we sought to regain the paved way again, but our
wheels spun rounds, merely churning dirt. We could not move out of that pasty Flemish
mud, until a Canadian ambulance wagon came to our aid. The unhitched horses were
made fast to the motor, and they heaved the car out of her clinging bed.48
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More than a few times horses and mules had to pull motor vehicles out of the muck! But this was
a serious matter, for during the wet months, vehicles were increasingly unable to operate
effectively. The area passable only by animal transport rapidly widened; this was even more
pronounced when the Canadians were on the advance. For example, by November 1918, the
railheads were between thirty and fifty miles to the rear, with vehicles being unable to move
forward far beyond that point.49 Mechanization of transport also suffered due to an insufficient
number of vehicles and drivers.
Hundreds of automobiles had been purchased in 1914 by the Canadians to use overseas;
these were condemned due to the lack of standardization in their make and model. Repair was
difficult enough as it was; it would have been impossible to make repairs or replacements with
such a large variety of vehicles. This hodgepodge was the result of the military lacking its own
standardized collection of automobiles and lorries. While experimentation with vehicles began
long before the First World War, nothing had been developed to a point that replaced the horse
and mule. As Macksey explains,
The potential of lorries was recognized, but their production had yet to be put on a
massed basis; they were relatively expensive and still somewhat unreliable. Horses, too,
were unreliable, but took precedence over lorries, not only because they were available
and familiar, but also because scrapping all the facilities related to horse transport could
no more be granted by treasuries than could the complete re-training of men to drive and
service mechanized vehicles be accomplished. Mechanization on such a vast and
fundamental scale had, by the nature of economic condition, to be gradual. 50
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The automobile industry was still very much in its infancy, especially in Canada. Few people
owned their own automobiles. Such was the shortage of drivers that British set up many driving
schools and even employed women. 51 This was still not enough. Furthermore, technology in this
industry had not sufficiently advanced in order to provide a better option to animal traction,
particularly since this was needed on a mass scale. Experimentation and greater adoption of
motor vehicles continued throughout the First World War, however, and increasingly vehicles
were envisioned as being the future of transportation.
Additional issues were the shortages of petrol, destruction of the roads caused by heavy or
speedy motor traffic, and the side-effect of spooking the animals. The shortages of gasoline were
intermittent, but serious. As Singleton points out, “the horse... possessed the advantage of being
able to run on an empty tank, at least for a short period.”52 They were also able to obtain some
amount of forage from the land around them. Motor vehicles, on the other hand, could not move
once they had run out of fuel; this was also not a resource available at the roadside. Heavy traffic
and automobiles travelling at high speeds also contributed to road deterioration, which could be
serious on key routes. Their noise also sometimes caused calamity in the horse-drawn ranks. One
such incident was mentioned in the 5th CDAC’s war diary:
The following Act of Courage is brought to your attention: On the morning of the 1st of
June 1918, near Anzin, a pair of mules took fright at an approaching motor car and
bolted. Driver Pannell, although dragged off his feet, at great personal risk continued to
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hold onto the lines, and finally stopped the mules by guiding them on either side of a
tree, thus avoiding what might have been a serious accident.53
Although the animals got used to the noisy mechanical contraptions, sometimes the newer
recruits were unfamiliar with vehicles and were apt to act in such a frightened manner.
One area where vehicles succeeded in gaining a foothold was in the transportation of heavy
artillery guns. There was an urgent need to provide a vehicle that could pull these weapons, as
their size and weight made it extremely hard on the horses. To this end, the caterpillar tractor was
developed by the French and Americans and implemented with success.54 It is important to note,
however, is that these heavy artillery pieces were not always moved by tractor; rail and equines
were both common alternatives. For example, at Passchendale, heavy artillery ammunition was
supplied by light railways and motor transport in equal proportion; the roads in rear areas were
decent and there was appropriate track with little enemy interruption.55 These alternatives to
horse-drawn power worked for the heavy artillery because these guns were located further from
the front; where the roads were in an improved condition, there was better access to railways,
and the area was less susceptible to enemy shelling.
These railways were also extremely important to the Canadian logistical system. They
were increasingly pushed forward to aid in delivering supplies and ammunition for the artillery,
and were also utilized to move the heavier guns. These railways had limitations, however: the
location and length of their tracks, constant targeting by enemy fire, and limited capacity. As Van
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Creveld explains, these railways “could hardly be regarded as anything but temporary substitutes
[as] time and terrain frequently imposed strict limits on the construction of such lines.”56 Yet
these railways grew increasingly important throughout the war and acted as a major stepping
stone to get supplies forward. They were utilized most often from the ports or largest depots to
forward dumps, though they did not often reach beyond into the foremost positions. Use of
railways was also dependent by area, as infrastructure varied greatly based on location. The 1st
CDAC noted an increase in the prevalence of railways, stating in July 1917 that
Practically all ammunition now going forward to dumps is handled by Light Railways these together with railways under construction in this area will be able to cope with
future demands on a much more economic basis in so far as concerns horse wastage,
wear and tear of vehicles and roads and should greatly facilitate traffic control in the
avoidance of traffic congestion.57
These railways clearly had advantages, as indicated by this quotation. But it is important to note
that light railways did not replace horse-drawn transport. For one, the limited capacity meant that
supplies were still being brought forward by teams of horses and mules. Second, these railways
could not reach all forward areas or bring their loads directly to the guns or units. For example,
during the Amiens campaign in September 1918, the 4th CDAC was responsible for carrying all
supplies forward “owing to lorry supply being difficult and light railway not yet completed.”58
Third, the trains were often without engines and so required mules to haul them forward on the
tracks. The CDAC war diaries frequently record work parties attending to the light railways.
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Though these trains were occasionally drawn by gasoline engines, more often animals were
loaned from nearby units. Such was the case on in April 1917, when the 1st CDAC detailed sixty
drivers and sixty mules to carry out such work. 59 Instead of replacing horse-drawn transport,
technologies such as motor vehicles and railways increasingly worked in conjunction with each
other. This strengthened the effectiveness of the logistical system and spared the horses and
mules when possible; it also better enabled them to perform the work only they could do.The
partnership between ships, trains, motor vehicles and horse-drawn transport worked best in rear
areas. This was where transportation infrastructure was established and enemy interference was
less likely. While horses and mules were still very much active, their main role moved
increasingly towards the front lines where only they could make the passage forward.
Horses and mules had an impact on tactics and operations because of their ability to work,
the speed at which they could move, and the logistics of their care had to be taken into account.
The dire conditions of the front in turn affected the horses’ and mules’ capacity for labour, which
was essential for moving positions and providing ammunition and supplies to the guns. It was
expected that sacrifices would be made in condition and even in life by the horses and mules, but
great effort was made in order to care for them properly and to replace casualties through
veterinary and remount activities. Individually, the animal impacted the daily lives of the soldiers
by requiring constant care. Their value varied according to the individual soldier; some men
greatly valued their equine partners, some viewed them as a necessary burden, and some, at
worst, saw them as an incessant nuisance. Horses and mules provided both enjoyment and
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burdens, as well as indicated a soldier’s status. In any case, it is clear these animals were
essential and had an impact on overall operations as well as on the individual man.
This project is not without its obstacles. Obviously the most apparent issue is that horses
and mules did not leave a historical record; they communicated largely through body language
and a limited range of vocal expressions. Their experiences are recorded only through the
interpretations of men, and only those men who thought them significant enough to write down.
Therefore, as Brantz explains, “writing the history of animals demands negotiating our desire to
recover the historical lives of animals vis-a-vis the fact that all of the available record of those
lives have been produced by humans.”60 Yet there is no shortage of sources referencing these
animals. Horses and mules were the focus of many contemporary books and manuals; they
appear in the diaries, memoirs, and writings of the soldiers who served during the First World
War; and they are also present in a variety of official documents and reports concerning the
conflict. While sources vary on the amount of insight they provide the researcher, there are
sufficient records if one is interested enough to look.
The composition of a narrative including animals necessitates the use of these third-hand
sources — termed as such because historians are already once-removed from documents, and the
inability of horses and mules to record their experiences themselves adds another level of
distance. Critics of animal history argue that this distance makes such studies impossible.
Furthermore, they argue that the evidence is at best anecdotal and is tainted with
anthropomorphism. As Flynn describes, these critics use this “in order to dismiss claims of
animal consciousness or mindedness as unscientific, subjective stories, rather than ‘real,’
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‘objective’ data.”61 Yet one experience is still history, even if it is not representative of every
human-animal interaction. It is important as an individual event, and as Flynn wryly states, “the
plural of anecdote is data.”62 As long as the scholar recognizes the existence of anecdotal
evidence, is wary of anthropomorphizing, and understands the limits of representativeness of
one recorded interaction or relationship, there is no harm in using such sources. As Birke and
Hockenhull explain, “[u]nderstanding relationships with animals is about listening to stories both human and animal.”63 They develop this idea further, insisting that “[e]motions and
attachments are crucial building blocks to these stories, and research must always recognize
that.”64 Understanding the animal itself and the relationships formed between animal and human
are therefore essential to writing animal history.
Historians’ lack of knowledge concerning the horse and mule is evident by their neglect of
the animals in their work; but it is also noticeable when these animals do appear. Correct
terminology is lacking. ‘Horses’ is an umbrella term frequently used by historians to include
horses, cobs, ponies, mules and donkeys.65 There is often no recognition of the differences in
types or breeds of horse, appreciation for conformation, an understanding of horse psychology,
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or knowledge of what impacts equine performance.66 Without firsthand experience, it is difficult
to appreciate the animal and the relationships it can form. As an equestrian myself with over
fifteen years experience with equines, I am better able to interpret the sources that discuss horses
and mules and understand the experiences of their handlers and thus produce a better final
product for the reader.
I will begin this project by examining the mobilization process of equines and men at the
outbreak of the First World War, following their acquisition, training, and transport to war. The
subsequent evolution of these practices will also be examined, with particular regard to their
effectiveness and the impact of mechanization. The equipment issues and shortages will also be
addressed. In the second chapter, I describe the labour performed by the artillery and ammunition
column horses and mules in their roles as mounts, draught, and pack animals. This includes their
working conditions. The following chapter provides further evidence of their importance and
further demonstrates the animals’ experiences through the battle case studies of Vimy Ridge,
Passchendaele, and the Last Hundred Days. The fourth chapter focuses on the daily care and
‘behind the scenes’ work with the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery and ammunition
columns. The animals required shelter, water, food, grooming, exercise, foot care, and veterinary
attention; inspections ensured that such work was carried out to a high standard as far as was
possible, given the circumstances of war. The fifth chapter examines the relationship between
soldiers and their charges. While there were positives and negatives to such affinities, they were
largely beneficial to both man and animal. The conclusion will summarize these arguments as
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well as discuss the impact of mechanization on the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery
and ammunition columns.

!22

Chapter 1: Of Horses and Men
Nearly every unit of the Canadian Expeditionary Force serving during the First World War
employed equines for riding, draught work, and/or pack transport. The Canadian artillery utilized
their animals in all three of these categories: officers were all mounted; horses and mules hauled
the guns, supplies, and ammunition; and when conditions were too poor for wagons and carts to
advance, provisions were brought forward by pack animals instead.67 Throughout the First World
War, the Canadian artillery’s reliance on their equines did not diminish and their presence
impacted operations and the daily lives of individual soldiers. Before arriving in France,
however, the animals had to be bought, the men had to be recruited, and both had to be educated,
equipped and transported overseas. This chapter will examine the characteristics of the men and
equines mobilized, the training regime they underwent, their transportation overseas, the
equipment supplied, and the overall organization of the Canadian artillery and ammunition
columns. While the first contingent, or 1st Canadian Division as it became termed, will be the
primary focus of this chapter, the evolution of organization and supply will also be addressed.
As a dominion of Great Britain in August of 1914, Canada had no choice in the decision to
go to war. Nevertheless, even before the conflict officially began, Canadian politicians were both
prepared and even enthusiastic in their support. Beginning in July 1914, the European situation
and military planning were the subject of various emergency meetings. The Minister of Militia
and Defence, Sam Hughes, assembled the Militia Council which put precautionary military
measures into effect and, on 30 July 1914, issued a press release announcing a planned Canadian
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contingent.68 The Canadian Parliament assembled on 31 July, with absent representatives having
quickly made their way to Ottawa. News of the declaration of war was received at 8:45 p.m. on 4
August 1914, and it was announced in an extra by the Canada Gazette the next day.69 Action was
swift. Parliament began passing emergency enactments immediately, and by 17 August, Hughes’
suggested contingent had been approved.
Canada’s permanent force was miniscule. By July 1914, the Permanent Active Militia
horse and field artillery units were authorized to possess 267 horses and 254 personnel, and the
garrison and siege artillery were allotted fifty-three horses and 656 personnel.70 Canada’s NonPermanent Active Militia was larger, with horse and field artillery allowed to possess 2481
horses for 4172 personnel, and the garrison and siege artillery units possessing six horses and
1554 personnel.71 This authorized strength of both permanent and militia forces was not reached
before the outbreak of war, and there were no ammunition columns.
Ignoring the mobilization scheme put together in 1911, Hughes put out his somewhat
unfathomable call for volunteers. He circumvented normal communication channels and
mobilization processes which caused great confusion and delay.72 Despite this inauspicious
beginning, Canada’s first contingent began to form, including three artillery brigades. Each
brigade had its own headquarters, three batteries of eighteen pounders, and an ammunition
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column, built from scratch.73 Each battery included six guns, eighteen ammunition wagons, four
transport wagons, a water cart, six officers, 187 men and 183 horses.74 The men consisted of a
number of drivers and gunners; the former drove the horses and mules, while the latter manned
the guns. The battery of 4.5-inch howitzers was not yet available because of a lack of guns; these
would not be received until reaching England. 75 A heavy battery of sixty- pounder guns with its
own ammunition column was also part of the initial establishment.
The requirements for enlisting in this first contingent were strict but there was no shortage
of volunteers. As Nicholson explains, “The outward display of patriotism quickly passed... Yet it
had been no idle outburst of sentiment... From all parts of the country came applications from
officers, men and whole regiments, volunteering for active service.”76 Consequently, the 25,000
ranks of the Canadian Expeditionary force quickly grew to be 36,000.
Of the rank-and-file who were accepted, thirty percent were born in Canada, over sixtyfive percent were from Britain or a British possession, and 2.6 percent were Americans; the
officers were approximately sixty-seven percent Canadian, twenty-nine percent British, and four
percent born elsewhere.77 The permanent force and the militia supplied many of these officers,
and accordingly a large number possessed Canadian qualifications through militia staff courses,
long-course certification, or attendance at the Royal Military College. The regular men varied in
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their levels of training, some having served in the British Regular Army, British Territorials, or
the Canadian militia; others had no military experience at all. Though class and geographical
background varied, these men were mostly white: although a few Aboriginals and peoples of
colour did successfully volunteer, they were generally discouraged from enlisting.78 The artillery
was particularly unique as many of the militia batteries generally joined up as complete units.79
One example of this was the 7th Battery, where it was recorded that “[r]ecruiting still going well.
All the old members of the battery, with the exception of the drivers, have offered themselves
and with a few exceptions have [been accepted].”80 The 1st Brigade, commanded by LieutenantColonel E. W. B. Morrison, also followed this trend.81 In this way the ranks of the First
Contingent were filled.
Throughout the war, units continued to mostly recruit locally, and enlistment remained
strong throughout 1914 and 1915. In Winnipeg, the 19th Battery was mobilized on 4 November
1914 and almost immediately filled with 200 men volunteering and seventy being rejected.82 One
officer of the 25th Battery recalled that there were plenty of applicants and that approximately
five to ten percent of them had been rejected in May 1915.83 The 37th Battery took only ten days
to mobilize in August 1915 and sent the fifteen men that put the unit over establishment to the
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38th Battery.84 Bombardier James Logan recalled that the “39th Battery was recruited in
Lethbridge, Alberta from the city and surrounding districts beginning on the 11th of October
1915. The enlistments the first day of recruiting practically brought the Battery up to strength.”85
This was partially the result of the rigid enlistment standards being relaxed.86 The requirement
for a wife’s permission was also dropped. This allowed men like Napoleon Gangé to enter the
ranks of the artillery; he had enlisted earlier but his wife had refused to sign her consent.87 But
additional soldiers garnered by such relaxation of the rules were soon not enough. By mid-1916,
voluntary recruiting began to be criticized for hurting industry and agriculture, as well as failing
to deliver its promised number of recruits.88 Reinforcements were also needed to replace those
lost in the summer battles. By the end of that year, very few new units were created in Canada to
be sent overseas; instead, depots were created and reinforcements sent as needed.89 By April
1917 it was abundantly clear volunteers would not be enough; the battle for conscription was
fought and won by those who supported the practice.
A unique problem faced by artillery units and their associated ammunition columns was the
shortage of certain skilled workers. These units required farriers, blacksmiths, shoe-smiths,
saddlers, and wheelers. As the war progressed, these men were absent or suffered from a lack of
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training. The inspections of the various batteries reflect this trend. The 60th Battery was still
short one farrier in August 1916. 90 An inspection of the 73rd Depot Battery on 30 August 1917
commented on the need for additional farriers; five months later, in January 1918, the staff was
available but the saddler was in fact a boot-maker, the wheeler was a carpenter, and both farriers
and shoe-smiths were simply listed as “not qualified.”91 Along with veterinarians, the farriers,
blacksmiths, shoe-smiths, saddlers, and wheelers had, or were expected to have, the highest
degree of proficiency with horses and mules. Those who held these jobs in peacetime were
highly desired in the Canadian Expeditionary Force and were rewarded for joining up with rank
and payment, receiving an additional $0.50 to $1 per day.92
For regular officers and soldiers, the level of knowledge and skill-sets concerning equines
varied by the individual. While equines were ubiquitous in prewar Canadian society, experience
with the animal was not a given. Workers in the industries that frequently employed horses and
mules generally possessed some level of familiarity with the animals. At this time, equines were
still the primary means of transportation and traction. This meant they were heavily employed in
draught and agriculture work. Contrary to modern-day impressions, they were also used
extensively in the cities. They laboured in “iron foundries, canal operations, freight haulage,
railways, and a variety of other enterprises, [with] urban transport... making growing demands on
draught power.”93 It is important to note, however, that those men who worked with these
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animals did not necessarily have adequate knowledge to properly care for and employ horses and
mules. Hardly any had experience with the animals in the military context, unless they
participated in militia exercises. Even fewer equines had proper military training, as a vast
majority came from a civilian life.
Like other aspects of prior mobilization schemes, Hughes’ disregarded the system of
purchasing committees for the horses and mules required for Canada’s military. Instead, he
appointed Lieutenant-Colonel W. K. Neill as the Remount Officer and placed him in charge of
obtaining all of the animals required.94 The majority of the artillery units were given an
additional week to mobilize their own animals; Neill organized fifty militia and five civilian
purchasers to meet the rest of Canada’s first contingent’s equine needs. These men purchased
8150 horses and mules for an average price of $172.45, although subsequent veterinary
examinations caused 480 to be sold off at auction.95 Some of the officers also provided their own
mounts, receiving $175 for sparing the purchasing committees the trouble. 96 The extra week
granted to the artillery units of the first contingent gave the officers of these units more than
enough time to fill their equine ranks. For the 5th Battery, “the first draft of horses arrived about
the 17th [of August 1914], and although mixed in breed and varied in quality, all were in good
condition. By the 20th, the full complement of horses had arrived.”97 The 7th Battery was busy
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purchasing from 18-26 August, the average prices for horses ranged from $156 to $167. 98 After
this period, however, the task of animal recruitment fell elsewhere. The Canadian Remount
Depot was formed in September 1914 but ceded responsibility for remounts to the British in
January 1915.99 The Remount Depot was re-organized October 1915 to form the 100th and 101st
Remount Squadrons, the former of which was disbanded 6 May 1916. 100 The Canadians
continued involvement in the remount process through providing animals, qualified purchasers,
and collecting depots where horses and mules were trained and held until transport overseas.
Unfortunately, the number of remounts provided by Canada are unknown. The British
claimed to have imported 617,935 horses and mules from North America, but it is unknown how
many of these originated in Canada.101 Graham Winton credits the country with providing 10,000
equines monthly.102 Another scholar, Margaret Derry, estimates Canada supplied 53,000 animals
in total.103 The Remount Depot at Lachine, Quebec reported to have shipped more than 38,000
remounts to Europe in 1915 alone.104 This number includes those purchased in both Canada and
the United States, however, as animals from both countries passed through this depot.
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The military categorized equines into three types: riding, light draught, and heavy draught;
pack was also sometimes used as a separate category.105 Those classified as riding horses (for it
was almost exclusively horses in this category) could be further differentiated: the first group
included animals suitable as an officer’s charger or as a cavalry mount, and the second group was
comprised of those considered satisfactory for mounted infantry, messengers, and lower-rank
officers. In the artillery, those classed as riding animals were almost exclusively officers’ mounts.
As one transport driver recalls,
[I]n theory each member of the staff had a steed on which to ride... but the practise was much
more prosaic, since signallers were normally at the guns and could make no use of their
trusty chargers except when on the march from one sector of the front to another... only three
or four horses were normally retained for the purpose of lending dignity to the staff NCOs on
the march, with possibly a scrub or two out of favour with everyone else around the lines on
account of blindness, old age, general debility or treacherous disposition. 106
By the beginning of 1917, the nicer class of riding animals was assigned only to commanding
officers and staff with a rank of brigadier-general or higher, though those who were in possession
of such horses were allowed to retain them. 107 While some of these animals were recruited in
Canada, quality equines of this type were harder to find there. This was due to Canadians’
preference for driving horses, and the desire for Thoroughbred blood in such mounts, a breed
only recently having gained popularity in the country.108 Luckily, the artillery and ammunition
columns did not require so many of these animals as other units.
Mules were generally classified as light draught, though occasionally they were considered as pack
animals.
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The most in-demand for these units was the light draught horse and mule. According to
Major-General Sir John Moore, Director of Veterinary Services of the British Expeditionary
Force, these animals “should be capable of drawing a weight of 1200lbs for approximately
twenty miles per day, walk about three miles an hour, and trot at an average of six miles.”109
Physically, they were “from 15.2- to 16-hands [in height] and weighed about 1200lbs; short in
the leg and back, and strong.”110 J. G. Rutherford, Veterinary Director-General of Canada, gave a
full description of the ideal light draught horse:
[A] smart, native van or express horse on short legs, with plenty of bone and substance and
enough quality to ensure staying power in fairly fast work. He should stand from 15.2 to 16
hands, weight not less than 1200lbs and measure at least 8 inches below the knee and 72
inches in girth. Considerable variation in type is permissible, the work of the horse artillery
demanding greater speed and therefore more warm blood than are necessary for ordinary
field artillery, while in all batteries properly horsed, the lead and centre pairs are slightly
taller and more rangy than the wheelers, the latter requiring greater strength and substance.111
Their working ability was the first concern for army purchasers. Aside from the physical
characteristics of these animals, there was also their level of training and personality to consider.
Field Artillery Training 1914 describes these as including:
i) He must be a quiet ride, and capable of conveying a heavy weight over long distances,
without undue fatigue. ii) Handy and quick in obeying the correct ‘aids’. iii) Steady both in
and out of the ranks or team and capable of being ridden with one hand at any pace either in
the company of other horses or alone. iv) Be a good jumper and ready to face water and
swim.112
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These types of horses and mules were most in demand because they were needed to haul the
guns and wagons that were essential to the operations of the artillery. Their cost was $190 per
animal on average.113
Hauling the heavy artillery and other substantial work fell to the heavy draught horses. These
animals weighed a minimum of 1400 pounds, and were exceptionally large. They generally
possessed Percheron breeding, although Shires and Clydesdales were also well represented.114
Their price was high, on average being $210.115 These equines were unfortunately subject to
heavy casualties largely due to susceptibility to illness, and thus were in high demand and
fetched high prices.
For all of these types, in addition to their individual requirements, there were general
standards that had to be met. The ideal British remount animal was between four and seven years
of age; bay, brown, chestnut, or black in colour, although greys were required for special corps
and as officer mounts; sound and healthy, with a strict but fair veterinary examination.116 The
Canadians had similar requirements. Their ideal animals stood from fifteen to sixteen hands,
weighed approximately 1000 to 1400 pounds, were aged from five to eight years old, and were to
be “sound in wind and limb and free from all blemishes.” 117 There was a slightly more expansive
range of colours accepted by the Canadians, including bay, black, brown, chestnut, grey, and
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roan.118 But of course, in times of war these rules were not always closely followed. Minor faults
were often overlooked, and purchasers were less specific with colour and age, so long as the
animal could work to a full extent. There was no standard in breed; although Thoroughbred
blood was common, it was far from a requirement. In any case, a truly great assortment of
animals were purchased.
Interestingly, geldings were preferred. No specific reason was given, but it was likely due
to generally held opinions of the time. Stallions were held back for breeding purposes and were
often considered more difficult to handle than geldings. Mares were also “valued almost
exclusively for their reproductive labor.” 119 One popular horsemanship book even declared that
“mares [were] generally more prone to fear.” 120 This had no scientific basis, but it was a
prevalent attitude at the time. Though all of these standards were not always met and became
more relaxed as the war went on, the ideal did not change.
Mules were judged to the same standard as horses, but were not always regarded equally.
These animals became increasingly prevalent and appreciated by the Canadians throughout the
First World War. Generally classified as light draught, they were also sometimes categorized as
pack animals. Mules were the product of a female horse and a male donkey; their identifying
characteristics were their long ears, stubborn or even poor disposition, and toughness. As one
soldier recalled, “[d]urable is the right word for [mules]: you could not kill them no matter how
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much you wanted to and tried.”121 Many units preferred horses to mules, due to the latter’s
reputation for being difficult. For example, the 2nd CDAC complained about receiving mules
instead of light draught horses, particularly since the 1st and 4th CDACs had been given the
latter.122 Such opinions were not held by all, however, and changed as the war went on. Kerr
argued that “mules were not less manageable than horses” and praised the animal for its working
ability; he claimed the only disadvantage was the “razor-like backbone” that made the mule
uncomfortable to ride bareback.123 By August 1916 it was decided to staff the artillery batteries
exclusively with horses, while the ammunition columns were allocated an increasing number of
mules. This was because “for slow draught work the mule [had] no equal,” and was therefore
more suited for working in the ammunition column.124 The prestige attributed to the horse and
artillery batteries over the mule and ammunition columns was also reflected in this decision.
Though the mule certainly proved itself, lingering attitudes of dismissal and dislike remained.
Equine quality and type is difficult to communicate. It requires a knowledge of
conformation, breeding, and physiology of the animal. 125 One scholar comments on this
difficulty, stating that “[m]ost of the factors determining the price that a particular horse will
fetch are neither quantifiable nor even very clearly defined; experts were better at recognizing
quality than describing it. Certainly, buyers who knew their business needed to spend quite a bit
121
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of time inspecting possible purchases.” 126 Those in charge of purchasing were therefore supposed
to be knowledgeable horsemen. A check for this system was that every acquisition had to be
approved by a veterinary officer. Only those free from all diseases and deemed physically fit
were accepted. The animals were also inoculated and given a mallein test. 127 This inspection was
either done immediately before purchase or completed upon arrival at a remount depot. The
animals were also branded for identification purposes.
Travelling by train from across the country, the animals of the first contingent arrived
before Valcartier was ready. Such was the chaos of mobilization and on-going construction of the
camp that accommodation for the horses and mules was not yet complete and worse, they did not
always receive the correct treatment. For example, two train-car loads of animals were “left for a
time on the sidings without proper attention,” and, “on two occasions, both at night, horses broke
from… corrals and stampeded through the camp.”128 These issues were quickly rectified, and a
great effort went into maintaining a high standard of care for the many subsequent animals that
would pass through the growing number of Canadian remount depots.
The primary purpose of such facilities in Canada was to house animals until transport and
vetting out those not suitable as remounts, although sometimes training also took place. Animals
arrived at the such depots from all over North America. They were transported by train which
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often negatively impacted the health of the horses and mules due to the weather, stress of travel,
exposure to illness, and inadequate stops for water and food.129 Complaints about the lack of
attendants were common, particularly for the tasks of loading and unloading.130 Increasingly,
better animal management resulted in fewer casualties. Interval stops for food and water became
mandated and careful attention was paid in order to prevent the spread of disease.131 The same
efforts were made at the depots, where animals were conditioned to be adequate remounts. One
such location was the Lachine Remount Depot. Covering over 300 acres located approximately
thirteen miles from Montreal, this depot was the largest in North America. It was established in
early 1915 and had a capacity for 9000 equines. 132 The animals were properly fed and watered,
but here little effort went into grooming or training them; this was carried out once they reached
England. The primary focus was reaching a standard of health and good weight to minimize the
effects of overseas transport.
Chaotic only begins to describe the shipping arrangements of the first contingent to
England. From the outset, the idea had been to despatch this force as soon as possible. However,
the transportation scheme was also affected by the shambolic mobilization process and Hughes’
demands. Equipment shortages and organizational problems had delayed the possibility of
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animals. Furthermore, due to the effects of travel, the immune system of the horses and mules was often
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departing until the third week of September. The Director of Supplies and Transport had
submitted a plan to transport most of the Canadians on twenty-five vessels on 17 September
1914; it was rejected by Hughes who then appointed Lieutenant-Colonel William Price as the
Director General of Embarkation at Quebec, and instructed that additional ships were to be
engaged in order to send the force in its entirety.133 Boats were paid based on their speed: with
ten shillings put down in advance, the rate ranged between just over fourteen shillings up to
almost nineteen shillings per ton, per month.134 It was no small feat that these ships managed to
get the Canadians across the ocean. The largest issue was that there was no loading plan. No one
had taken stock of each boat: the weight and volume it could carry, the men and animals it could
accommodate, or even if equipment would fit aboard. The result was utter disorder.
Beginning on 23 September 1914, the first units left Valcartier and began making their way
to Quebec City, staying at the Exhibition Grounds until loaded onto the boats. Mounted units
went by road, and those with fewer animals went by rail. Valcartier was within a day’s march; the
journey was not at all arduous.135 The units would stay there in Quebec City until called forward
to go to the docks on the St. Lawrence River, where they would load themselves onto their
assigned vessel. The 7th Battery departed very early on 27 September 1914 and arrived at the
wharf at six that morning; the work of loading horses was quickly completed, though the guns
and wagons were left behind under guard to be put on another ship. 136 Other units were less
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organized and contributed to the confusion. This was mainly due to communication failures. For
example, “much unnecessary congestion... was caused by the failure of the 1st and 2nd Artillery
Brigades to wait as instructed at [the] rendezvous camp.”137 Artillery units brought their full
establishment of equipment:
[F]ifty-four 18-pounders, twelve 13-pounders, and four 60-pounders, together with 198
ammunition wagons and 1500 rounds per gun. Besides all this, there had to be loaded, for
consignment to Woolwich... forty-two 18-, nine 13-, and six 60-pounder guns, as well as 56
ammunition wagons and 11,847 rounds of ammunition. Guns and limbers were shipped
without removing wheels from axles - a procedure which consumed an unnecessarily large
amount of cargo space. Much of this space might have been utilized by placing cases of
ammunition between the guns when they were being loaded, but notification of the
ammunition to be shipped was not received until after the guns were abroad. As a result,
while some vessels had to take on water ballast to complete heir load, it eventually became
necessary to charter an additional vessel.138
This required great labour to pack into the vessels. Inability to utilize shipping space efficiently
was a major issue, and the lack of a loading plan was felt keenly. As Tim Cook explains, the
process was simply “loading everything that could fit into the hull of one ship and then moving
on to the next one,” with the result that “[a]llotted cargoes ended up in the wrong vessels, and
troops were marched onto ships and then off again.”139 The 1st CDAC fell victim to this
problem: the unit’s wagons were first loaded alongside the animals, but at the last moment taken
off and left in the freight sheds to make room for more important cargo.140 In the end, 863 horses,
4512 tons of various equipment and supplies, a collection of vehicles, and a few men were left
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behind to sail independently four days later.141 Few units would travel as a complete entity,
despite the expectation that they would. This was especially troubling for the mounted and
artillery components of the Canadian Expeditionary Force. As Nicholson explains, “in many
cases [units] were separated from their mounts, and because of limited passenger
accommodation on the horse-boats, attendants had to look after as many as sixteen animals
instead of the four prescribed by military regulations.”142 The regulations were in place to ensure
the health and safety of the animals; the decision to disregard them was perilous. This was
largely the result of the chaotic loading process and lack of proper planning. In any case, the
Canadian Expeditionary Force departed in the dark on 1 October 1914, moving to to the
rendezvous point in Gaspé Harbour.
After this first escapade in transporting men, animals and equipment overseas, the
Canadians were much better prepared. Subsequent shipments were more orderly and organized,
with enough planning to ensure that most units remained whole while in transit. The majority of
Canadian units departed from Halifax and Montreal, with the latter port shipping the majority of
remounts as well. Camblyn described the shipping experience aboard an animal transport as
follows:
Usually six hundred to eight hundred animals were shipped in each transport, and all horse
transports carried a veterinary officer and ample veterinary supplies to attend their medical
wants; also, each animal had a separate stall. Animals on the upper deck of the boats were
provided with rugs, but those on the lower decks were not. The lower decks were supplied
with fresh air… Ample food and fresh water was supplied in all ships. Further, the animals
were exercise daily and their stalls kept clean. The navy rendered noble services by
141
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convoying the horse transports... The journey on water was fraught with danger. The
submarine... no possible chance of saving them.143
Despite this foreboding statement by Camblyn, the journey was actually relatively safe.
Remarkably few animals were lost en route. This was due to the presence of veterinary officers
on board the ships, as well as close attention to providing adequate care, feed, ventilation, and
living quarters. The table below shows the numbers of animals shipped from various ports
overseas to England:
Table 2.1 Horses and Mules Shipped from North America to England. Data from War Office,
Statistics of the Military Effort of the British Empire during the Great War 1914-1920, 399.
Year

TOTAL

Horses
Shipped

Mules
Shipped

Horses Lost
at Sea

Mules Lost at Percentage of Percentage of
Sea
Horses Lost
Mules Lost

1914

35,146

5938

626

20

1.78

0.03

1915

197,792

114,830

3865

2819

1.95

2.45

1916

53,437

74,289

699

252

1.30

0.33

1917

94,035

60,329

3318

451

3.52

0.07

1918

48,198

19,721

1248

426

2.58

2.16

428,608

275,107

9756

3968

2.28

1.44

A total of 6604 animals were killed when their transports were sunk by German submarines;
another sixty-three horses and mules killed by shell fire while on board. 144 These numbers were
extraordinarily low considering how many animals were transported and the prevalence of
enemy submarines. Losses could have been much worse.
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The horse transports were protected by the Royal Navy. The average crossing was two
weeks; the first contingent made the journey in twelve days. 145 On board, the men were kept
entertained with “physical training, foot drill, lectures and the completion of the details of the
internal economy.”146 Such activities included the daily care of horses and mules that were on
board: feeding, watering, grooming, exercise, and the cleaning of the stalls had to be carried
out.147 Unfortunately, sometimes these duties had to be done longer than initially planned.
The original destination for the first Canadians sent overseas was the port at Southampton,
but the reported presence of German submarines meant the transports travelled instead to
Devonport at Plymouth. The first ships arrived early on 14 October 1914. The 7th Battery
experienced some confusion regarding the change in terminus:
Still on board. Looks as if they cannot unload us for a day or two, also it seems we were not
expected in this port at all; 4 German submarines were supposed to have entered
Southampton, did no damage though caused the authorities to send us here. Nothing definite
seems to be known about it. There’s a rumour tonight that we are to be sent to another port in
the morning.148
The unprepared and smaller port struggled to cope with the unloading process. Congestion
resulted in delays, with the last ship being emptied only on 24 October 1914.149 This waiting
period of up to ten days in the harbour was very detrimental to the animals. Only eighty-one
horses and mules had been lost during this initial voyage, with the greatest number of casualties
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occurring while the ships were at anchor in the harbour.150 The 7th Battery had lost three horses
en route to England, to colic or pneumonia.151 The 1st CDAC lost seventeen with an additional
five having to be destroyed after they were disembarked.152 Furthermore, the vast majority of the
animals were in a noticeably debilitated condition, “[b]adly fatigued from standing for three
weeks on board ship… quite unfit for any work on disembarkation.”153 Because of the haphazard
method of loading, chaos reigned on the opposite side of the ocean as well. After landing, units
attempted to reunite with their animals and equipment. The 1st CDAC and the 1st Infantry
Battalion ended up with many of each others horses and mules; an exchange was arranged once
the animals had all been inspected.154 The 850 horses and mules abroad the Manhattan, which
had sailed independently of the convoy, did not arrive until 23 October 1914 and the animals had
to be cared for by British Territorials until the Canadians could collect and distribute them.155
This disarray took some time to resolve, but eventually all the animals were brought to land and
allocated to their proper units. The horses and mules were allowed to recuperate for a few days
near the docks before they took the seven hour train ride to Amesbury Station.156 In deference to
their weakened condition, the equines were led and the guns and wagons were left behind
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temporarily.157 Once unloaded, the horses and mules marched with the men to Salisbury Plain.
Subsequent Canadian forces would proceed to Bramshott, Shorncliffe and Witley.
Even before the weather turned the first Canadian camp into a muddy, water-logged mess,
a major problem was encountered: the equipment brought by the Canadians was woefully
unsuitable for combat. The biggest issue was a lack of uniformity in harnesses and vehicles. This
made harnessing difficult and maintenance and repair impossible. Furthermore, many of the
harnesses did not possess a quick release function, necessary in emergency situations for swiftly
separating animals from a wagon.158 T.A. Russell of Russell Motor Car Company had been
appointed to purchase both motorized and horse-drawn vehicles for the Valcartier camp and the
first contingent. To this end, he bought 455 heavy and 398 light farm wagons in eight different
makes at a total cost of $100,217.35.159 Forty-nine water carts in two designs were also
purchased, altogether worth $21,730. 160 The divisional ammunition column would take on much
of this equipment, and were therefore the ones most affected by its unsuitability.
It was decided that the Canadian contingent would be re-equipped with the standard British
equipment in order to solve these problems. The General Service Mark X wagon and the pole
draught type harness thus replaced the variable Canadian patterns. 161 This standardization
allowed for teams to pull any vehicle interchangeably with no equipment alteration. This also
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reduced issues in supply, repair and maintenance. There was also a continual shortage of leather
and a lack of factories that were capable of making the military pattern of harness and saddlery
sets. Steel was also required — though nickel was preferred by the soldiers. While some of this
work was carried out in Britain, it became necessary to outsource acquisition of such supplies to
North America. 162 In this way, the supply difficulties involving leather were overcome.
Russell was also charged with purchasing the first contingent’s motor vehicles. While their
presence was progressive, at no time did they threaten to replace the horses and mules. As
Macksey explains, the animals “were available and familiar, [and] scrapping all the facilities
related to horse transport could no more be granted by treasuries than could the complete retraining of men to drive and service mechanized vehicles be accomplished.” 163 Furthermore, the
motor cars, trucks, and motorcycles purchased by Russell also received the same criticisms as the
horse-drawn vehicles: a lack of standardization meant it was extremely difficult to perform
maintenance and to find parts for repair, especially since many of them were manufactured in
North America. Two of the truck types developed serious defects even before the Canadians left
for France. It was decided to keep the entire fleet of vehicles in England for use by subsequent
units, with British trucks and motor cars as their replacement. 164
The Canadians occupied a number of camps across England during the First World War
before crossing the Channel to France. But the first of these was the infamous Salisbury Plain.
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On arrival, the men were put into canvas tents and the animals were picketed in the open; the
weather being fairly good, this was a suitable arrangement.165 But it began to grow colder, and
rain fell on eighty-nine days between mid-October 1914 to mid-February 1915; double the
average precipitation of approximately twelve inches.166 Lacking shelter, the horses and mules
suffered from exposure, illness, and mud fever.167 The experience of the 1st Brigade was
representative of the entire first contingent:
About Christmas the ground was covered with snow and the main roads were so icy that
smooth shod horses could not travel on them. A small percentage of animals died of
exposure, and by the end of the year they were all very much reduced in condition. The mud
around the camps was so deep that it was quite impossible to do any training for the greater
part of this period, besides which the horses were so weak towards the end of the year that
they could scarcely pull the guns. Conditions altogether were very miserable, both from a
climatic standpoint and the prevailing feeling of disappointment that the Canadian Division
had not been sent over to France.168
Considering that the Canadians had not yet reached the battlefield, the deteriorating condition of
their animals and the inability to train horses and men was very serious. Bad weather and mud
was so prevalent that it was impossible to keep the animals and harness clean and dry. It took
several months for the men and animals to be moved out of canvas and the open and into actual
billets. But once this occurred, the situation improved dramatically.169 Daily training continued
until it became detrimental to the health of the animals — the men received no exemptions.
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Military education began in Canada. Initially, many of the militia batteries enlisted together
and were already familiar with their guns. The RCHA instructed those units which lacked such
experience. Training involved both moral and practical education. Drivers and gunners primarily
needed to know the “management, care and handling of his horse and gun,” as well as be welldrilled in “patriotism, devotion to duty, the soldierly spirit,” cleanliness and discipline.170 The
Field Artillery Manual 1914 emphasized the importance of proper training, particularly in the
area of horsemanship since the “efficiency of horse and field artillery depend[ed] so largely on
the riding of the men and on the training and condition of the horses.”171 The ideal soldier in the
artillery was required to be a capable and fit rider, knowledgeably care for his animal, effectively
drive a team, and get a fallen horse or mule out its harness or a ditch.172 To reach this level of
horsemanship was not easy. Familiarity and skill with the animals had to be learnt and a standard
of fitness achieved. This took repetition and time. To this end, the time at Valcartier was “well
filled in fitting harness, training horses and in learning to ride.”173 This was not entirely by
design, as the camp lacked adequate facilities for firing the artillery.174 This severe omission was
not rectified at the camp until after the departure of the first contingent; subsequent units were
provided with ranges in order to practice firing their guns. Training in Canada continued to be
negatively impacted by shortages.
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There was a severe lack of equipment in Canadian training camps throughout the war,
especially with eighteen-pounder guns. The 25th Battery practiced exclusively on antiquated
twelve-pounders at Barriefield Camp and Valcartier.175 The 73rd Depot Battery was also forced
to use such guns, although it had obtained one eighteen-pounder by 21 August 1918. 176
Bombardier James Logan recalled that his unit did not receive their guns until they reached
England, a full seven months after mobilization.177 Items such as saddles and other tack required
for riding and driving practice were also unavailable in some cases. The 6th Brigade suffered
through training on the twelve- pounders as well as endured inadequate numbers of animals and
saddlery.178 The 72nd Depot Battery suffered from severe shortages of miscellaneous equipment
— but were fortunate enough to train with five eighteen-pounders.179 These shortages were
keenly felt. The commanding officer of the 65th Training Depot complained that “the men are
making very good progress [but] it is very hard to get good results... on account of having no
equipment for this purpose.”180 Appeals for additional equipment were made, but it was simply
not available in most cases. The soldiers in France took first priority.
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There was also a shortage of animals that plagued those training in Canada. For example,
the 25th Battery trained on foot from March to June 1915, when they finally received ninety
horses.181 Bombardier James Logan commented that though his unit was formed in October
1915, their horses were not obtained until arrival in England in May 1916. 182 The 65th Depot
Battery reported that the shortage of horses restricted training.183 The scarcity of animals was due
to them being sent overseas to replace casualties.
Throughout the war, the training program was intensive, particularly once the units reached
England. The men attended lectures and practical sessions daily; at its worst the weather only
briefly postponed exercises. The education comprised of “equitation and driving, [gun] laying,
battery tactics, ranging, distribution and method of fire, entrenching and concealing guns...
reconnaissance, communications, march discipline, supplemented by lectures on these subjects
and also on organization, ammunition and horsemastership.”184 Both gunners and drivers were
expected to learn how to care for the horses and mules as well as operate the guns. Of course,
drivers received additional training in regards to the animals while the gunners acquired more
artillery knowledge. A sample day of training for the 65th Depot Battery involved the gunners
spending an hour on knotting and lashing, two and a quarter hours on gun drill and fuze setting,
and one hour each for foot drill, physical training, equitation, and stables; the drivers spent two
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hours in the stable, two and quarter hours on equitation, and an hour each for physical training,
gun drill, and foot drill.185 Frequently, lectures on various subjects were given to good effect. 186
The training schedule changed daily, and was dependent on the progression of the unit. The men
had to be able to drive, ride, and carry out rifle and foot drill before any advanced work could be
done.187 The schedule was also affected by varying personnel levels, weather, and shortages. The
men were also occasionally engaged in other projects. This was the case in October 1917 when a
“number [were] employed getting [w]inter [q]uarters prepared.” 188 In the case of inclement
weather, regular care for animals was the first priority, and lectures were given instead of the
normal exercises.189
As the war progressed, it was suggested that additional emphasis be placed on equitation
and equine management during training. This knowledge was essential. As the British Veterinary
General asserted, “the hygiene of the animal... preserves his health and adds to his utility. It is all
a matter of instruction and it forms a part of the curriculum of a soldier’s training in common
with other items. What knowledge begins, association fosters, and the end is the love of
comrades in arms, reciprocated and enduring.”190 Much of this knowledge was imparted through
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lectures by knowledgeable commanding or veterinary officers. This included the care of animals,
stable management, feeding, riding, and farrier work.191 Not only were these lectures given
during training in Canada and England, they were also given to units in the field.
The horses and mules of the Canadian artillery brigades and ammunition columns also
required instruction. The level of education possessed by each animal varied but very few had
military experience. The 3rd Battery found this out shortly before their first parade. While the
men managed to successfully harness and hitch all of their animals, it had been quite a challenge
as they had little proper training. 192 The education of horses and mules was carried out in
remount depots or by soldiers within the units. The animal had to accept the bridle, bit, and
saddle as well as learn to be handled on the ground, ridden and driven.193 Occasionally this
training was not properly completed. If there was inadequate time or skill within a unit, the horse
or mule was sent away for further education. This was done by surrendering them to the nearest
mobile veterinary section. For example, four mules were ceded from the artillery units and
ammunition column of the 2nd Canadian Division on 17 May 1918 for being “wild” and
requiring “further training.” 194 The presence of these insufficiently trained animals seems to have
occurred more often later in the war, and it was also almost exclusively mules which had such
issues. Whether this was a reflection of the attitude toward mules or the mules’ difficult
personalities is unknown. Nevertheless, there were few cases that necessitated such actions.
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Major organizational changes also took place within the artillery throughout the war. In
November 1914, batteries were reduced from six guns to four. This was ordered by the British,
who “had decided six guns were too difficult to control in mobile warfare,”195 although the real
problem was a shortage of guns to equip the artillery. Only in May 1916, were there enough
weapons available to restore the batteries to their original size.196 Each artillery brigade now had
three field batteries with six 18-pounder guns each, and one howitzer battery, equipped with six
4.5-inch howitzers. At full strength, each field battery was allocated 194 men and 165 animals
while the howitzer battery possessed 196 soldiers 169 horses and mules. The brigade
headquarters possessed thirty-four men and twenty-one equines while divisional artillery
headquarters had twenty-one men with nine mounts. 197 This was a part of a larger reorganization, for an overall total of 712 men and 685 animals per brigade. Ammunition supply
was also affected.
Previously, the divisional artillery brigades had possessed their own ammunition columns
that existed separately from the divisional ammunition columns. Those at the brigade level had
one officer, 145 other ranks, and 194 horses and mules; the divisional level columns possessed
fifteen officers, 342 other ranks, and 396 animals.198 In May 1916, these were combined and
responsibility for ammunition and provision supply fell entirely to the divisional ammunition
columns. The new establishment was seventeen officers, 571 other ranks, and 666 horses and
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mules.199 The 6th Brigade CFA recorded that, “[t]his new system worked out to the satisfaction
of all concerned and considerably reduced the number of men and horses in the forward area.”200
This organization was kept for the remainder of the war.
The Royal Canadian Horse Artillery Brigade (RCHA) also made the journey to France.
This included the RCHA Brigade ammunition column with three officers, 137 other ranks and
173 animals.201 Attached to the Canadian Cavalry Brigade, the RCHA was also separate from the
Canadian Corps-level artillery that operated independently from the divisions, supporting
Canadians or allies as needed. These units included the 8th Field Army Brigade, the 5th
Divisional Artillery, and the Corps Heavy Artillery. The 8th Field Army Brigade took the same
form as a regular artillery brigade, but it retained its own ammunition column: four officers, 175
other ranks, and 227 horses and mules. 202 The 5th Divisional Artillery was composed as regular
divisional artillery; it also maintained a divisional ammunition column. The Corps Heavy
Artillery headquarters possessed twelve officers, forty-five other ranks and five horses. 203 There
was a distinct lack of horses and mules listed in the establishment of the siege batteries in the
CGA. This was because the heavy artillery pieces were generally less transient and located far
from the front lines, which meant better access to good roads and alternative transportation such
as tractors and by railway. Animals were borrowed from other units when they were required.
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From the outset of the war, horses and mules had a constant and important presence in the
Canadian artillery units and ammunition columns. After mobilization, both men and animals
were equipped, trained, and transported together. The first crossing was in February 1915, when
the Canadians sailed from Avonmouth to St. Nazaire. Though recruitment, supply, training and
transport evolved throughout the war, the foundation was thus laid even before the first Canadian
units reached France. These processes would prove to be crucial to carrying out the essential
work during the war.
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Chapter 2: The Role of Horses and Mules in Warfare
[Life] varied by trips to the railhead, the DAC or the dump for more horses, shells or
supplies; or, more seriously, by trips two or three times a night to the guns with
ammunition if an offensive were in preparation. The last involved some danger and much
hardship and exertions; as did also the performance of another duty at irregular intervals,
moving the guns from one position to another.204
The above is Wilfred Kerr’s description of the draught work carried out by the horses and mules
of the Canadian artillery units and ammunition columns during the First World War. Equines also
performed duties as officers’ mounts. The roles performed by the horses and mules were
absolutely vital to the daily operation and effectiveness of the Canadian artillery and thus the
overall war effort. The working conditions these jobs were performed under varied from optimal
to poor to downright dismal. Proximity to the front, quality of roads, volume of traffic, weather,
navigational concerns, and the effect of enemy action all affected the work conducted. A
combination of these factors contributed to an animal becoming a stray.205
The smallest role played by horses in the Canadian artillery was as officers’ mounts. In this
capacity, horses were ridden by officers as they carried out their daily duties. Riding took place
in the relative safety of the rear as well as amid the dangers of shelling closer to the front lines.
Such tasks included escorting and supervising work parties, visiting the guns, performing
reconnaissance missions, and transmitting information. The latter were often called orderly
duties, and the occupation took many forms. Generally, they involved carrying messages
between the batteries, ammunition columns, and division or corps headquarters.206 Orderly duty
also encompassed informing control posts of a unit’s approach and receiving any traffic
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directions.207 Lower-ranked officers were most often given such tasks; they were also charged
with supervising the collection and relinquishment of animals.208 This generally involved
travelling a short distance to the nearest veterinary section or train-head. Officers’ mounts also
had to receive exercise when they were not being worked. If possible, the officer carried out such
activity himself, but if he was busy, it was often delegated to the lower ranks.
Each officer had two mounts assigned to him, dependent on rank and supply. Sometimes
these animals were borrowed by other officers. This was largely due to a shortage of animals or
delay in providing remounts. As one British officer explained,
I had not yet been assigned a horse in the brigade. Every other officer had two chargers
and a groom of his own, but as I was only a first-line reinforcement and not properly on
the strength of the battery until one of the officers was knocked out, they had never let me
have horses, and I had always had to borrow. I need hardly say, therefore, how glad I was
to get one which was at least as good as any of the ‘official’ mounts.209
Officers also had the privilege of selecting their mounts. This did not always work to their
advantage. Such was the case for two officers who coveted a beautiful big black horse. While
this animal performed wonderfully in a team, as an officer’s mount he proved very troublesome:
he was extremely herd-bound. Both officers had to coerce the horse by blindfold to head off on
an individual ride; one was scraped off on the roof of the shelter and the other mightily
embarrassed when the horse refused to do anything but follow the mount of an infantry officer.210
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After these incidents, the animal was returned to the driver from which he had been
requisitioned.
Officers’ privileges of selection also often extended to being able to keep the same chargers
despite transfer or absence. By January 1917, orders went out stating that officers were to be
allowed to retain their animal of choice as far as possible.211 This was of benefit to the officers,
who often developed a fondness for their mounts. Such was the case for Ernest Black, who was
ecstatic when he received his mount Minnie; he kept her for the rest of the war.212 E. W. B.
Morrison, who began as the commander of the 1st Brigade CFA and became the head of the
Canadian Corps Artillery by the end of the war, had a similar experience. His favourite mount
was a dark bay 15.3 hand Thoroughbred cross gelding named King; Morrison had purchased the
horse in 1909, trained it himself, and proceeded to use him throughout the war. 213 However, such
a luxury was often limited only to the higher ranking officers.
Draught work occupied a far larger proportion of the Canadian animals. It was divided into
two categories: heavy and light. Heavy draught work included the hauling of the heavy artillery
pieces, which by the end of the war included sixty-pounders and six-inch guns and howitzers.
This work was performed by animals of the same classification. These heavy draught horses
could carry out immense amounts of work but had a greater “susceptibility to disease, large food
and water requirements, and the ability to stand forced marches.”214 The heavy artillery guns’
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weight and size meant they were less mobile; their long-range fire also meant they were located
farther in the rear in relatively less perilous locales and conditions. 215 There were also fewer of
these guns.
Light draught was the bulk of the work performed by horses and mules of the Canadian
Corps. They pulled the eighteen-pounder guns and 4.5-inch howitzers of the field artillery, from
one emplacement to another, or, from a depot up to forward areas if the guns were new or had
undergone repairs. Harnessed horses and mules were brought forward to the gun’s position and
hitched to the limbered gun. Four, six or eight horses or mules made up the teams of the artillery
units; the shortage of animals by June 1918 resulted in a widespread reduction from six- to fourhorse or -mule teams. The extraction of the gun from its emplacement could be extremely
difficult if conditions were adverse. Once withdrawn the batteries were moved to their new
positions via major roads as much as possible. The following is one recollection of such
relocation:
At last, about the eleventh of October [1917], the orders came… that evening, in a light
rain, all of the drivers set out for the gun position with their teams and harness; and about
ten o’clock they returned with the guns, the gunners, the staff, the officers, the
equipment at the guns, having turned over the position to some English battery… We
arose in the morning… then we waited for the order to march in a rather dismal morning,
cold and damp; til finally, about ten o’clock, the major led off; and, section by section,
the battery followed … we marched along or rode over the roads of Northern France…
At noon, we halted on the road, gave the horses their oats, and ourselves received what
passed for lunch… after a halt of half an hour, we resumed our march; this we continued
until dark, when we pitched camp on the outskirts of a village… [On] October 15th, we
remained in the open space and in the asylum while our officers made arrangements to
relieve an English battery… they did not take the guns with them [to the front] as it had
been decided that we should take over the position, guns and all, after which the battery
relieved would take over our guns and retire from the line with them. 216
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This particular transfer took several days. The exchange of guns seen in this incidence happened
only occasionally, usually when conditions made removal of the guns not worth the risk or when
emplacements were difficult to build. The job of moving guns could be arduous but it was not
carried out with great frequency due to the static nature of the war. The exception was the latter
half of 1918 when the conflict became more mobile and guns advanced much more often and
further than they had previously.
The supply of provisions and ammunition occupied even more time and effort. While the
full supply logistics of the Canadian Expeditionary Force is beyond the scope of this thesis, the
basics of the process of moving supplies to the front will be briefly outlined: everything was
shipped to one of several ports on the coast of northern France; from there, items were
transferred by rail to depots. The Canadian Corps then arranged to draw and distribute supplies
from these depots using a combination of trains, trucks, and horse-drawn transport. Reserve
parks and ammunition dumps were created further forward, the closest being no farther than
several kilometres back from the front lines; from here, provisions were drawn for the wagon
lines and drawn or packed nightly to the guns by horses and mules. As Camblyn explains, the
“transportation duties were heavy… rations and supplies [went] from the divisional rail-head to
the divisional dumps where the unit transports proceeded daily for their supplies of rations.” 217
This work was done by the drivers and animals of the ammunition columns as well as the horses
and mules specifically assigned to the batteries.218 These trips were mostly carried out in the dark
to avoid German detection and lessen the impact of the enemy’s random and targeted shelling.
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Ammunition supply was essential to artillery operations and one of the major aspects of
draught work. The guns required a vast amount of both high-explosive and shrapnel shells and
their associated fuzes, as well as a variety of miscellaneous rounds such as smoke and gas. The
empty ammunition boxes and fired casings also needed to be brought back to the reserve parks to
be reused.219 The war diaries of the ammunition columns often record the daily amount and types
of ammunition brought to the guns. For example, on Tuesday, April 3rd 1916, the 1st CDAC
detailed ten General Service (G.S.) wagons and seventy ammunition wagons for hauling
ammunition forward, carrying a total of 10568 shrapnel and 4318 high-explosive shells for
eighteen-pounders, 3015 high-explosive shells for 4.5-inch howitzers, 776 miscellaneous
howitzer rounds, as well as 500 rounds for Colt and Webley revolvers, a few hundred ground
flares, and an assortment of trench mortar grenades.220 The quantity of ammunition brought
forward varied depending on the battery’s needs. For example, during a quiet period on the night
of 2-3 January 1916, the 2nd Divisional Ammunition Column brought up 680 rounds to the 16th
Battery and on 7-8 February 1916, this was increased to 1038 rounds, with fewer than twenty
rounds expended daily; but on the night of 26-27 March 1916 over 1600 shells and fuzes were
brought forward and on 3-4 April 1916, 2239 rounds were brought to the guns, with hundreds of
rounds were being fired daily by this point.221 Obviously, the more active the sector, the more
ammunition would need to be brought forward.
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A wide variety of provisions were also required by those at the wagon lines and batteries.
They needed an immense number of supplies for daily life, as well as for construction and
camouflage projects. By 1917, each ammunition column was equipped with three water carts,
two maltese carts for medical equipment, and seventy G.S. wagons and sixty-three wagons with
limbers to load eighteen-pounders, 4.5-inch howitzers, and small arms. On paper these were
allocated as follows: two cooking wagons, four wagons for technical stores, one for explosives,
four to carry grenades, thirty-eight for small-arms ammunition, nine wagons for eighteenpounder ammunition, twelve for 4.5-inch howitzer ammunition. Additionally, the wagons with
limbers numbered thirty-six, twelve, and fifteen for eighteen-pounders, 4.5-inch howitzers, and
small arms, respectively. 222 In practice, however, these wagons were utilized in many different
ways. The bulk of deliveries included daily rations for men and animals, but the horses and
mules were employed in a variety of tasks. This included collecting forage, remounts, and stores,
transporting manure, moving men and baggage, and hauling chalk, coal, salvage, straw, stones,
and wood.223 Delivered several times monthly to the soldiers was their mail from home. 224 These
miscellaneous jobs mostly took place in the rear areas.
When conditions deteriorated and wagons could no longer make it through the mud to the
guns, the essential ammunition and supplies were brought up by pack animals. The horses and
mules that were usually harnessed to the wagons instead carried their loads on their backs. This
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practice was developed during the war; initially the ammunition columns were not organized or
equipped to carry out such work. A packing echelon was incorporated into the artillery brigade,
with a captain, subaltern, necessary support staff such as farriers, one veterinary officer, fifty
drivers and 120 horses and mules, taken from the division’s ammunition column.225 After reorganization in May 1916, usually No. 4 Section was allocated to this task, although sometimes
the poor conditions forced the other sections to carry out this work as well. A description of such
transport is as follows:
The pack animals [assigned to] each battery left… in one train in charge of an officer
with one driver for each animal and one NCO for every twenty. Owing to the congested
roads, the hostile shelling, and the condition of the ground off the roads, it was found
impossible to keep the animals in one train when proceeding to and from the guns. To
ensure that each driver took up the required number of rounds an NCO with a nominal
roll was stationed at each battery to check off the man and rounds. The work of the
Officer was divided over the area between the [Ammunition Reserve Parks] and the
batteries. One or more went forward to reconnoitre for an unshelled route and to direct
drivers. The other Officers remained at the ARPs until all animals were clear, and then
followed up, marshalling and assisting stragglers. The first load of ammunition was
always procured from an ARP, subsequent loads were invariably salved from the plank
road or vacated positions. 226
Packing was done by attaching supplies and ammunition on either side of the animal, with
drivers either riding or leading it to the guns. The receptacles for these loads evolved during the
war. Initially wicker baskets were obtained, but these were notorious for degenerating quickly in
battle conditions. An alternative was developed by Captain Bennett of the 1st CDA: he cut the
top off of the ammunition box to facilitate easy packing and bored holes and put a rope through
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in order to secure the box to the sides of the animals.227 Another alternative was to fashion a sling
out of canvas. The normal load for eighteen-pounder shells was four a side, or two a side if the
animal was being ridden by its driver.228 The 4.5-inch howitzer ammunition also had a carrier
fashioned for packing use, but shells frequently fell out as the pockets were too high; instead,
these rounds were sent up in their boxes.229 To maximize carrying capacity, horses and mules
were often led. Packing was only the last resort for supplying the batteries, as more material
could be conveyed by wagons.
The same awful weather and sea of mud that notoriously plagued the men fighting and
living in the trenches during the First World War also affected the men and animals of the
artillery and ammunition columns. As one gunner wrote home in December 1916, “[w]e are
having abominable weather here now, rain and mud up to the eyebrows.”230 While conditions
were far from always poor, bad weather greatly affected the work carried out. Repeatedly, the
consequences of the wet and cold were lamented in the records left behind: it led to the
deterioration in the health of the animals, made working miserable, and turned the ground to
mud. The 13th Battery experienced incessant rain and wet snow during December 1916, and
battery’s “[h]orses died from exposure or gradually sank into this deep unrepentant mud.”231 J.
M. Brereton writes that the horses and mules, “[p]icketed out in the open in the Flanders winters,
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often standing in liquid mud over the fetlocks, even the hardiest ‘good doers’ rapidly lost
condition and succumbed to lung and digestive troubles.”232 Illness and the loss condition
obviously had a negative impact on the animals’ working ability.
Wet weather ruined the condition of the roads which made draught work far more difficult.
Poor drainage, inadequate surfaces, and precipitation contributed to the quick deterioration of
such routes. In the worst conditions, the roads were transformed into mires where animals and
their loads simply sank. Major Williams recalled that
A mule carrying ammunition near Pollcapelle in September 1917, on the way to the
gunline sank out of sight in a shell-hole. Before ropes could be passed around him, to
assist in extricating him from his terrible predicament, it was realized that relief was
impossible, so a kindly bullet ended his troubles just before his head went below the
sticky surface. 233
Just as it was impossible to save the mule, nothing could be done to change the weather.
However, the climate was not always adverse. When it was dry, working and living conditions
were much improved, no matter what the season. During summer, casualty rates dipped as low as
7.4 per cent despite artillery operations continuing. 234 It was often downright pleasant. Ernest
Black recalled riding down the road on “a lovely spring afternoon” with flowers in bloom and
the sun shining overhead.235 While poor weather was frequent and inflicted much misery upon
man and animal alike, it was far from constant. Precipitation contributed to making daily life
more difficult and unpleasant, but it was far from the only factor.
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A considerable amount of work went into maintaining the transportation systems during
the First World War. As General Arthur Currie commented in January 1918, “good roads are
essential to victory.”236 The roads were in constant use. The majority of the main routes were
two lanes, made of macadam, and twenty to twenty-four feet in width; shoulders ranged from
negligible to up to ten feet, suitable for parking or stopping but not for utilizing as another
lane.237 Most of the town streets were cobblestone with gutters, while smaller roads were simply
unpaved surfaces. The country was rolling but the average grade was four percent, with no main
routes being over seven percent in grade.238 These roads were damaged by traffic, weather, and
enemy action. Continual use by vehicles, especially by the heavy trucks, caused wear on the
road surfaces. Excess speed and tire composition also affected wear, as evidenced by increased
deterioration of the surfaces after the arrival of the French military’s steel tires and twenty-five
mile per hour speed limits in Canadian sectors.239 Frost made the roads become uneven, and
precipitation resulted in the accumulation of water and thus mud. Even warm and dry weather
caused annoyances in the form of dust.240 The Germans targeted crossroads, hill crests, and main
transportation routes with their artillery. When retreating, the enemy also laid delayed action
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mines, placed obstructions on the roads, as well as blew up bridges. 241 It is no wonder these
roads required continual repair.
Construction and repair were essential to facilitate the work of the horses and mules of the
Canadian artillery brigades and ammunition columns. The main goal was to make roads passable
as quickly as possible. Routes were built and repaired by the military were done to facilitate a
standard of “speed rather than a permanent and lasting efficiency.” 242 This was carried out by
using materials at hand, such as stones from damaged buildings or nearby quarries. Drainage was
a primary concern, and the ditches and gutters needed to be kept free from mud, dead leaves and
other debris.243 The road surface also needed to be kept up: the 1st CDAC recorded that during a
move on 21 December 1917, “[t]he roads were most difficult for animals - being very icy and
slippery. Many animals fell but no casualties occurred.”244 Thus mud and snow was scraped off
the road surface by hand with shovels by labour companies. When the surface was icy, dirt was
sprinkled on the road to prevent this slippage.245 Of course, such units could not always get to all
the routes in time.
Nearer to the front, roads were often further debilitated and there was a greater need to
travel cross country. Enemy observation and fire made it impossible to build proper routes to
these gun positions and thus in some places mule-tracks were improvised. These were rails made
of wooden planks, corrugated iron, or any other available material, approximately six inches
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thick, two feet wide, and between ten and fifteen feet long. The wheels of limbered guns were
placed on these rails, with side pieces to prevent them from slipping off, and the horses and
mules hauled them as usual.246 This was the only alternative to slogging through the mud for the
animals pulling the guns. The Canadians claimed they pioneered this technique.247 A similar
system was employed when pack trains brought supplies to these difficult-to-reach locales. The
horses and mules were ridden or led on top of these plank roads in order to make the journey
easier.
The Corps in control of an area were responsible for the maintenance of its roads as well as
traffic regulation. While not a glamorous or heroic part of the First World War, such tasks were
absolutely essential in ensuring guns received their supplies and ammunition and were
established in new positions in a timely manner. A system was quickly developed. Often there
were traffic officers posted at important intersections to direct traffic in order to prevent
confusion and delay and ensure efficient travel.248 At some locations, they directed small
convoys to proceed in intervals in order to avoid presenting a “solid continuous target” for the
enemy’s guns.249 German fire was also the reason that movement by day was forbidden, except
in the rear; all marches in forward areas took place in the dark.250 In order to preserve the
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strength and condition of the animals, it was decreed that whenever columns were halted for any
reason, all mounted men must dismount without being ordered.251 Offenders were reported and
repeated warnings were sent out to remind men and officers of these orders. Units were also
instructed to maintain an even and regular pace in order to prevent the horses and mules from
tiring too quickly; they were also directed to walk the last few miles of a march in order to cool
the animals down.252 Of course, when the condition of the horses and mules was poor, work was
only carried out at a walk unless it was an emergency.
Traversing in unfamiliar areas in the dark was exceedingly difficult. An additional task for
those posted at important crossroads or in traffic control posts was to provide navigational
assistance. These traffic officers gave “information regarding the whereabouts of any particular
unit [and] place [as] the majority of men were completely ignorant of the country and the names
of the villages.”253 The corps headquarters in control of a particular area had to be informed by
other corps if troops or material were to pass through, including the time and date this was to
occur, the nature of the travel, and the route to be taken. For larger movements, an officer was
sent ahead to talk to these traffic control posts to advise of their approach and to receive
instructions. This prevented units from getting lost and therefore wandering too close to the
enemy and over-working their animals.
The roads were also the site of exercise rides for the horses and mules of the artillery
batteries and ammunition columns. These animals were exercised when their units were rotated
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out of the front line or when there was less work in order to keep up their condition. When these
rides took place on already busy roads, however, they interrupted traffic. This resulted in the
banning of such rides taking place on any of the major routes. These orders were not always
followed. There was also the issue of riders taking more than one animal, as was repeatedly the
case with the 2nd Canadian Division:
Constant reports are still being received that units are still exercising horses contrary to
[multiple orders] stating that when horses are being exercised on roads, not more than
one must ever be led by any one rider. As on narrow roads it is impossible to a void
congestion of traffic if this is done. Please take necessary steps to prevent it. The
difficulties of complying with this order are fully realized,but, if necessary, units must
form two exercises daily. 254
Reminders of these rules were reissued throughout the war but there always seemed to be
incidences of these orders being ignored. This contributed to the already congested roads that
were filled with units relocating or transporting supplies.
One issue the ammunition columns had to deal with was the distance between the frontline
guns and some of the reserve parks and forward dumps. While these locations had to be
protected as much as possible from enemy fire and observation, they also needed to be located
close enough to prevent undue strain on the horses and mules transporting supplies.
Unfortunately, this was not always possible and the effects were well recorded. The officer
commanding the 1st CDAC complained multiple times in April 1917 of such issues:
[April 6 1917:] The ammunition supply has been far from satisfactory recently and in
order to meet requirements wagons have been making trips to Army Dumps necessitating
journeys of at least twelve miles. Teams hauling from these dumps during the day and
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delivering ammunition to Battery positions has given little or no time for horses to
recuperate to their proper condition.255
[April 19 1917:] Account the advanced positions of the guns and the condition of the
ground the horses of this Unit could have been used for packing the ammunition to the
guns - the distance of the round trip being approximately ten miles.256
The greater distances were harder on the animals and drivers as the journey took longer and was
thus more tiring; they were also exposed to enemy fire for lengthier periods. However, enemy
shelling of these dumps could be disastrous. In May 1918, an ammunition dump the 1st CDAC
drew from was shelled. Several rounds hit their target and started a fire; it was only the action of
quick-thinking soldiers at great personal risk that prevented a massive explosion.257 The 2nd
CDAC also recorded such incidences: in November 1917 the ‘B Dump’ was repeatedly shelled,
with varying amounts of damage and a number of men killed attempting to take shelter and put
out the fires that were started as a result. 258 The risk was substantial for both man and animal.
Transportation routes were also popular targets for the Germans. Artillery and airplanes
preyed on the vulnerable transport columns which were forced to stick to the roads, firing shells
and dropping bombs indiscriminately. The cover of darkness offered only limited protection.
Wilfred Kerr recalled:
The drivers had their periods of peril… they might approach a critical corner to find the
enemy shelling it; they would have to decide when he had stopped, then set their teeth and
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dash through, not knowing whether they would be the recipients of an explosive at any
second. Experience, however, sharpened their judgments.259
The war diaries of the ammunition columns commented daily on the amount of shelling
experienced by the unit.260 Changes in route were often impossible and work had to continue
despite the danger. The perils increased closer to the front, as men and animals were also
exposed to machine-gun fire and gas attacks. John H. Heron describes the experience of the
drivers supplying the 5th Battery:
Looking back, it seems… the best work that the drivers, collectively, performed. It may be
nothing to pick ones way alone through a barrage; it may be a simple thing to ride or lead
one horse; it is no easy task to lead two horses or two mules - it is one thing to lead those
horses in daylight and fresh air; it is another to have mud, darkness, and a gas mask on as
well; it is something to go through it all once and make for home; it is quite a thing to
return the second time.261
The shelling disrupted the flow of traffic and damaged the roads, and it could also cause physical
and psychological harm to both men and animals. Camblyn explained the effect as follows:
[T]he fright exhibited by the horses and mules was very marked… Bombing had started
at dusk, and continued throughout the night… the horses and mules, by their constant
unrest and continued neighing, realized that danger was near them. When bombs fell
within the lines and horses and mules lay dead or mortally wounded, those untouched
realized the situation. To alleviate the situation, men ran to the sides of their animals,
speaking words of encouragement, patting them and heading them away from the
terrible scenes.262
Captain L. Taylor recalled one injured mule refusing to leave the remains of a house; the animal
was coaxed from its shelter to a nearby field. The Germans began to bomb the area, and as soon
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as the noise began, the mule “broke away… and started off, at a miserable crippled gait, for the
old shell-shattered building from which he had been taken… trembling in every limb.”263 The
fear exhibited by these animals was justified.
Approximately twenty-five percent of all British (including Canadian) animals that died
during the First World War were killed by enemy gunfire: this is around 58,000 horses and
mules.264 Major-General Sir John Moore, Director of Veterinary Services of the British
Expeditionary Force, explained that such casualties were not as common as death by disease and
debilitation; he attributed this to the “stationary nature of the warfare, and the lesser power of
Artillery and other elements of destruction.” 265 This changed with new offensive operations
during the summer of 1916, an increase in ammunition available for the artillery, and further
development of bombs and gas; splitting columns into small groups, careful selection of horse
line locations, and operating during darkness helped prevent casualties.266 Beyond the physical
dangers, there were also psychological effects from shelling.
The effects of the war on the mental health of soldiers has been a popular topic for
researchers. ‘Shell shock’ was the contemporary term for a wide range of psychological disorders
that manifested during the conflict. While the consequences of war on man’s psyche cannot be
addressed properly here, it is important to note that the horses and mules were similarly affected.
As Camblyn wrote,
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The nervous effect of shelling and bombing… was without doubt very evident. I
remember… a very fine mare, an English Thoroughbred type… Upon getting the animal
to divisional [HQ] I found it necessary to go forward of the field artillery. Directly, I
reached the vicinity of the guns [and] this mare almost collapsed. I could feel her give
from under me, and she broke out in a terrible sweat. I tried to coax her along, but because
of the continuous shelling of the enemy and our own field guns… I was unable to reach
my destination on her. I therefore dismounted and sent my groom back to the horse lines
with her while I continued on his mount… After this it was impossible to use this mare in
the forward areas. I knew quite a number of horses which were so affected… The instinct
of horses recognizing danger points where the enemy had the advantage of direct
observation, and which permitted continuous shelling of such points, was most marked.
When passing, horses often exhibited the faculty of remembering previous adventures at
such points and would show alertness or fright. Again, upon returning to stables or
standing which had been shelled or bombed they invariably faltered before entering… A
feeling of anxiety always came over them directly shelling or bombing took place, and
their masters often had to persuade them with words of kindness.267
Contemporary and modern research agrees with such conclusions. Horses and mules have
excellent memories and since they are prey animals, fear being eaten.268 A contemporary horse
management manual emphasized the prowess of a horse’s memory, and their ability to connect
present situations with past ones. The behaviour of the aforementioned mare is explained in this
way,
The horse notices things in minute detail and on account of his extraordinary memory he
is able to remember them on future occasions. If these things have pleasant associations
connected with them he will, the next time he sees them, expect pleasant things to happen
to him again. If, on the other hand, when he first saw them he was punished or in any
other way hurt, he would associate the pain or fear produced with the object, and the next
time he saw the object he would expect a similar treatment; consequently, the sight of the
object would cause fear, and might cause him to refuse to go near it.269
Horses and mules’ fear responses are either flight or fight. Camblyn’s mare demonstrated the
former by refusing to enter a dangerous situation and thus ‘fleeing’ it. In other cases, the animals
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will outright bolt. In extreme circumstances, when a horse or mule feels that they must fight, it
may have even attacked its handlers. Horses and mules were well known for being ‘gun shy’
unless properly trained to stand the noise of firing guns. In Modern Horse Management,
published in 1915, this problem was blamed on the acute sense of hearing in equines, and the
solution was found to be proper training and placing cotton wool in the ears to dampen the
noise.270 Gun-proofing the animals was one aspect of their military training and it was certainly
an essential step. Such experiences also explain why only some horses and mules reacted
negatively to battle conditions. It seems the majority could stand noise, sights, and smells of
battle unless they were directly shelled.
When animals and their drivers were close to the front, they were also exposed to machinegun fire and risked being gassed. Machine-guns were not as much of a threat unless artillery
units were advancing in the open, but horses and mules presented a large, easy-to-hit target. Gas
was a more commonly encountered problem. Horse respirators were produced and distributed;
lectures were given on how to use them as well.271 These, however, were deemed useless. Sir
John Moore, Director of the Veterinary Services of the British Expeditionary Force, claimed that
the use of equine gas masks was not practical.272 One driver agreed with this conclusion. He
remembered that “[t]he war did not last long enough for me to learn how to put [an equine
respirator] on properly, so I never used one. I always figured when you smelled gas the wise
thing to do was try to get the horses through it or away from it. I tried a couple of times to get
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one on, and almost missed out on it and got too much of the stuff.”273 In the case of mustard of
gas, equine respirators were useless anyways.274 The commonly adopted strategy was for soldiers
to dawn their own masks, and get to higher ground or retreat as quickly as possible. In some
cases the animals were simply cut loose and they would usually return to their wagon lines on
their own.275 Unfortunately, gas collected in low-lying areas and remained in the mud, on the
grass, and in pools of water for some time. These areas were hard to avoid. When horses and
mules were exposed to gas they did suffer some ill effects. For example, mustard gas “caused
extreme pain and often resulted in blindness” when it contacted the eyes.276 It also caused
blistering of the skin, most commonly the lips and heels. 277 These were treated with sodium
bicarbonate and astringents.278
Gas was more of a danger to the men than the animals. Out of all the British horses and
mules, only 221 were killed by gas, and an additional 2220 were wounded between 1 July 1916
to the end of the war.279 As Brereton explains, “[h]orses were found to be much more resistant
than men to the effects of chlorine and mustard gas, but the latter type was a severe skin and eye
irritant, causing most of the equine casualties.”280 The 1st CDAC experienced one gas attack on
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11 August 1916, with twenty-nine out of forty-six animals being affected; some showed slight
effects fifteen to twenty minutes after gas was detected, but others showed no effects until the
following morning.281 Luckily, none were lost as casualties.
Supplying the guns or transporting them under fire was a harrowing experience. Medals
and mentions in despatches were exclusively given to those gunners and drivers who maintained
their composure in the worst of working conditions. Sergeant W. Caine and Sergeant E. Doll of
No. 4 Section, 2nd CDAC, both received Military Medals for such actions. On 12 October 1916,
Caine was proceeding to the 21st Battery CFA with four ammunition wagons loaded with 4.5inch howitzer rounds when heavy shelling commenced. Two wagons were hit, with four men
wounded and six horses killed. Caine got his animals clear and escorted the wounded to the
nearest dressing station; he then returned to remove the wounded horses and retrieve the harness
from the dead animals. He then made up new teams and delivered the remainder of the
ammunition. His men claimed his “orders were the best possible, given without hesitation and
that he was perfectly cool under fire having no thought for himself but only for his men and
horses.”282 Another example took place during the night of 9th May 1917. Driver Frank Hamm
and seven of his comrades of No. 1 Section 2nd CDAC were somewhere near Willerval in
France, on duty packing ammunition to the 22nd Howitzer Battery, 6th Brigade, CFA. The
detonation of a large calibre shell against a nearby brick wall killed four and wounded three of
the men, as well as killing and injuring an unknown number of their horses and mules.
Immediately taking action, Driver Hamm carried the wounded men to the dressing station and
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cared for the animals, bringing his own injured mule four miles back to the wagon lines of his
section. Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Harrison, commanding officer of the 2nd CDAC,
recommended the soldier for a Military Medal, claiming that Driver Hamm’s actions “saved
what was left of his party.”283
One somewhat unanticipated result of living and working in a war zone was the number of
stray animals. Horses and mules went missing for a variety of reasons. One was that they were
simply not being watched closely enough when grazing or attached to their piquet line. Such was
the case on 12 April 1917 when ‘D Echelon’ (or No. 4 Section) of the 1st CFAC reported two
horses missing. It was determined that the animals had gone missing previously when no men
were on piquet duty or were too frequently changed due to the unit’s feverish activity hauling
ammunition. The men searched their own lines and those of adjoining units with no success.284 It
is unknown if the pair of horses was ever recovered by this unit.
No. 2 Section, 2nd CDAC lost an animal while grazing and were unable to locate it.
Captain Moulier of this unit posted a notice in the daily orders on 29 September 1917:
I have the honour to report that Horse No. 871, bay gelding 15.2, age 10 marked star snip
and saddle marks OF sock branded 871 on NF hoof DAC on off F hoof. Strayed from
grazing on 26th inst….It was seen going towards Mount St. Clay and followed by the
grazing guard who were unable to find it. I have had a search party out looking for it ever
since but no trace can be found.285
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Frequently animals went missing in this way. They were also lost as a result of fright or being let
loose to aid their chances of survival during an enemy barrage. Such was the case for several
riding horses that fled into the woods at the end of September 1917. 286 There were also instances
of theft, directly or simply through finding and keeping an animal. This was such a problem that
in October 1917, orders were made to address this:
A number of horses and mules have been lost from horse lines under circumstances
which give rise to the belief that the animals have been deliberately removed to the lines
of another unit [and retained] to fill vacancies on establishments, in excess of
establishments, in exchange for others which are returned to MVS… No officer will
retain in his charge any longer than is absolutely necessary any horse or mule which has
not been allotted by the proper authority, either to his unit or to himself, and no CO will
retain or allow any person under his command to retain, any animal in excess of
authorized establishment. 287
Despite these orders, the ‘theft’ of strayed horses continued throughout the war. Part of the
reason for this was that strays were collected by whomever caught the animal. A soldier would
keep a horse or mule he found in order to replace casualties or because he wanted a better
animal.
The missing reports sometimes yielded results. Alternatively, the strays were turned in, or
collected by, the mobile veterinary sections. Here they received treatment if necessary and were
returned to their units if at all possible.288 If the horse or mule’s unit was not found in a timely
manner, the MVS would redistribute it where it was needed. For example, on 14 July 1918, No.
4 Mobile Veterinary Section (MVS) had three stray mules in its possession, two which were fit
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for reissue and one which was being treated. The next day, one of these was issued to the 87th
Battalion while another unit turned in a stray riding horse, which was issued to the 13th Battery
CFA a few days later.289 Unfortunately, some animals were killed by the enemy or destroyed by
the MVS. Such was the case for a horse that strayed into the lines of No. 4 Section MVS which
was suffering from mange and exhaustion.290
The horses and mules of Canada’s artillery and ammunition columns performed immensely
important work under some of the worst conditions imaginable. Their job was difficult and often
dangerous. The animals played an essential role in keeping the guns firing and moving forward.
This was required for military success, but the cost in casualties of the horses and mules was
high. Tens of thousands were wounded or killed by hostile fire, and many more fell victim to
disease and debility caused by the dreadful weather, and extensive amount of work required of
them. There are no better examples of this than the battles of 1917 and the final hundred days of
war.
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Chapter 3: In Battle
It is impossible to understand the significance of horses and mules to the Canadian artillery
without viewing their performance within the context of actual battles. The battles of Vimy
Ridge and Passchendaele and the campaign of the Last Hundred Days act as case studies for this
chapter. The Canadians had an active role in each and all resulted in victory, though all came
with a heavy cost in lives. Additionally, Vimy Ridge is important as it was the first time the
Canadian Corps fought together. Passchendaele, with its mud and misery, is the epitome of a
First World War battle in the popular memory. Finally, the Last Hundred Days marked a
transition from static to more mobile warfare, where the artillery and ammunition columns
rapidly adapted and the animals became even more essential. As railways and depots fell further
behind the advancing Canadians, transporting guns and provisions became increasingly difficult.
In all of these examples, horses and mules remained key to the success of the field artillery,
which in turn was foundational to the overall military victory. These animals moved the guns as
well as kept ammunition and supplies flowing forward no matter the conditions; they provided
essential transport for the officers as well.
At Vimy Ridge in April 1917, the Canadians faced seemingly insurmountable odds in the
form of German elastic zonal defending and firepower.291 The artillery would be key in the plan
to overcome such a defence system. 292 It was a daunting task, and to carry it out the Canadian
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Corps amassed a substantial number of guns, a total of 245 heavy artillery pieces, 480 eighteenpounders, and 138 4.5-inch howitzers. Rawling asserts there was one heavy gun for every twenty
yards and one field gun for every ten yards of front.293 This included the entire Canadian arsenal
as well as a considerable number of British guns of all calibres.294
As the preliminary bombardment was to begin weeks before the actual infantry attack, the
artillery was slowly moved in during the month of March. The vast number of batteries meant
that this was a time-consuming process and it was not helped by the poor weather conditions.
One driver recalled his harrowing experience in attempting to move an artillery piece into
position at Vimy:
One night I was sent up with a team and limber to bring out a couple of guns. It was dark
when I left the horse lines and raining really hard… in a couple of hours I was completely
lost and could not even tell in which direction the front line was, as guns were firing all
around me, as well as a lot of shells falling… The horse I was riding got too near an old
trench and fell in. I went on top of him, then the wagon pole and the other horse on top of
us… After a lot of manoeuvring I got things pretty well arranged in the trench, which
would have to be a narrow one. I got some of the harness off the horses and clear of the
limber so that we were all lined up in a row, the two horses, limber and myself. I found a
[shovel] and after a lot of digging finally got the trench tapered off on one side so that I
could get the horses out. By this time it was certainly a sea of mud and we were all in a
nice mess. I dragged out the harness and put it on the horses and started out again minus
the limber. I certainly could not get that out… I wandered around for a while with the
team, watching now for more trenches until it started to get light and found my way out. I
found the horse lines OK and we were certainly a pitiful looking mess.295
Consequently, the weather, lack of adequate roads, difficulties in navigating at night, and enemy
action all hampered preliminary Canadian activities. Such conditions and the volume of guns
needing to be moved meant that not all were in position before the preparatory bombardment
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began on 20 March 1917. For example, the 5th Battery did not take its position until 26
March.296 Once all the guns were in their newly built emplacements, they began their allotted
tasks.
In order to position and supply the artillery, expansive prefatory work needed to be
completed. This included a variety of construction projects as well as creating dumps and
transporting ammunition and supplies to the forward gun positions. The soil of Vimy Ridge was
chalk, and due to the heavy precipitation experienced in the weeks previous to and during the
operation, the ground was a morass.297 Attempts were made to improve such conditions to allow
the horses and mules easier passage. Over twenty-five miles of road had to be repaired and
maintained, while three miles of plank roads had to be constructed, all to combat the mud. 298 The
divisional ammunition columns were occasionally involved in hauling materials for such
undertakings. The 3rd CDAC hauled material used for building a road at a refilling point on 26
March 1917, and were engaged in transporting engineer material as well as ammunition to the
gun positions from 2 to 9 April.299 The 1st CDAC was mostly engaged in delivering ammunition
to the guns during March, but detailed sixty teams and wagons on 2 April for moving supplies in
rear areas.300 However, the 2nd CDAC was the unit most involved in this preparatory rear-area
work.
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The ‘B’ Echelon and a section from the ‘A’ Echelon of the 2nd CDAC were charged with
the task of filling a forward ammunition dump, known as a divisional refilling point. 301 The other
ammunition columns periodically detailed a number of teams and wagons to aid in this duty.
While work in the rear areas could be very demanding, the biggest obstacle was the poor weather
and traffic congestion. These were both featured as the chief complaints in a report examining
the ammunition supply for the Vimy operations; the long journeys in poor weather over bad
roads was blamed for the 138 and 164 debility cases in March and April, respectively.302 Such
conditions presented challenges to activities in the rear, but the situation was even more perilous
nearer to the front.
The 2nd CDAC delivered approximately 1600 eighteen-pounder rounds and 1200 4.5-inch
howitzer rounds per gun to the batteries of the 5th and 6th Artillery Brigades before 9 April.303
This unit also aided in supplying the 5th CDA. Between 24 March and 8 April, the 1st CDAC
brought forward a total of approximately 90,000 shrapnel and 42,000 high explosive eighteenpounder rounds, 35,000 high explosive and 1000 miscellaneous 4.5-inch howitzer shells, and
2500 smoke shells for both types of gun total.304 The war diary recorded the difficulties of
conveying these crucial munitions during this period:
Since the 16th March all gun ammunition has been hauled by the 1st CDAC to the gun
positions. All deliveries of 18pdr Ammunition… went forward… about 700 yards in rear
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of German Front Line. It was a very difficult and heavy haul with several casualties to
animals… The casualties have been abnormal recently possibly due to the extra haulage
work being done and the inclement weather. Owing to all the horses being clipped prior
to coming to this area the weather conditions may be held accountable for a good
proportion of the casualties.305
The 3rd CDAC moved to the Vimy area on 8 and 9 March, both cold and snowy days.306 Nearly
every day from that point forward saw the teams involved in hauling ammunition to the guns.
Repeatedly, the entries stated “sections busy employed hauling ammunition.”307 On 24 and 27
March, “all wagons [were] sent for ammunition.”308 To help with this burden of supply, the
battery wagons were also pressed into full service. The 5th Battery’s commanding officer
witnessed this first hand. He commented on the “intensely cold and wet weather,” and the fact
that the battery’s wagons worked “night after night, storing the whole forward area… with
ammunition…[leaving] the wagon lines at 2 or 3 in the afternoon to gain a place in the traffic
queue leading to Mont St Eloy [and] enable the vehicles to be home again before daylight.”309
James Johnston recalled his own experiences of hauling ammunition to the guns in preparation
for the attack at Vimy:
My first trip up the line at the line at the Vimy front was a volunteer job… We had been
ordered out for about three p.m. with a pack horse each with ammunition to take up to
Neuville St. Vaast… This was about as miserable a mess as a fellow could have got in
with a horse and come out OK… The roads were plugged with all kinds of traffic
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imaginable. Horses, guns, trucks and troops going in all directions, but not too fast. The
only time it seemed that we could move at all was when a big shell fell in the road, and
then there would be a lot of rushing for a few minutes and then things would die down
again… it would be dark and things would get really confusing. These trips, which we
took almost each night until April 9, would last almost always from three or four in the
afternoon until three or four next morning, and believe me that it is a long time to stay in
a saddle, if we had a team, or if we had a pack horse we would walk and ride the horse
back. [On one occasion, a naval gun was located right next to the road.] Just as we got
under the gun, they decided it was a good time to fire it. It certainly lifted us off our
saddles. Horses went in all directions and, as I was headed for home, let mine go as fast
as he wanted to. A lot of the riders fell off, but all the bad luck I had was that I lost my
steel helmet.310
Johnston’s comments echo the official records of the cacophonous and perilous task that was
delivering supplies to the gun positions. Once the creeping barrage opened, this danger would
only escalate.
The work by the battery and ammunition columns was not for naught. The Canadian
artillery pieces began their work on 20 March 1917. Approximately half of the batteries
remained silent until 1 April to conceal the extent of artillery support. On 2 April, the next phase
of the bombardment began. The villages of Thélus, Farbus and Givenchy were destroyed to
prevent the enemy from using them; many trenches were entirely demolished; and German ration
parties now took six hours to reach the front line whereas before it had taken only fifteen
minutes.311 On 9 April, the attack was launched. Quickly, the line began to move forward. The
infantry soon outran the field artillery’s ability to provide support. Therefore, a portion of the
guns had to advance as rapidly as possible to ensure the advantage was seized and territorial
gains were held. Bridging parties were sent on the heels of the infantry and engineers worked to
fill craters and lay plank roads; the artillery “leap-frogged its way forward to ensure that at least
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some of the guns would be available if the Germans counter-attacked… as each battery found
itself out of range, it began to move, and some were in action in no man’s land by early
afternoon.”312 As one soldier, busy at his gun, remembered this as such:
I noticed that the drivers had arrived with the horses from the wagon lines. About 11 am,
if I remember rightly, we received orders to move. We ‘limbered up’ the guns, proceeded
to the Thelus road and along toward the front. On the right side of the road, ahead of us
and in rear, batteries and wagons, trucks and men were moving up; on the left side there
was a stream coming to meet us, of bandaged men and men in stretchers… About two
miles ahead of our old position, we came to some deep craters in the No Man’s Land of
the day before, which marked the place selected previously for our guns; pits had been
partly prepared by a working party of gunners sent up early in the morning. Here the
drivers unlimbered, then retired, while the gunners worked to get their guns in position.313
The men manning the 5th Battery’s guns had a similar experience. Their wagon lines received
their orders to advance at three in the afternoon; by five they were on the road and by two the
next morning they had reached their new lines by Mont St. Eloi, approximately five miles
distant. Upon arrival, the drivers were instructed to haul the guns forward. Despite the snowy
conditions, the exhausted and “benumbed drivers and horses went to the guns and, pulling them
one by one through two miles of sticky mud, dropped them [a mile away].314 At this point, the
condition of the ground made it impossible to progress. Therefore the guns, “though far out of
range, were obliged to lie there, on the defensive lines.”315 This was a common occurrence. As
Cook describes,
Many guns became mired in the mud along the shattered roads on the western slope [of
the ridge], their horses and mules straining to pull the hunks of steel through the glue…
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With the ground shell-pitted, shattered, and reduced to thigh-deep muck in places, there
would be few guns and little ammunition brought up the ridge for at least a day or two.
Horses and men strained through the slime to pull the guns up the now boggy and cratered
slope, and they did so under fire from German gun teams.316
This fate was not met quietly. Canadian engineers, labourers, artillery batteries, and ammunition
columns put in a terrific effort to bring the guns and ammunition quickly forward. But the
conditions were simply too poor and this work took time. The 3rd Battery was an exception
rather than the rule. The vast majority were forced to wait as the way forward was made possible.
After consolidation of these gains, the Canadians had truly accomplished the capture of Vimy
Ridge.
Even with a stalled advance, work continued. The ammunition columns and battery teams
and wagons continued to supply the forward positions as well as carry out jobs in the rear, with
wagons transporting ammunition, rations, stores, engineering materials, and work details as
needed.317 The 3rd CDAC was charged with salvaging abandoned German guns.318 Provisions
for the artillery pieces were now packed for a distance of approximately ten miles round trip, on
account of the “advanced positions of the guns and the condition of the ground.” 319 Heavy
shelling and traffic congestion were also reasons to adopt packing to bring supplies forward.320
James Johnston recalled such packing work,
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The engineers soon had a sort of corduroy road laid through the shell holes, which helped
a lot getting the limbers along. I think it was the second morning when we first went over
the ridge with packhorses and it was quite a mess…it seemed as though one gun, about a
3.9, was aiming directly at me. We had ammunition on our horses that day, one box on
each side of the pack saddles, and I can remember getting my head down behind one of
these boxes of ammunition, and standing there counting thirteen shells landing at about
eight seconds apart. I do not know why I counted them or for that matter why I would get
my head down behind a box of live ammunition… I guess the horse had the same idea, as
he just rounded up and stood real still. There was no place to go anyway. Once more we
decided they did not have our number.”321
This harrowing experience is telling of the constant danger of the enemy shellfire. The situation
was so bad, there were strict instructions detailing which roads could be used and when, and all
foot traffic was restricted to communication trenches in groups not exceeding parties of five.322
Gunner James Frise of the 69th Battery CFA wrote “We had a hot place at Vimy Ridge and we
agree… that this is surely a war of exhaustion. Mud, and still more mud right up to the knees.
Tired out horses mired in shell holes, sore feet and empty tummies, such was the 'push' that read
so easy on paper. But we're winning the war all right.”323 The Canadians had achieved victory at
Vimy Ridge. The official battle ended on 12 April 1917, and the sector began to quiet down.
The amount of ammunition expended for this triumph was astounding. The immense buildup had begun in early March and a high expenditure was maintained throughout the conflict. The
1st CDAC recorded that in March, 116,906 shrapnel and 34,921 high-explosive rounds were
delivered to eighteen-pounder gun positions, along with 38,517 high-explosive shells for the 4.5inch howitzers; in April this increased to 12,977, 57,162, and 41,033 rounds respectively; and by
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May the supply levels had dropped significantly, with only 51,999 shrapnel and 22,226 highexplosive rounds brought forward for the eighteen-pounders and a mere 9380 high-explosive
shells were allotted for the 4.5-inch howitzers. 324 Rawling comments that the fact “so many guns
were still functional is surprising; some batteries fired 500 or 600 rounds in eight hours, a few of
them continuously, but only a handful of guns were damaged by the end of the [first] day, none
of them seriously.”325 This rate of fire was unprecedented. For the last stage of this vital journey,
the ammunition was transported by horses and mules.
The cost of victory was high. Both batteries and ammunition columns lost many animals.
The combination of awful weather, a lack of shelter in the wagon lines, difficult work and enemy
action resulted in many casualties. Official British records claim 2070 horses and mules were
killed outright and another 2555 suffered wounds from enemy gunfire and bombs alone.326 The
commanding officer of the 2nd CDAC blamed the “work with the bad weather and exposure
resulted in very heavy evacuation,” particularly during the period between 24 March and 19
April 1917.327 The 2nd CDAC recorded 138 evacuations for debility alone in March; April saw
164 debility cases out of a total 218 animals handed over to the mobile veterinary sections.328 It
is unknown how many animals died outright. The 1st CDAC sent at least fifty-one horses and
mules to the attending MVS, destroyed another twenty-four, and had an additional eighteen die
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in the month of April alone.329 The 3rd CDAC fared slightly better: thirty-nine horses and mules
were killed or wounded while carrying up ammunition.330 It was not recorded how many animals
were evacuated or died of other causes during this period for this unit.
From the available veterinary records of the various sections of Canadian MVS, it is
apparent that the vast majority of casualties taken in from both batteries and ammunition
columns were due to debility. Most of these cases were evacuated for recuperation, although
some died or were humanely destroyed. A much smaller number of animals injured by enemy
fire or afflicted by disease were also evacuated; a few of these died or were euthanized.331 The
prevalence of debility reflects the atrocious conditions and heavy workload endured by the
animals. In any case, the high number of animal casualties was felt within the units. Gangé
writes,
By the end of the battle, the 13th Field Battery, which was an average sample of the
C.F.A. had 92 horses instead of 165. Of the 92 not more than 30, including chargers, were
in fair condition; the remaining were only kept because they could work every third or
fourth day. During this period, all the roads were lined with dead horses - a terrible
sight.332
The 19th Battery was another unit severely affected. Previous to the fighting at Vimy Ridge, this
battery had been famed for its horses. These animals were all purchased in Western Canada and
were without exception black in colouring. The Chief Inspecting Officer of the Royal Artillery
commented on their high quality, stating that the 19th was the “finest battery of blacks in peace
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or war time.” 333 The unit had managed to obtain all black horses as remounts, but casualties were
so high at Vimy that this was no longer possible.334 The animals replacing the blacks of the 19th
Battery would now be any colour. The experience at Vimy was well-summed up by one officer
from the 5th Battery:
Leaving… at dawn for their trip, the column loaded and, looking backward from the guns
as the heavy mist lifted on these mornings, it was indeed a wonderful sight. The
absolutely desolated country, so pitted with shell holes that a path could scarcely be
found… treeless, swamped. The only landmarks there - a stranded gun, a broken wagon,
dead and muddied horses… Shells must everywhere and scatter the mud anew. And,
picking their way slowly through all, hundreds of mules, horses and their drivers, tugging,
floundering, cursing.335
The next major engagement for the Canadian Corps was at Passchendaele in October and
November 1917. The Canadian Corps launched four main attacks between 26 October and 10
November. General Currie resisted Canadian participation in the affair; Nicholson writes that the
general “little relished committing his Corps in an attempt to resuscitate a campaign that was
already played out,” with only three points of advantage: “to give indirect assistance to the
forthcoming French attack in Champagne, to keep the enemy occupied during the preparations
for Cambrai… and to establish a suitable winter line on the 165-foot high PasschendaeleWestroosebeke ridge.”336 Currie predicted such an engagement would cost many casualties with
little gain. Unfortunately, his prognostication would prove correct.
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The Germans had developed their defence since their defeat at Vimy. They employed a
“forefield” which was held only by scattered outposts and machine gun pillboxes; these had
walls five feet thick and were impenetrable to all but a direct hit from an eight-inch howitzer.337
Such a defence organization was problematic for the Canadian artillery: preliminary
bombardment was wasteful and simply destroyed the ground the infantry needed to advance
across. A policy of harassing fire was adopted and combined with feint barrages, with pillboxes
and wire concentrations being key targets.338 An astronomical amount of ammunition was
expended during this operation, a total of 1,453,056 shells between 17 October and 16 November
1917, including 856,542 eighteen-pounder and 173,076 4.5-inch howitzer rounds.339 The average
eighteen-pounder fired 136 shells per day, while the average 4.5-inch howitzer expended eightythree.340 This massive amount of ammunition had to be transported to the guns in some of the
worst conditions of the war. Much of this work was carried out by horses and mules, and many
paid with their lives.
Passchendaele was a truly horrid affair. Every account of the battle dwelled on the ghastly
sights and horrendous experiences the soldiers endured. As Morton wrote, “the horrors of ‘Pash’
were legendary… featureless desert of yellow mud, pocked by flooded shell holes and
bottomless morasses… Horses and wounded men drowned in the foul-smelling yellow soup.” 341
Cook more bluntly described the scenes of sacrifice, stating that “[t]he eviscerated dead and
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desiccated horse corpses jutting from shell craters or pushed off the few dry roads provided clear
evidence of the terrible battles that had been fought over this godforsaken land.” 342 First-hand
accounts echo such impressions. One soldier, James Johnston, described the milieu of this sector
as “such a litter of death and destruction as I have never seen elsewhere.”343 On 22 October, he
was advancing to the gun positions and was appalled by what he saw:
By the side of the road at intervals lay corpses of our own men and the Germans, dead
animals, Red Cross ambulances overturned and abandoned, trucks left wrecked and
derelict, munition wagons shattered and upset; there was one lorry in the ditch, its
front blown away, its load of 4.5 howitzer shells still un-touched… On either side of
the road stretched to the horizon a vast expanse of mud, pitted everywhere with shellholes touching and over-lapping… in most of the shell-holes lay pools of water and by
some of them lay lifeless farms… Here and there in the distance one could see a
derelict tank, entirely useless in that sea of mud and water. 344
Such dire circumstances were caused in part by the treacherous condition of the ground. Heavy
precipitation, a lack of drainage, and heavy artillery fire produced a quagmire of mud, water, and
debris. The extent of this cannot be underestimated. As Nicholson explains, “[a]ltogether nearly
half the area in front of Passchendaele was covered with water or deep mud. The continuous
shelling by both sides had prevented any clearing up of additions made by the recent operations
to the rotting debris of three years of war.”345 Consequently, mobility for the horses and mules
was difficult which in turn made them easier targets for the German bombs and guns.
There were two main roads that led forward to the gun positions: the Wiltje and Zonnebeke
roads in the left and right sectors, respectively. Trucks could only advance as far as Spree Road
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on the first route and Frezenberg on the second; this was still 6000 yards from the front.346
Horse-drawn traffic could advance a further mile on both routes.347 From that point onwards,
supplies had to be packed in to the battery positions. Heavy usage of these roads was necessary
“on account of the mud.”348 Engineers and working parties laboured constantly to maintain these
routes and construct plank and fascine roads that allowed the pack animals to more easily
advance.349 The use of fascine roads, constructed by bundling materials together with wire,
caused issues with the wire catching on the horse shoes of the animals. Mule tracks were
constructed instead, with larger, flatter pieces without the wire.350 Enemy artillery targeting such
routes remained a constant problem.
The Germans were well aware of the limited number of approaches to the front and shelled
them persistently. In addition to the roads, the enemy targeted railheads and depots with their
long-range guns, and also concentrated their fire on billets, batteries and areas where units
assembled.351 The 2nd CDAC recorded several hits on their ammunition dumps and camps and
nearly constant shelling in their vicinity throughout the first half of November.352 The 3rd CDAC
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chronicled similar conditions. One driver, James Johnston, recalled both the disadvantages and
benefits of the mud with regards to such German shell-fire:
In that sea of mud, the road to Zonnebeke was absolutely the only means whereby teams
and wagons with ammunition and supplies could reach the gun positions. This the enemy
knew full well, and he shelled the way constantly at intervals of about 200 yards; hence
the nightly casualties of our drivers, the litter and corpses and bodies of animals of both
sides of that road. Again, however, the same conditions reduced the conceivable fatal
effect: Fritz had to hit the road directly or the shell would burst in mud and do no
damage. Probably realizing this, he tried shrapnel (overhead bursts) frequently; but with
such a narrow target, accuracy was impossible and the bursts were rarely fully
effective.353
A narrow target area was also produced by the clustering of guns in one location, and
subsequently fired on by the enemy with success. This was due to the inability of the horses and
mules to haul the guns into their proper positions because of the poor condition of the ground. As
the official report reads:
The general state of the country and rate of repair of existing communications had not
allowed of the required moves being carried out; whilst the attempt to effect such moves
had led to a considerable disorganization of the artillery dispositions. Certain batteries
succeeded, after exceptional efforts, in occupying forward positions, and in doing so had
placed themselves in advance of the necessary communications required to ensure their
adequate supply of ammunition, replacement of damaged guns and supply of material.
Other batteries, in attempt to reach forward positions had been forced to drop guns in
action along the road in dispersed positions according to where guns happened to stick.
The bulk of the artillery was still too far back to support the required attack, whilst the
personnel was considerably exhausted by recent efforts to push batteries forward… The
impossibility of moving batteries across country made it necessary to site batteries close
to the roads; this constituted a very serious disadvantage by drawing unnecessary fire on
the roads, by encumbering the roads with ammunition, pack animals and vehicles, and
by interfering with the work on the roads. Under the existing circumstances this evil
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could not be avoided, although every possible effort was made to extemporize tracks to
allow of batteries being sited away from the main routes. 354
Difficulties in mobility led to a grim situation. Little protection was available from hostile
shelling, and casualties were very high. The concentration of guns and lack of mobility continued
to be a problem for the men and animals bringing forward ammunition and provisions.
Given the state of the ground, packing supplies forward was the only option. The 3rd
CDAC also salvaged derelict and enemy guns. 355 These jobs began immediately after arrival and
work was carried on “day and night.” 356 The effort was constant due to the difficulty in reaching
the batteries and the limited amount an individual mule or horse could carry. Often these animals
had to travel great distances, as many of the wagon lines were located several miles away from
the front.357 On the evening of 15 November, such were the requirements of the guns that “every
available man was sent on pack detail, grooms, batsmen and cooks included.”358 Each man and
animal was required to do multiple expeditions carrying ammunition, rations, or construction
materials. Usually, the number of round trips was three; small groups numbering ten to twenty
animals with their drivers and two supervisory NCOs set off together on the difficult journey.359
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The 2nd CDAC adopted the policy of sending parties of ten up the road at 200 yard intervals,
with each man leading only one animal. 360 James Johnston remembered a similar trek,
One morning we started up with ammunition on our packhorses. There were about
fifteen of us in the party, each with a horse. The shelling on the way up was about the
same as usual and we got along very well without too much trouble… We delivered our
ammunition to the guns and started back. As usual we got a very cool reception from the
gunners who told us to get the d—d horses out of there before the Germans started
shelling us around the gun pits.361
Navigation was extraordinarily difficult for those leading the horses and mules. The treacherous
ground and cacophony of enemy fire caused disorientation.
Casualties amongst the ranks of man and animal were common. Tim Cook concluded the
life expectancy of the average mule or horse was measured in weeks during this engagement.362
Often casualties were suffered while on the job. Nicholson wrote that it was “[a]ll too often a
horse would be hit in the leg by a piece of shrapnel, and then it would be the driver’s painful duty
to shoot the animal and push him off the road.”363 Drivers were also forced to destroy their
animals when they became hopelessly stuck in the mud, “for it was impossible to extricate any
horse without risking three or more, and rather than leave horses and mules in such a
predicament, they were destroyed, thus preventing them from becoming wounded through shell
fire, and lying in agony for hours.”364 The many water-filled shell holes were commonly a death
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sentence, as many were so large that a man or horse would drown if they fell in; the mud was so
soft that is was nearly impossible to escape.365 The war diaries record many casualties, although
their cause is not often documented. The 2nd CDAC lost ninety-six animals altogether by the end
of the campaign, with thirty-two killed by bombs and forty-nine destroyed by enemy gun fire,
with an addition fifteen being evacuated due to shellfire injuries.366 The 3rd CDAC kept less
exacting records, but lost approximately forty-two horses and mules between 21 October and 15
November, with an additional number wounded.367 The Canadian MVS accepted a large number
of cases during this period. Debility was again common, but wounds were much more common
than they had been during the Vimy campaign.368 This reflects the prevalence of enemy shells
that found their target.
The Battle of Passchendaele was a period of loss and misery. Johnston stated that in the
aftermath of the battle, “[w]e devoted our days to making good the material losses of
Passchendaele. We obtained new equipment in place of articles strayed or destroyed in that
vortex of confusion; and we cleaned and polished the old. The gunners, with some assistance
from us, washed their guns and wagons and polished the metal.”369 The Canadians would be
withdrawn, rebuilt, and placed into quiet sectors until the last months of the war. It was then that
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static warfare would be replaced with some measure of mobility and a steady advance, and with
this new strains were placed upon the artillery and ammunition columns.
The final three months of the First World War marked a major push forward. From 8
August until 11 November 1918, the Canadian Corps and Cavalry Brigade participated in a three
major battles and advanced from Amiens, France to Mons, Belgium, a distance of almost two
hundred kilometres. They were engaged in combat at Amiens, the Hindenburg Line, and the
Canal du Nord. This resulted in long days and nights for the animals and men. Ernest Black
remembered his unit advancing to Amiens as the first time he ever fell asleep while mounted:
Sleeping in the saddle may not be so hard to believe… we had been working like galley
slaves fifteen hours a day, anvil stop get the job done so that we could have a little
repose… at last we finished [constructing the gun emplacements], working until eleventhirty at night…just as we were getting ready to roll in, an orderly came from the major
with an order. In two hours, we were told, we would move… we finished packing and
marched some eight or ten miles to a railway station… First we had to load the guns,
horses, and other equipment… It was nearly midnight when we reached Amiens and it
was well after midnight before we were unloaded and ready to march. We had about
eight miles to go after that. I was mounted on Minnie. The road was smooth and straight
and her easy rocking-chair gait soon had me asleep. For long intervals I would sleep,
then… just as I was about to fall off I would wake up with a jerk and straighten up in the
saddle. Then I would go to sleep again. I slept more than half of the way from Amiens to
the little town where we stopped first for a couple of days before going into the line.
Some nights later I saw a whole battery asleep on the road… a battery of Second
Division… they had not come south by train as we had, but were completing their third
night on the road. They had not spent their days in sleep.370
The large number of units that were relocated necessitated the use of all modes of transportation.
Traffic congestion was a real issue, especially since secrecy was to be maintained. Such scenes
as described by Black would become common as the Canadians pushed forward after the war of
mobility resumed.
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But first, victory was needed at Amiens. All marching in the final area of approach was
done by night. 646 artillery pieces were available to support the Canadians, including seventeen
brigades of field artillery, nine heavy brigades, three batteries of six-inch guns and one twelveinch howitzer battery; this was all the Canadian artillery units in France and a supplemented by a
considerable number of British guns. 371 Field artillery battery positions were located 1500 to
2500 yards from the front line; guns were not taken up until two nights prior to the attack and
were not allowed to register in order to maintain secrecy.372 Vast amounts of ammunition also
had to be brought forward at the last minute. The 2nd CDA recorded that
Six hundred rounds of ammunition per gun had been taken up to the positions. This had
to be done by night and as there were only three nights available for this purpose, the
ammunition supply amounting to some 50,000 rounds was by no means an easy task.
The work was pushed through in spite of difficulties caused by the wet weather
conditions, terrific congestion of traffic in addition to the fatigue caused to men and
horses alike. By the night of the 5th to 6th all the ammunition was up at the positions and
the guns brought up in close proximity to their positions.373
Ammunition supply was strenuous because the reserve parks were located far in the rear area, a
distance that only increased as the battle progressed. Such was the distance and traffic congestion
that only one trip per night could be made from the reserve park to the 1st CDAC dump.374 This
distance placed a great strain on the animals and it was suggested that “bolder selection of
[ammunition reserve parks] and in cases where dumps are left behind, by the provision of
Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force 1914-1919, 396. The only exceptions were the 1st and 2nd
Brigades Canadian Garrison Artillery, still serving with the First Army.
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competent personnel at the vacated dumps to re-direct [traffic].”375 Furthermore, the forward
dumps were located approximately 3800 yards from the guns and the “last 2000 yards [were]
almost a morass.”376 Therefore, the ammunition and supplies had to be packed in. While the
ground was not in such a bad condition as it had been at Vimy and Passchendaele, packing and
the construction of plank roads and mule tracks were necessary.
To deal with the long distances between the reserve parks, forward dumps, and wagon
lines, a forward ‘Pack Echelon’ was organized. Each artillery brigade was assigned one, each
with a Captain to command, one subaltern, and fifty drivers with their 120 horses and mules
from a divisional ammunition column; one veterinary officer and a shoeing smith would also
attend the unit. An echelon possessed 220 eighteen-pounder and one hundred 4.5-inch
ammunition carriers and was responsible for the ammunition stock at the brigade’s guns. 377 The
1st CDAC made three to four trips per night to their batteries with these echelons.378 These units
continued working throughout the battle and received high praise.
Soon the guns were in place and a plan to supply ammunition worked out. In the early
morning of 8 August, the battle began with forty-five minutes of artillery bombardment and then
the infantry began their assault. As these men advanced, quickly capturing their objectives,
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elements of the artillery was also required to move forward. The second day of the battle saw
greater German resistance as the surprise was lost and the difficulties of consolidation and
pressing forward were felt. The attack was halted a few days later, but overall was deemed a
complete success.
This was in great part due to substantial effort from the actions of artillery and divisional
ammunition columns. While this engagement was rather short and sudden, it still required the
expenditure of 236,312 eighteen-pounder rounds and over 50,000 4.5-inch howitzer shells.379
The guns had to be pulled through what was previously no man’s land and enemy territory in
order to support the advancing infantry. Luckily, this was not further hampered by awful weather.
As Cook describes,
Canadian drivers were forced to direct their mules or trucks carrying essential
ammunition and food along the muddy, shattered road, weaving around craters and
dismembered animal carcasses, and all the while praying that shells would go long or
short… Night after night… [moving] along the logistical lines [to feed] the sharp-end
units. When [they] returned to the rear - and many did not - they were often shredded
with shrapnel and shell splinters… Without this logistical lifeline, the combined-arms
battle would have ground to a halt.380
One driver, Neil Farmer, was commended for his general behaviour and his actions on the
evening of 8 August 1918. Farmer was described as
A driver who always performs his work thoroughly and well. Cool under fire , skillful
and willing at all times instilling a spirit of hard work into all those whom he comes into
contact. His horses and harness are an example to all young soldiers. On the 8th August
1918 his coolness under machine gun fire was of special benefit, helping to lead and
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encourage both horses and men. He was also of great assistance in dressing wounded
horses and men.381
The work was never easy, even when great success was achieved. Mobile warfare posed new
problems that the artillery and ammunition columns had to answer in regards to moving
themselves and their supplies forward to aid in the forthcoming operations.
The next push forward began on 26 August 1918, barely two weeks after Amiens. The
Canadians were not given much of a chance to recuperate. As Nicholson explains, “for in these
last hundred days of the war each major offensive so rapidly succeeded its predecessor that
unprecedented demands had to be made on the stamina of the forces employed.”382 This demand
was not only made of the men, but of the animals as well. The next objective was to advance to
and through the Droucoant-Quéant line in an engagement comprising part of the Battle of the
Scarpe. Cook wrote that “the limited roads were clogged with troops, guns, horses, munitions,
and the wounded, a traffic jam that degraded the operational tempo of the Canadian Corps as
they tried to transition from set-piece battle to open warfare.” 383 The logistical situation and the
stout defence of the Germans resulted in the attack stalling and by the 28th August 1918, the 2nd
and 3rd Canadian Divisions were relieved by the 1st Canadian and 4th British Divisions,
respectively.
The next target successfully breached was the Drocourt-Quéant Line. This was one of the
most well-organized and staunchly defended components of the Hindenburg Line. It was here
381
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that a new method of ammunition delivery was introduced in an attempt to respond to the shift
between static and more mobile warfare. ‘A’ Echelon, or Nos. 1 and 2 Sections came under the
command of the brigade commanders for the duration of the operation; the drivers and teams
were to “conform to the movements of batteries and do an equal share of the ammunition supply
to the guns,” particularly with regards to establishing a forward ammunition dump.384 For
example, the No. 1 Section and No. 2 Section of the 1st CDAC were assigned to the 1st Brigade
and 2nd Brigade CFA, respectively.385 This was to permit more efficient transportation of
ammunition and ensure the guns were well-supplied at all times, even when advancing. This
adjusted system provided 685,699 and 185,021 rounds to the eighteen-pounder and 4.5-inch
howitzer guns respectively.386 The response to this change in supply organization was mixed. W.
H. Harrison, Commanding Officer of the 2nd CDAC, was less than satisfied with ceding his
command to the brigade commanders, feeling that such changes caused confusion and damaged
the cohesiveness of his unit. Most damning of all, he believed that “no check can be kept on the
amount [these sections] should do” and alleged that “batteries can and sometimes do impose on
them.”387 Harrison’s worry was that the animals and men would lose efficiency and effectiveness
and potentially be overworked. Yet he was the only commander of a divisional ammunition
column that voiced such concerns. Despite his protests, the new method of munition supply was
there to stay.
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The Canadians had now advanced to the edge of Canal du Nord and held the western side.
The next step was to cross this waterway. This was a major feat, due to concentrated and heavy
enemy fire and fortified defensible positions held by the Germans on the opposite bank. Artillery
support was essential to this task, but getting the batteries forward was extraordinarily difficult.
The Canal itself was unfinished and thus dry, but was heavily protected with wire and machineguns and the enemy had deliberately flooded the surrounding low-lying areas.388 The heavy
artillery opened their rolling barrage on 27 September 1918, assisted by a few assorted field
artillery batteries firing point-blank at the defenders. The first field gun was able to cross by
8:40am, only a short time after the operation began; unfortunately the German machine-guns
quickly killed the horses pulling the first artillery pieces. 389 By 10:00am, however, “the guns of
the 3rd and 4th Divisions began to cross the canal in strength, with horses and drivers straining to
[hastily] clear the easily targeted canal. Despite working under fire, the engineers had four more
pre-fabricated bridges in place within four hours and three larger bridges were available for
bigger guns by 6pm.”390 While this crossing marked a great success for the Canadian Corps, it
posed an even larger logistical difficulty.
The favourable outcomes of these battles and forward progression meant that supply units
struggled to keep up. Not only were the bulk of supplies now much further away, the Canadians
were also spread out significantly, occupying a front of 10,000 metres wide by 28 September.391
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This meant divisional ammunition columns and battery wagons had to travel even greater
distances in order to keep the the guns supplied, therefore enduring greater fatigue and risk of
hostile shell-fire. To supply the batteries, the divisional ammunition columns worked feverishly
to move ammunition parks forward and keep them well stocked. They also salvaged ammunition
left behind in old gun emplacements, officers being sent out on many mounted reconnaissance
missions for this purpose.392 Salvaging would become increasingly important in mobile warfare
as it lessened the amount of munitions drawn from the ammunition dumps and reduced the
distance that needed to be covered.
The fighting continued with declining success until the beginning of October. The capture
of Cambrai was achieved on 8-9 October 1918. The Canadian attack caught the Germans by
surprise, the enemy having begun a large-scale withdrawal.393 Subsequently, the Corps relocated
several times and rested, re-organized, and re-fitted. The 1st and 3rd Divisions were kept in line
while the 2nd and 4th Divisions were kept in reserve. According to the war diaries of the
divisional ammunition columns, the vast majority of time in the final month of war was spent
steadily pushing forward. As the guns advanced, so did the wagon lines, forward dumps and
reserve parks. This was a noticeable increase in movement. The 2nd CDAC relocated seven
times during October alone.394 Nicholson wrote that any
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period of rest was not unwelcome. The rapid change rom static trench fighting to the open
warfare of September and October had sorely taxed human resources and material. Long
forced marches and many hours of lost sleep had taken their toll of physical energy.395
But there was little time to recharge. The 4th Division was to be involved in the operation to
capture Mount Huoy at the tail end of October, and the rest of the Canadian Corps would aid in
capturing Valenciennes in early November.
The advance into Valenciennes was difficult for the artillery. There were increasing
numbers of refugees to deal with and due to an incomplete ‘mopping up’ of the remaining
German forces, units encountered pockets of the enemy and their devastating fire. For example,
the 17th Battery was “held up and forced to remain under cover” for some time and the 18th and
20th Batteries suffered numerous casualties from enemy machine-guns and trench-mortars in
ambushes.396 But the assault was successful, the city was encircled and the Germans began to
withdraw once more. Field Marshal Douglas Haig now ordered a general advance, instructing
divisions to “act vigorously on their own initiative so as to keep the Germans from establishing a
firm line.”397 The Canadians drove forwards each day, encountering no large enemy action. The
horses and mules struggled to keep up the pace, particularly as the distances increased. To save
these animals some work, the divisional ammunition columns salvaged ammunition from gun
emplacements and old ammunition dumps during their advance.398 Still, they pressed onwards.
Within a few days of the cessation of hostilities, most of the Canadian units had crossed the
Franco-Belgian border.
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From August 1918 to the end of hostilities, the First World War became a more mobile
conflict. Adequately satisfying the subsistence needs of the men and animals and providing shells
for the guns became more difficult and the presence of refugees meant that rations for soldiers
were halved. Cook commented that as the Canadians “pushed deeper into enemy lines, the
artillery and logistical train struggled to keep up.”399 The main reason was the vast distances that
had to be covered over ill-suited roads. This situation was exacerbated by civilian and military
traffic congestion, poor weather in October and November, and, of course, enemy resistance.
Furthermore, finding shelter and potable water was difficult in unknown territory and the
situation was exacerbated by the destruction wrought by retreating Germans.
Required to advance in order to support the infantry, the animals of the artillery were
placed under great strain. The railway could not be built quickly enough to offer support, and
still the supply lines grew ever longer, increasing the workload of the divisional ammunition
columns. Not only did the depth between rear and front increase, the width of the front also grew
remarkably. Rawling states that the Canadian “front widened from 2600 to 15,000 yards in the
course of the advance” during the last month of the war.400 To deal with such distances, the
artillery adopted the practice of ‘relay barrages” in order to ensure the infantry would always
have firepower at their disposal: artillery brigades were staggered so that some were firing in
support while others advanced.401 Meanwhile, the ammunition columns salvaged provisions and
munitions left behind by advancing units or abandoned by the Germans. Frequently, this kept the
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horses and mules fed.402 The animals were also allowed to graze during rest periods.403 These
techniques reduced the workload and increased the effectiveness of both artillery and divisional
ammunition columns. They also had the benefit of reducing traffic congestion along the
inadequate roads these units were forced to travel on.
The routes taken forward were far from ideal. Few were paved and the vast majority were
not wide enough to allow traffic to move in both directions. Heavy use, precipitation, and enemy
fire contributed to these roads deteriorating into a truly “miserable condition.”404 While the
weather remained warm and dry throughout August and September, the wet season arrived in
October and with the increasing amounts of rain came a decline in the roads. The situation was
worsened by the craters caused by German shelling. The 4th CDAC noted that the roads were
“very much damaged” and was forced to make detours “owing to [the] bad state of 3rd class
roads.”405 The field artillery units were able to struggle forward but the heavy artillery
“constantly needed to be dragged from the dissolving roads.” 406 This slowed the horses and
mules and resulted in them having to work harder.
Those animals that moved forward into territory previously held by the enemy had further
obstacles to overcome. Divisional ammunition columns experienced trouble with enemy aircraft.
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One incident took place at 1:30 am on 20 October 1918, when German aircraft bombed the
wagon lines of the 5th CDAC. Eight horses and sixteen mules were killed, one horse and nine
mules were wounded severely enough to be evacuated, and twenty-four animals suffered minor
injuries that were treated in the lines. 407 While this incident had a particularly high number of
animal casualties, sporadic bombing by enemy aircraft remained a problem until the end of the
war.
Before retreating, the Germans did what they could to slow their pursuers. This took the
form of obstacles, booby traps, and general destruction. The enemy “laid numerous delay action
mines” and blew up bridges and culverts.408 Materials were also burnt by the retreating Germans.
This happened frequently with grain and hay they were forced to leave behind.409 In the town of
Mastaing, five large barns filled with various stores were destroyed.410 This not only denied the
Canadians provisions, but also shelter. The destruction of potential billets for man and animal
was not uncommon. The 2nd CDAC complained that the village of Fechain was unsuitable for
accommodation as the majority of buildings were demolished and “the remainder [were] in a
very filthy state.” 411 Booby traps in such locales were also a concern. One such incidence
occurred when the 4th CDAC discovered a row of tank traps 150 yards from the Canal du Nord.
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Hidden under a covering of earth were regular mines equipped with pressure-sensitive fuzes.
Luckily, this was discovered before casualties occurred.412 As the artillery and ammunition
columns were not leading the advance, they fortunately encountered fewer of these hazards than
the infantry units.
The armistice did not come as a surprise. The 2nd CDAC received the news at 10:15am
from a 2nd CDA runner. This generated an enthusiastic response amongst the population with
“vive les Canadiens,” “vive le Canada,” and similar exclamations heard all over.413 The soldiers
received wine, beer, liqueur, coffee, and an assortment of foods from locals as a token of their
appreciation.414 The animals were not excluded from such gifts: they were given many treats and
pats from citizens.415 One man offered to water, feed, and groom the fifteen animals billeted in
his stables to express his gratitude. 416 The contribution of the animals was well recognized.
A more mobile style of warfare made the horse and mule even more essential to the
Canadian artillery brigades and ammunition columns. Demands for a continual advance resulted
in stocks of supplies growing ever more distant and a greater reliance on the animals. Even
during static warfare, the horse and mule were often the only form of transport available to haul
the guns or supplies due to the impassible conditions of the ground near the front. Whether static
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or mobile, labours were carried out no matter the conditions. Vimy Ridge, Passchendaele and the
Last Hundred Days demonstrate the varied demands placed upon the animals of the Canadian
artillery brigades and divisional ammunition columns and the taxing circumstances in which they
worked.
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Chapter 4: Living in the Lines
Life for animals and men during the First World War was not entirely spent in the front
line. For the artillery and ammunition columns, there was some respite while in reserve and at
the wagon lines. The latter was where the men and animals resided while not carrying out their
transport work; it was also the home of officers and other ranks of the artillery who were not
required to be at the guns constantly. There existed a daily routine at these lines, for there was
never a break from caring for the horses and mules. Draught work was not always constant,
particularly in quiet areas or during rest periods when divisions were rotated out of the front line
in order to refit and regain strength. In any case, the basic needs of the animals had to be met
daily — some even more frequently than that. In this way, they greatly impacted the individual
soldiers as well as overall logistics. The horses and mules required supervision, shelter, warmth,
water, feed, grooming, hoof maintenance by a farrier, and veterinary care. Their equipment also
required looking after. The extensive effort and thought that went into caring for these equines
daily reflects the military importance and personal value of these animals.
The conditions both men and animals lived in varied drastically based on the geography of
their locale, distance from the front, the weather, and the impact of previous occupants.
Geography dictated the ground conditions, natural opportunities for wind breaks and shelter,
proximity to resources such as water, and the availability of ready-made billets, such as in
villages or towns. A greater distance from the front meant a lower threat of hostile shelling due to
being out of range or a lack of accuracy; regardless, bombing from German airplanes remained a
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problem. On average, wagon lines were located two miles from the batteries.417 Of course,
demands of operations could result in these distances being considerably farther or closer. A
disadvantage of being more distantly situated was the lengthening of the journey to supply the
guns and forward ammunition dumps; an advantage was being better located to access resources
and more protection from the enemy and the elements. Being closer to the front line could be
more perilous, but sometimes it was essential in order to effectively supply the artillery units and
be prepared to move forward in an advance.
The weather affected the condition of the lines as well as the extent of shelter required for
the animals. Dry weather meant standings remained good and cover was less necessary. For
example, in July 1918, the 2nd CDAC hired two fields with a river and an abundance of trees;
the animals were kept here without any additional shelter quite happily due to the sunny and dry
weather.418 Constant rain, however, turned the ground to muck and a roof was beneficial if not an
outright requirement. As Houpt explains, “[c]old, dry weather [was] well tolerated by most
horses, but cold wet weather [was] not.”419 The presence of mud caused an immediate increase in
cracked-heels and mud-borne diseases.420 Such ground conditions also prevented the horses and
mules from lying down comfortably, which arguably “put a horse out of condition more quickly
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than either hard work or short feed.”421 Unfortunately, poor weather and corresponding mire was
prevalent during many months of the First World War. In addition to making the animals more
miserable, such weather contributed to a great increase of work for the soldiers whose task it was
to keep the horses, mules, and equipment clean, warm, and dry as best they could.
The previous occupants dictated the condition of the lines that the newly arrived units
inherited. This included the existing facilities as well as the state of cleanliness in which the
wagon lines were left. Sometimes this was adequate, while other times it was not. Raymond
Massey recalled arriving in one location that had excellent billets for the men but extremely poor
standings for the horses:
The battery had just taken over a new position in the Messiness sector and the horse lines
which we inherited from a British battery were appalling. The weather had been terrible,
rain and snow almost constantly, and the actual standings were a quagmire... The
tarpaulins covering the lines were torn to shreds and Major Vansittart had curtly ordered
to me ‘put things right.’ It looked to be a pretty tough assignment. The only bright spot
was the men’s quarters which were in Nissen huts and these were in fairly good shape
and moderately dry. The previous occupants, one of the Lahore Division batteries, had
certainly ignored the gunner credo, ‘Guns first, horses second, men last!’422
While a high standard of sanitation was expected, it was not always present. Although departing
units were supposed to clean and leave everything in good condition, there were often
complaints. For example, the 1st CDAC received grievances about their manure management in
an old position; representatives from both the ammunition column and the other unit determined
it was “more efficacious to bury [the manure] with earth [and] arrangements were made to have
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this accomplished [by 1st CDAC working details].”423 More often, however, the newcomers
were forced to deal with the situation as it was.
Under the command of a captain or senior lieutenant who was aided by a sergeant major,
the wagon lines were home to more than just the animals and their drivers. A variety of
supporting NCOs were in permanent residence, including the farrier, saddler, bugler, and the
quarter-master sergeant. There was also at least one veterinary officer present. A number of
gunners and signallers also called the wagon lines home, as the policy was “to keep as few men
as possible at the guns, for the sake of avoiding casualties.”424 Each camp consisted of a battery
of an artillery brigade or section of an ammunition column; these were located nearby each other.
Each wagon line had three components: where wagons and limbers were parked, where the men
lived, and where the horses and mules were kept. The wagons and limbers were generally
organized into straight lines.425 Sometimes these were placed between the rows of animals to
provide protection from bombs. 426 The men were generally housed in dug-outs, tents, or shacks;
if available and relatively undamaged, permanent structures were inhabited as well. 427 Officers
were accommodated separately, having first claim on any edifices that were available.428 Using
ropes and chains connected to posts, trees, or buildings, the animals were secured together in
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long picquet lines. The horses and mules were attached with no more than two feet of rope from
their halters to the line.429 In some areas, the use of trees as tying points was discouraged. This
was the case for the 1st CDAC in August 1918, when they were warned against tethering to trees
due to the “large claims, [that] will no doubt, come in later for damage sustained.” 430 The same
unit was also warned against using bits of wire to attach their horses to the piquet rope, as this
was not secure enough and resulted in accidents.431 The long picquet lines were also sometimes
broken up. This was the case if there was a risk of enemy bombing; the horses and mules were
then more widely distributed to minimize the chance of casualties. 432
Due to the accident-prone tendency of the horses and mules and the possibility of hostile
actions, the picquet lines were constantly supervised. Each night, three drivers from each section
and battery would take their interval as the guard against thieves and loose animals, as well as to
provide care for those horses or mules that were sick or injured that remained in the lines.433
Another task of the sentries was to minimize the possibility of kicks by ensuring the equines
were not tied too long or too far apart, and that the picquet line was not too low; they were also
tasked with breaking up the fights that broke out among unfamiliar horses and mules attempting
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to establish dominance or those that were simply ill-tempered.434 This was important as kicking
caused a great number of casualties and could be very prevalent. In one case, the Veterinary
Officer of the 2nd CDAC, Captain Harvey, recorded one hundred kicks taking place in a single
day. 435 Picquet duty was truly necessary, as onerous as it was to the drivers who were deprived of
their sleep. However, the responsibility to evacuate animals in the case of enemy bombing or
shelling did not fall to the sentries. It was expected that each driver was responsible for his two
horses or mules. Orders were as follows:
In the event of hostile shelling of our lines, men will at once stand to their horses. If it is
thought advisable by the officer commanding the section, the order to file out of the lines
will be given, and the men will lead their horses off and when clear of the lines, open out
or extend as much as the ground will permit, halting when it is apparent that they are at a
safe distance. 436
Once the bombing or shelling ceased, the animals would be returned to their lines if possible.
Dead horses and mules were buried while those injured would be cared for and evacuated or
destroyed if necessary. Protection from enemy action was a consideration in the provision of
shelter for the animals. Where stables were available, anti-bomb traverses were erected; if the
animals were kept under partial cover or in the open, mud walls were erected to minimize the
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effect of shrapnel.437 Camouflaged dugouts were also used to protect animals from such
attacks.438
While enemy action was a concern, the attempt was always made to keep the horses and
mules under cover primarily in order to protect them from the elements. The largest and most
important aspect of this struggle was keeping the standings dry, and the soldiers dedicated much
time and effort to this task.439 Manure was removed and brought to a dumping area nearby,
thrown into civilian middens, or given to French farmers.440 The area was levelled as best
possible, with slopes put in on the edges to aid in drainage.441 Any and all materials available
were employed to keep the ground dry. Wood chips, straw, sand, peat moss, and ashes were all
employed to absorb excess water.442 Slag obtained from nearby mines was used as a base to
improve traction and drainage; sawdust was the favoured bedding for horses and mules as they
could “rest on it in comfort and it [was] clean.” 443 Once the standings were fit and if the unit was
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to remain in one area for some time, the next priority was to provide partial or full cover for the
animals.
In some areas, stabling was unnecessary or impossible. Good weather meant that keeping
the animals in the open was acceptable. The CO of the 1st CDAC remarked in May 1918 that
while “30% of animals had to go on outside lines… with dry weather and warmer days this is an
advantage.”444 In some locales there were simply no stables available. Sometimes there were too
few resources, hours, and men to erect them. At the very least an attempt was made to station the
animals in woods; alternatively, wind-breaks were improvised out of a variety of materials.
Camblyn recalled burlap being stretched between posts being used to this end.445
Where it was possible, however, great effort went into ensuring that the animals lived very
comfortably. Raymond Massey remembered one such undertaking for a semi-permanent
structure: “For nearly fifty hours, we worked around the clock in two shifts and, at the end of it,
we had two long standings of dry stone on rubble, enough for our one hundred and forty horses
and all covered over with tarpaulins and canvas sheets.”446 This kind of cover could also be
partially dismantled and transported with the unit. This aided in providing shelter to the animals
in the future. Permanent stables were also constructed, particularly during the winter months. In
September 1917, the 4th Divisional Artillery was faced with the prospect of a stationary winter.
Kerr recalled,
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As it was evident that there would be no great readjustment of the line before winter, we
received orders to construct a real winter camp. The first thing to do was to build stables
for the horses. Our drivers laid out lines for the three sections, dug out a few inches of
earth where the ‘stalls’ were to be, covered this ground with a thick layer of brick dust
and fragments, and finally, built in a flooring of bricks on edge, side by side; material for
this piece of engineering being obtained quite easily from the ruins of houses in the
village. Behind each flooring the drivers dug shallow trenches for the manure; and
between the lines they put down a layer of small brick fragments and powder in
anticipation of winter mud. Next, over the lines of each section they erected roofs of
corrugated iron resting on scantlings, the last being salvaged from the houses and the
first supplied by the quarter-master; when this was complete, we possessed what we
thought were really good stables for the horses. 447
Brick was the favoured material for permanent structures, although other materials were used as
necessary. The roof was often corrugated iron, but a thatched roof was ideal. 448 The effort that
went into these construction projects, which almost always took place before the men’s billets
were improved, reflects the importance of the animals. This work contributed greatly to
maintaining the condition and comfort of the horses and mules, ensuring they remained warm
and dry and thus better able to carry out their work.
Another method of keeping the animals warm and dry was through the use of blankets.
These were a bit different than those issued to the men, being fitted with straps and buckles. Each
animal was assigned its own blanket in the winter months. Unfortunately, these were quickly
rendered useless by extended poor weather. As Duguid explains, “horse-blankets, soaked as they
were with rain and impregnated with mud, were of little value.”449 These rugs also received
damage from being chewed on by other animals that were hungry or playful.450 Thus while in
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theory horse blankets were useful, in practice they were often too quickly destroyed or made
ineffective. Still, they were better than nothing, and the continued provision of such items
demonstrates an effort to keep the animals in good health.
Another essential need for horses and mules was water. Generally these animals consumed
between two and seven litres per one hundred kilograms of body weight per day, and thus the
average horse or mule required eleven to thirty-eight litres of water daily.451 In the Canadian
artillery and ammunition column wagon lines, each animal was allocated almost thirty-eight
litres in the summer and nearly twenty litres during the winter per day; when on a march, this
amount was adjusted to eight litres per day per horse or mule for three days of travel, followed
by at least eleven litres during the rest day.452 They were to be watered at least three times daily,
before feeding. 453 It is clear that great effort was made to maintain minimum water consumption
and drinking patterns even during periods of movement, when supply was the most difficult.
When stationary, it was plainly the idea to allow the horses and mules to regularly drink as much
as they wanted. This was necessary to maintain the condition of the animals, for when they did
not obtain enough water their health suffered. Such was the case in May 1917 with the 1st
CDAC, where “one of the main causes of the poor condition of horses is due to improper
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watering.”454 The attempt to provide abundant water resources was part of a great effort that
went into caring for the horses and mules. Supplying water especially was not always an easy
task.
Natural resources such as ponds and streams were the ideal sources of water for the
animals. If these were not suitable or available, wells were used or new ones drilled. Piping and
pumps were installed to quickly deliver the water to a system of watering troughs.455 This was
necessary to preserve water quality and ensure all animals had their fill. Ideally, the water
troughs were constructed of sheet metal or wood, while canvas was used as a last resort.456 The
standings and approaches to the troughs were important as the combination of heavy traffic and
water resulted in the surrounding area becoming very torn up. If possible, these were made of
chalk or facine and “road metal dressings” with additional materials in the winter to prevent
slipping.457 It was advised that they be placed on slopes to aid in drainage, but this was not
always done. The number of troughs and watering capability of each site varied greatly, but
congestion and traffic was almost always a concern. To this end, watering parades of over
twenty-five animals had to be supervised by an officer and bits had to be worn by the horses and
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mules to aid the driver in controlling the two he was leading.458 Military police were also
sometimes posted to direct traffic and often schedules were devised to ensure all units could
adequately water their animals.459 Beyond congestion, there were issues of animals jumping into
the tanks and damage being done to the troughs. There was also the worry of the spread of
illnesses.
As watering points were usually utilized by a variety of units, the risk of disease
transmission was high. The veterinary services advised having separate troughs for each unit in
order to prevent the spread of disease, but this was rarely feasible.460 This led to an outbreak of
glanders in August 1916 amongst at least three divisions. 461 In this situation, it was deemed
necessary to implement the policy of each unit having its own dedicated troughs. Usually,
however, animals in isolation were watered apart from the healthy ones. In addition, all civil
animals were assigned separate troughs, with “notices printed in French [reading], ‘DEFENSE
AUX CIVILS DE SE SERVIR DE CES ABREUVOIRS.’”462 This seemed to prove fairly
effective in preventing large outbreaks of contagious diseases.
Water was not always plentiful or potable. In their retreat in 1918, the Germans poisoned
many wells, rendering them useless for both man and animal. Less malicious was the impact of
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the weather. Heat and dry weather reduced the volume of water sources, such as was experienced
by the 2nd CDAC in July 1916.463 Pipes also occasionally froze during the winter, a problem
encountered by the 1st CDAC in December 1917.464 Some sources were also generally polluted
or found unappealing by the animals; horses and mules could be picky about the water they
drank.465 As Timms explains, this pickiness could be an advantage, as “[b]ad water very seldom
does a horse much harm, because as a rule he will refuse water that is harmful.”466 Shortages
were also encountered when a unit moved, particularly in an advance, when the availability of
resources was unknown. In these situations, a short term solution was to transport water forward
by animals or trucks hauling water carts; water was also carried in a wide variety of receptacles
including biscuit tins, cartridge cases, and petrol cans.467 This was generally sufficient until new
water infrastructure could be built.
The biggest logistical headache surrounding the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery
and ammunition columns was the provision of their feed. Enormous amounts of grain and forage
were required. As Singleton explains, “[f]odder supplies were as precious as those of petroleum
during the Great War. A horse ate about ten times as much as a man, and the delivery of hay and
oats constituted a major burden on the army’s transport services.” 468 The Canadians obtained
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their animals’ rations through the British supply system. Grain and forage were purchased in both
North America and the United Kingdom and shipped to France. Once in France, this feed was
unloaded, weighed, and put onto trains.469 In 1916, with approximately 5800 horses and mules
per division, eighty tons of hay and ninety-three tons of grain were arriving daily at the Corps
railheads.470 From here, the feed was portioned out to the units of the Corps. There was some
trouble at this point because of weight discrepancies. Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Harrison, CO of
the 2nd CDAC complained on 19 November 1916 that “we received today only 71 bales of hay,
averaging not more than 90 [pounds] a bale, [for] a total of 6390 [pounds]. We are entitled to...
7840 [pounds]. We are short therefore at least 1400 [pounds].”471 Less direct about feed
grievances, the 1st CDAC recorded, “Today, for the first time, hay that was issued weighed as
marked... generally each bale is from 7 to 15 pounds under weight.”472 The disparity was marked
enough in1916 to have been brought to the attention of Quartermaster General LieutenantGeneral R. C. Maxwell, who wrote
In the case of certain corps, constant complaints are received of the shortage in the hay
ration: e.g. half a pound per horse... and it is sometimes stated that consequent on this
shortage, 896 horses are without hay, whereas in reality each horse has [half a pound]
under weight in his ration. While recognising that the Officers concerned are actuated by
the most excellent of motives, I hardly think the magnitude of the operations is quite
realized by them... there are at least six different sizes, shapes and weights of bales of
hay coming into the country, while oats come from all parts of the British colonies and
This constitutes a shortage of forage, as it was fed based on weight rather than volume. This ensures
proper amounts of feed as volume can vary greatly; the lighter the hay bale the less calories there contain.
469
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also vary considerably… There is a tendency to waste time, valuable both to the supply
columns and the railway operations at railheads, by a detailed weighing... it must be
remembered that, in an advance, such a proceeding would be absolutely impossible and
it is therefore pointed out that, while every precaution is taken at the bases to send up full
weights, Divisions must, unless there appears to be an obvious mistake, or mis-statement
of weight, accept at railhead the weights as way-billed, even though this should
occasionally necessitate a shortage of some fraction of a pound per ration in detail
issues. It may equally happen that each ration will be a fraction of a pound
overweight.473
The concern expressed by the commanding officers indicates the value they attached to their
animals. The Quartermaster General’s response is practical, but bespeaks of a distance which
results in less personal regard for each individual horse or mule.
When difficulties were encountered in supplying feed or there was a delay in delivery,
commanding officers often purchased feed locally. For example, in January 1916, the artillery
brigades and divisional ammunition column of the 2nd Canadian Division were instructed to
purchase forage from nearby farmers.474 Unfortunately, static warfare meant that such supplies
were often consumed quickly.475 When available in the vicinity, grazing was also a well-utilized
supplement to the animals’ diet.
The main method of grazing the animals was to turn them loose in a rented field to eat at
will for a predetermined amount of time. Alternatively, drivers held or closely supervised their
horses or mules as they ate at the roadsides or in unenclosed pastures. The amount of grazing
available was dependent on time and season. The number of animals able to partake in such
473
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activities also varied depending on the workload; those in the poorest condition were given
priority. Such was the positive effect of grazing, however, that every effort was made to
capitalize on opportunities.476 For example, the 1st CDAC recorded in August 1915 that, “[w]e
every day, in the early morning, allow our horses to graze by the way side when they are out for
exercise. This helps greatly to keep them in good condition.”477 The same unit continued these
practices throughout the war, writing in May 1918, “[g]razing for animals is most difficult to find
in this area and about all we can get to is alongside the roads which is not always very clean.
Advantage of any available is however being taken.”478 The desire to provide for their animals is
evident and reflects the value of them to their units. While the practice was encouraged and the
budget for renting fields was approved by the higher commands, the officers of individual units
were not forced to allow their animals to graze, beneficial though the practice was. Nevertheless,
the officers did seek out these opportunities and drivers showed the same dedication to the health
of their charges.
Regular rations for each horse or mule included both forage and grain. Forage comprised
of hay and straw, while grain normally consisted of oats, but could also include bran and linseed.
Hay was the preferred fodder, being more nutritious and palatable to the animals. This was fed in
haynets to reduce wastage. Ernst Black describes these contraptions as follows:
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Haynets were large bags of cord with about a four-inch mesh. Horses in the army, like
the men, were adequately fed but not to repletion. When the hay was gone they always
felt that a little bit more would be nice. Haynets, after long use, often well-soaked, no
doubt acquired a hay-like taste. When the hay was all eaten the horses liked to have the
haynets for dessert. In the morning there was nothing left of the haynets but the cords by
which they had been tied to the piquet rope, and the horses were sucking them. 479
Until replacements were found, the consumption of the haynets led to forage having to
temporarily be fed on the ground. This in turn resulted in increased wastage as hay blew away or
was ground into the mud. One solution was to tar the nets to prevent chewing. 480 Another
preventative measure was to skip the nets entirely and instead cut up hay and straw into chaff.
While it was not necessary to feed hay as chaff, it was a requirement for straw. This was
done to minimize wastage and maximize the caloric value ingested by the animals. By early
1917, each section was to possess a cutting machine or was entitled to borrow a neighbouring
unit’s machine to produce chaff.481 This was then added to the nosebags with the grain, which
primarily consisted of oats, but also included bran and linseed. Small amounts of other grains or
treats such as apples and carrots were not part of official rations but were added when available.
The oats were delivered whole in bags, but it was preferred to crush them before feeding.
As explained by Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Harrison, CO of the 2nd CDAC,
A great deal of benefit is obtained by crushing oats. Twenty bags hard oats will out to
twenty-five bags of crushed. Animals get the full benefit of the grain in this way, and the
oats can be fed hot in the same way as a bran mash with linseed, salt and chaff added. In
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this unit every animal gets a boiled feed every fourth day mixed as above with very good
results. 482
The hot feed described was known as a bran mash. In addition to the crushed oats, bran, and
linseed, a boiler was required to heat the feed and the water. This mixture was wonderfully
appetizing and beneficial to the animals.
The drivers fed their charges three or four times daily with forage preceding the grain. The
amount each horse or mule received varied depending on their classification; this quantity was
also revised throughout the war depending on availability, workload, and changes in the standard
ration. For example, in July 1917, the grain ration for the animals of the 1st CDAC was reduced
for a period of time in order to obtain a reserve for the winter. Light draught animals were to
receive one pound of oats, heavy draught horses two pounds, and small mules were given none.
If an animal’s health was found to be suffering in light of such reductions, appeals could be made
and the ration change redacted. 483 This is evidence of making practical preparations while
maintaining proper concern for the animal’s current condition. By January 1918, the horses and
mules were allotted ten pounds of oats a day, which was three pounds more than the French
animals received, and seven pounds more than was given to the Italian beasts of burden.484 The
increase was due to availability and shipping space of feeds, the workload of the animals, and the
desire to keep the horses and mules healthy.
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Forage rations were equally volatile and dependent on availability. Each animal was
allocated anywhere from five pounds to ten pounds of hay daily; lower amounts were often
supplemented with straw rations. For example, in January 1916, the hay ration was drastically
reduced from ten pounds to six, a change not without complaints from the officers despite the
issuing of straw as a supplement.485 The ration returned to normal some time after this. In
November 1916 the hay ration was decreased again, although only to eight pounds daily. This
seemed to be a result of a supply shortage, evidenced by the encouragement of officers to
purchase their feed locally.486 Modifications were not always reductions. Such was the case
during the actions at Vimy Ridge, when the 1st CDAC was informed that, as of 9 April, the
forage ration had been increased to five pounds hay and five pounds straw.487 This was also an
example of an abrupt change, as the message was received only on 11 April 1917. “This will be
changed without notice,” indeed.488
There were shortages of feed and cases of insufficient rations. Importantly, however, much
of this was preventable and a large effort went into minimizing such occurrences. Bran mashes
were prepared and grazing acquired to combat decreased rations. A remarkable amount of effort
went into curtailing wastage. Each animal had its own hay net and nosebag; orders commanded
their constant use and both officers and military police enforced this directive. Furthermore,
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systems were put into place to utilize every scrap of hay. In feed rooms, the hay was shaken out
over a wire netting, and the seeds and small pieces were thus collected and fed as chaff.489
Pressures to reduce rations in order to equally distribute feed to allies were also flatly refused. 490
Therefore, while it is undeniable that the horses and mules of the Canadian artillery and
ammunition columns endured insufficient feed at times, it is inarguable that this was the result of
a laziness, callousness, or a lack of value for the animals.The men of these units clearly worked
very hard to maintain the diets of their charges, and higher commands encouraged such
behaviour and did what they could to make it possible.
Orders were also issued regarding the grooming of the horses and mules. This work was
essential for the maintenance of the animals’ health. Grooming removed dirt and dandruff, kept
the coat clean, stimulated the skin glands and encouraged the production of oil, and increased
blood supply to the skin.491 It also prevented skin diseases or allowed them to be caught early.
This was even more essential in the winter when animals grew thicker coats. Each driver was
assigned his own grooming kit. These were often damaged or lost as time went on, however.
Improvised curry combs, used to massage the horse or mule and remove dirt, were “made of
metal bottle tops nailed in rows on a piece of wood 2 1⁄2” by 4” and fitted with a leather handle,”
with nails clinched through the back.492 Brushes were also replaced through the use of canteen
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funds and money from the YMCA and Divisional Cinemas.493 Of course grooming was made
difficult given the abundance of mud and the general living conditions experienced during the
war. At times, the situation in some of the wagon lines was such that “grooming was reduced to
scraping off the mud.”494 When it was possible, however, the men were expected to work quite
hard to ensure their charges were properly turned out. The drivers were instructed as follows:
Now that all animals are under cover, grooming must be carried out in a more thorough
manner, the man with his jacket off, sleeves rolled up and putting his will, strength and
weight into the work. The practice of trying to groom an animal hampered by equipment
and clothing, even a greatcoat, has been seen, must cease. Officers and NCOs must be
held responsible that animals get the full benefit of a thorough grooming. 495
Grooming was clearly hard work. It was also time consuming. In February 1918, for example,
the drivers were directed to spend approximately half an hour grooming during the morning
stables, an hour before noon feed, and an hour during afternoon stables.496 Thus grooming also
suffered when men were away on furlough, hospital leave, or work parties.
One aspect of grooming that was very controversial was clipping. The animal’s thick
winter coat was shaved off in order to make grooming easier and so that undue sweating and
distress was avoided.497 The veterinary service also promoted this practice in order to prevent
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mange.498 Initially this process took place in November and December, when mechanical
clippers were used. A saddle patch was left on riding horses and a blanket patch left on draught
animals. Legs were were left untouched below the elbow and stifle as were the face and ears.499
This only worked well if the animals had access to stables and did not have to live and work
while exposed to the elements. In light of high casualties and severe weather during April 1917,
it was realized that the culprit behind the debilitated animals was clipping and leaving the horses
and mules more exposed to the elements. 500 The official policy was altered to clipping animals
earlier, with the process to be finished by the middle of November, which meant “[c]oats would
then be grown sufficiently to afford warmth before the real cold weather, and the happy hunting
grounds of mange parasites - dirty, long coats, would be laid waste for a certain portion of the
winter.”501 Other units simply did not clip their animals, particularly if they were not kept under
cover. This was to good effect in the case of the 2nd CDAC in the winter of 1917-1918; though
grooming was hard work, the coats of the horses and mules were glossy, none had mange, and
only a few harboured lice. 502 The lack of clipping was truly beneficial for the horses and mules,
and it is unfortunate that the former practice continued as long as it did.
It might be somewhat surprising that the horses and mules required exercise in addition to
their work. For the most part, when units were at an active part of the front, there was more than
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enough to occupy the time and energy of drivers and their animals. In quiet sectors or during rest
periods, however, there was a need to exercise the horses and mules in order to maintain their
physical condition. As Timms explained,
Once this [condition] had been gained, then hard work will do no harm; falls and minor
accidents [would] probably be withstood by the body which [was thus] ready to stand
strains and shocks. The tissues of an unconditioned horse [would] not stand strains, and
so we often find that breakdowns [were] the result of the horse being in bad condition.
When a horse [was] in a hard state, hard work [made] his condition better; in fact,
without hard work, condition [would] begin to go.503
Exercise was also required to prevent restlessness and thus injuries in the wagon lines. Without
work, the horses and mules came to have an “excessive exuberance of spirits.”504 This led to
them becoming “mischievous” or “vicious” and resulted in a large number of injuries when the
animals tried to play or fight in their lines.505 To prevent injuries and foster fitness, drivers were
to take their charges on exercise rides. One animal would be ridden; sometimes one would be led
alongside as well. The rides took place once or twice a day and were to last at least an hour.506 In
addition to such rides, the horses and mules were harnessed and hitched to their wagons and
driven out. The 1st CDAC was issued such orders in February 1918, stating that “No. 1 and No.
2 Sections should march out with limbers only at least twice monthly - march to be about 5 miles
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and for the purpose of hardening animals as well as teaching proper driving.”507 Such exercises
also therefore familiarized new drivers and animals with each other and furthered their training.
One aspect of the care of animals was not the responsibility of the drivers. Farriers and
shoeing smiths had the task of maintaining the hooves of the horses and mules, including
attaching shoes. This was an enormous and vital undertaking. Shoes protected the animals’ feet
and allowed them to work where the ground was rocky or hard. Corks or cogs were sometimes
attached to the bottom in order to prevent slipping on icy roads.508 As many shoes were twisted
or wrenched off in the mud or from getting caught in the fascine roads, this resulted in additional
work for the farriers.509 The inclusion of farriers in the units demonstrated the desire to preserve
the feet of the horses and mules, thus prolonging their working ability.
Initially, civilians working as blacksmiths and farriers were recruited, but by 1915 the first
military farriery school was opened to train additional men. The training course taught them how
to handle the animals; use a variety of tools; trimming the foot; fitting, nailing, and finishing the
shoes; how to make service pattern shoes; and elementary anatomy and first-aid treatment of
hoof injuries.510 Such programs were not perfect, however, and there were complaints of poor
shoeing. This resulted in more shoes being pulled off accidentally and in the worst cases caused
injury and lameness. While Smith placed some of the blame of such incidences on the lack of
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skill, training or attention of the farriers, he also argued that the lack of farriers and supplies was
a cause.511 Many shoes were incorrectly formed or composed of poor quality metal, which made
the farrier’s job more difficult or impossible. 512
Another duty assigned to farriers was branding. Horses and mules were branded with their
country of origin, classification, and assigned unit. This generally occurred upon the animal’s
purchase. These brands were found on the hoof, neck and hindquarters. Sometimes they faded,
became indistinct, or needed to be altered. Each corps was responsible for rebranding such cases
“as often as required.”513 This was a job for the farrier. Sometimes he carried this out on stolen
animals to ensure they would remain with the unit. 514 While seemingly a small task, this enabled
accurate records to be kept and allowed individual animals to be properly recognized. Just as
soldiers had identity tags, so did the horses and mules have their own identification.
One of the biggest indicators of the value attributed to the animals serving in the Canadian
artillery brigades and divisional ammunition columns was the extent of the veterinary services
and how seriously the health of animals was taken. This is evidenced in a message sent in June
1916:
For your guidance, I expect Veterinary Officers to see every horse in their units at least
once in the 24 hours. Animals suffering from injuries or illness of any kind must receive
attention at once. I wish you to also impress the Officers Commanding units that every
511
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assistance possible should be afforded Veterinary Officers in calling their attention to
sick or injured animals. 515
The work carried out by Canadian and British veterinary personnel was exceptional. Over 2.5
million animals were admitted to veterinary hospitals and seventy-eight per cent of these were
returned to duty while the remainder were mostly destroyed or died.516 Unfortunately, the details
of the work, superstructure, and co-ordination of these services are beyond the scope of this
thesis. Their very presence, however, demonstrates the importance attributed to the animals.
Their health was a concern, and when ill or injured they received the best of treatment available
at the time. At least one veterinary officer was stationed with every artillery brigade and
ammunition column. He was in charge of inspecting the animals, providing provisional treatment
and care, and forwarding cases onto a Mobile Veterinary Section, of which there was one for
each Canadian division. If the cases were immobile, a Horse Field Ambulance would retrieve
them. Once at a MVS, the animals were triaged, treated, and if necessary, further evacuated to a
base hospital or convalescent farm.
Each animal was accompanied by an evacuation roll with a serial number, description, the
name of the unit it belonged to, and the reason it was being evacuated; it was also given a
coloured label attached to its halter — white for medical cases, green for surgical, red for mange
or other transmittable diseases. The case number was also stencilled on the animal’s
hindquarters, further aiding in identification and aided in controlling contagious diseases. 517 An
example of such a description is as follows: Case number 4718; light draught black mare,
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18.3hh, nine years old, stripe, off-hind coronet; from 7th Battery, 2nd Brigade CFA; admitted to
1st CMVS 30 March 1917 for debility; evacuated 4 April.518
Not all animals were so fortunate in their diagnosis and outcome. Many horses and mules
died with their units or were destroyed by the veterinary officer there; some also perished en
route to the MVS or upon arrival. If it was determined the animal had little chance of recovery it
was destroyed. Those which died or were destroyed were buried, processed, or sold to the
butcher. The most common method of disposal, burial, was the responsibility of whomever was
in possession of the animal at the time. This was to take place as soon as possible; work parties
also aided in this occasionally.519 Carcasses were processed if possible, a procedure taking
approximately sixteen hours each.520 This realized hide, dried flesh, fat, bones and hooves, and
hair that garnered approximately four British pounds when sold.521 Some materials were also
used by the military. The carcass economizer establishments were less common, due to their
starting costs, but 7061 animals were disposed of in this fashion, amounting to £28,244. 522 A
much more significant number of animals were sold to the butcher or had their carcasses dressed
for sale or consumption. 44,962 horses and mules were sold directly to butchers, making
£596,059, while 4536 were dealt with by military butchery detachments and either sold as
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dressed carcasses or distributed to labour companies and prisoners of war, realizing £65,206.523
The average price until the armistice was between twelve and fourteen pounds for each
animal.524 A fourth method of disposal was to sell the animal at auction. These were the horses
and mules deemed too old or in some way unsuitable for employment in the Canadian Corps.
The practice was discontinued and re-introduced in France throughout the war; it was decided
that animals would only be sold to those who were in possession of a certificate signed by the
Mayor of the Commune that they were farmers or breeders; they were also limited to two
animals a person; and the reserve price had to be met; for meeting these requirements the
purchaser received a certificate describing it fully. This was done to prevent price speculation
and to ensure, as far as possible, the humane treatment of animals sold.525 Approximately 7775
animals were sold in this fashion for a profit of £168,868. 526
Considering the living and working conditions of the horses and mules serving in the
Canadian artillery and ammunition columns, it is frankly astonishing that the number killed was
not higher. This table illustrates the trends in the casualty and mortality rates for the equines
serving in the British and colonial forces:
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Table 5.1 Casualties by year for the British and Colonial Armies. Data from Moore, Army
Veterinary Service in War, 23.
Year

Average Horse
and Mule
Strength

Average
Constant
Number of
Casualties

Average
Constant
Casualties as
Percentage

Died, Killed, or
Destroyed

Mortality
Percentage of
Strength

107,685

16,551

15.45

13,025

29.15

1915

222,326

21,566

9.71

26,594

11.96

1916

379,613

34,104

8.68

43,543

11.47

1917

436,121

52,350

12

99,923

22.91

396,536

35,430

8.93

85,873

21.66

Aug - Dec 1914

Jan - Nov 1918

Mortality was higher in the first winter due to unpreparedness and inexperience. This improved
in the following years, only for the mortality rate to be pushed higher again due to awful weather
and the intense fighting of 1918. As Moore explains, “the care of animals improved as the war
progressed but the constant strain of service weakened the resistance and recuperative powers of
individual animals.”527 Blekinsop and Rainey state that the chief causes of death for these
animals were as follows:
(1) Battle casualties, other injuries and surgical conditions; destruction for old age,
premature physical decay, and blindness. (2) Debility and exhaustion. (3) Respiratory
diseases. (4) Mud-borne diseases, such as ulcerative lymphangitis and gangrenous
dermatitis. (5) Intestinal diseases.528
The greatest wastage was experienced by the light draught horses and mules of the artillery,
likely due to their hazardous forays up to the guns and the necessity of their employment even in
the most dire conditions.529 Bombs, gas, gunfire, and shells accounted for a total of 137,931
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casualties.530 This was not the largest source of death and injury, however, and gas casualties
were particularly minimal. Careful location and camouflage of wagon lines, working in the dark,
and spreading the animals out helped minimize losses.
Though the seriousness of accidental injuries varied greatly, such cases were common. This
included contusions, sprains, fractures, puncture wounds — particularly those caused by nail
pricks in the hoof — and a variety of galls.531 Kicks were frequent, and ranged from very minor,
resulting in only a bruise and not requiring evacuation, to very serious, when they caused a
fracture that required the destruction of the animal. Another very common malady was puncture
wounds in the hoof, usually as a result of nails. This was such a severe problem that “nail hunts”
complete with prizes were organized in order to collect the nails discarded around camp — one
artillery battery collected twelve pounds in one hour!532 Galls were caused by the rubbing of illfitting equipment. Thirty-two animals of the 3rd CDAC suffered from bad galls while en route to
a new location; the excuse given was that they were “new and had no chance of becoming collar
hardened.”533 While this may have contributed somewhat to the formation of galls, ill-fitting tack
was likely the true culprit. Proper attention, exercise, and supervision aided in lessening the
occurrence of kicks, galls, and other accidental injuries.
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Blindness was sadly a very common occurrence. The largest cause was a disease known as
ophthalmia, which was recurrent, “indigenous and probably a mud-borne disease, of which the
contagion is spread by the concentration of large numbers of animals in infected areas.”534 It was
first diagnosed in France in December 1916 and became quite prevalent, affecting up to 1.4
percent of the animal strength of Britain’s military forces.535 The majority of those horses and
mules affected continued to work, although not usually in forward areas because they almost
invariably had an intense fear of gunfire. The disease was incurable and usually resulted in
complete blindness, but it was not spread by contact and the vast majority of the affected animals
lived very comfortably.536
Even more prevalent was debility, or general exhaustion. A condition rather than a disease,
it appeared after immense amounts of work, little rest, insufficient feed, and was often paired
with other illness or disease. The prevalence of debility speaks to the value of the work
performed by the horses and mules: their labour was demanded until they were literally worked
to the point of sickness or even death. It also demonstrates that the larger picture of the war was
seen as more important than the welfare of individual animals. Blenkinsop and Rainey comment
on this, stating,
The arrangements for the supply and distribution of forage during the Great War were
wonderfully complete, but it was necessary at times for economic or military reasons to
make temporary reductions in the scale of rations... [could not always] ensure an
adequate or regular water supply in the circumstances [where] the enemy holds the river
banks. In France... long forced marches of mounted troops rarely occurred, but there was
534
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much necessary overwork of animals involved in fragging guns and vehicles over
relatively short distances of intensely heavy ground... [Furthermore,] exposure to mud,
wet, and cold, was continuous during the winter months of the campaign in France and
Belgium. 537
Debility cases peaked during periods of intense action, such as during the battle for Vimy Ridge.
Luckily, little treatment was required. The patient suffering from debility simply needed rest,
food, water, and attention from caretakers. These cases were removed to convalescent horse
depots where they stayed until recovered.538 The seriousness of this cannot be understated,
however, as many animals were pushed past their point of exhaustion and could not recover even
when evacuated.
A common but less serious disease was mange. The cause was a small insect which lived in
and on the skin; it was diagnosed by taking a scraping of skin at the infected area and viewing it
under a microscope. Small dimples appeared and the hair fell out in the dry or sarcoptic form,
while in the moist form a bare patch rapidly manifested. The skin was extremely irritated and the
animal became very itchy, often frantically rubbing itself raw. Weight loss and lethargy also
occurred.539 As both a cure and a preventative measure, the equines were dipped twice, nine days
a part, in a calcium sulphide solution. This was routinely carried out very two months or so.
Better results were achieved if the horse or mule was not groomed between treatments and for at
least four days after the last dip. 540 Infected animals were isolated and disinfectant was applied to
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stables and equipment. 541 While there were many cases of this disease, the cure was effective and
many more were prevented through preventative measures.
Glanders was a disease of great concern during the First World War, as it had caused many
issues in previous campaigns. However, this very contagious disease was almost completely
eradicated due to mallein testing, which was done to every single horse and mule. They were
injected and if the animal showed a reaction (spiked temperature and lethargy, generally), it was
destroyed.542 The effort in controlling this disease was immense but extremely successful. There
were many other diseases that plagued the Canadian animals, but every effort was made in
prevention and treatment.
Other responsibilities entrusted to the veterinary services and unit veterinary officer
included issuing recommendations and remount duties. They advocated preventative measures
such as encouraging men to dismount during rests on marches “and every possible care is to be
taken to save the horses as much as possible.”543 They reminded soldiers to report sick or injured
animals to the veterinary officer, as sometimes the animals were kept in the lines in hope they
would recover there.544 The veterinarians also administered inoculations and the preventative
dips to combat mange.545 Stray animals were turned in or collected by veterinary officers and
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Mobile Veterinary Section (MVS). As they evacuated animals via train, they also received
remount animals and distributed them. Therefore the veterinary services played a large role even
though separate from the artillery and ammunition columns. Their presence and impact reflects
the desire to care for the animals and their intrinsic value.
Just as the horses and mules required attention, so did the equipment they used. Proper care
and maintenance of harness and wagons were important for their longevity and the prevention of
accidents. For example, one accident was caused by a bolt being broken on the supporting pole
of an ammunition wagon; despite the brakes being applied, the wagon ran up on the teams and
two horses fell on their driver. Luckily, the man suffered only bruises and the animals were
unharmed.546 Consideration to the fit of harness and other articles also lessened or removed the
risk of galls. The 2nd CDAC was criticized in September 1917 for ill-fitting equipment: “Fitting
not sufficiently supervised. Several throat lashes too tight, curb chains too tight, several breast
collars too high.”547 While this could be attributed to a lack of consideration, it could also simply
be the result of a lack of training. In any case, attention was drawn to the issue and effort was
made to remedy it.
Because of the mud and inability to place equipment under cover, cleanliness was difficult
to achieve. Nevertheless, drivers spent countless hours scrubbing their leather, steel and nickel
with water and dubbing. Nickel was the preferred metal as it required significantly less care; it
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was a coveted item and frequently stolen. According to Black, thieving these items were actually
a point of pride:
Nickel-bits, spurs and stirrups were cherished possessions. The army issue was made of
some composition that was subject to rust and tarnishing and it took a good deal of work
to keep the stuff clean. No driver or mounted man was happy until he had acquired a
complete set of nickel by purchase or otherwise. To admit purchase was to admit
inferiority, a lack of enterprise. Our battery had its first showing of nickel shortly after
we got to France. An English battery that had also just come over was near us at
Poperinge. It was commanded by a duke... as a ducal gesture, on leaving for the front he
outfitted his batter completely with nickel. Those innocent newcomers kept their nickel
in the harness room. Our battery did not get all of it, most of the batteries in our brigade
got their share.548
Considering the amount of work these drivers had to do, it is no surprise they wanted a break in
the maintenance of their materials! The equipment was frequently inspected and damaged
materials sent for repair or replaced. Each artillery brigade and ammunition column had several
professionals who aided in this. Saddlers repaired leather while wheelers worked on the wagons,
both carrying out inspections and minor repairs.
Inspections were carried out on a regular basis, daily by the officers and higher-ranking
officials also visited occasionally. The existence and frequency of such activities is one indicator
of the value attributed to the animals and the priority placed on their welfare. Inspections ensured
accountability and revealed where problems were so steps could be taken to fix them. Generally
the unit was viewed either as is, with animals in the line, harnesses in the shed, vehicles parked,
and men on parade ground, or in full marching order.549 The condition, grooming, shoeing, and
stabling of a unit’s horses and mules were examined; notes were also taken on feed, clipping,
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disease prevalence, and general horsemastership. For example, the 3rd Canadian Divisional
Artillery was inspected on 4 July 1918; each battery and HQ section received a ‘grade.’ For
condition of animals, all received grades of good or very good with the exception of two
batteries whose horses and mules were labelled as fair. Grooming, however, was rated as poor
for five batteries, with good, very good, and even an excellent being assigned to the others;
shoeing was mostly ranked as fair, with a few marked as good; stables were all good or very
good. The 3rd CDAC received good for their animals’ conditions and stables and fair for
grooming and shoeing. The comments indicated that greater attention needed to be paid to
grooming and supervision of the farrier’s work; however these units received great praise for the
condition of their stables and their efficiency in preventing mange. The 3rd CDAC received
special commendation for the care of their mules.550 Given that this inspection took place during
a quiet period in summer, adequate results are to be expected. Compared to an inspection of the
same divisional artillery in June 1916, where the highest rank was good and there was an
increased frequency of lower grades, the improvement is clear.551 Interestingly, the 3rd CDAC
also received separate accolades: “[c]onsiderable credit is due to the officers of the Column that
the horses, although frequently changed, are looking well, and seem to be well cared for. The
mules are of a good stamp and are looking very well.”552 The changes referred to the animals
being transferred to the batteries as replacements for casualties.
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Excuses for poor showings at inspections were not tolerated and action was taken
immediately to put the situation right. For example, the 2nd CDAC received heavy criticism for
the condition of its equipment and it was noticed that a few animals were exceptionally dirty. A
message full of recommendations to improve the state of affairs was sent immediately after,
outlining the expectations. This was forwarded on by the CO 2nd CDAC and read to all the
men.553 Some reviews included a full overview of every practice, and even units that were
considered to be properly carrying out all duties were given advice on how to further improve
their working efficiency and the welfare of their animals.554
The military value of the horses and mules is self-evident through the effort that went into
caring for the animals on an individual basis and the enforcement of a certain standard of care.
The amount of work that went into daily care of the horses and mules was immense; it was a
logistical challenge which was made all the more difficult by the conditions of war. The animals
required shelter, water, feed, grooming, and exercise to be provided by the drivers, while
essential farrier and veterinary attention was supplied by professionals both within and outside of
the unit. Frequent inspections ensured that the equines’ basic needs were met. Of course, enemy
action, poor weather, and the greater objectives of victory resulted in deficiencies as well as
casualties. For right or wrong, the animals were collateral damage just as the men were in the
effort to win the war.
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Chapter 5: Partners
Among the few bright things of the soldier’s life touched him more deeply than the
mutual attachment of man and horse. No one who has ever had to do with soldiers and
with horses can fail to acknowledge how much the horse helped to keep up the morale of
the man. The very work of tending a horse was a distraction which relieved the trooper
or the gunner from the otherwise unrelenting tension of warfare. The few minutes of
pleasant companionship made him the more ready for the battle of a new day. There are
others than those who shared in it who know how real was this alliance; there are others
than the drivers and the riders who appreciate how essential was the horse to the
efficiency of our fighting machine. 555
The above quote was written by General Currie for the only publication addressing the horses
and mules that served Canada during the First World War. While the comradeship that developed
between soldiers is well documented, little has been written about the relationship between
soldiers and animals. Given the nature of both man and animal and the prevalence of interaction,
it was impossible for the men and equines of the Canadian artillery brigades and ammunition
columns to avoid forming relationships. This was especially true for the officers and drivers of
these units who were assigned specific mounts or teams and dealt with the animals daily for
months or even years; even the gunners spent some time with the horses and mules. While these
interactions were guided by duty and training in both man and animal, relationships developed
and there was true affection between the majority of these soldiers and their equine partners.
Such involvement had both positives and negatives for both parties, yet the vast majority of these
relationships were mutually beneficial. This is most strongly evidenced by the great acts of
devotion demonstrated by both parties, but there were also everyday manifestations provided by
the horses and mules which included purpose, emotional support, status, enjoyment and a break
from the monotony; in return, the animals were given care and affection. However, the work was
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plenty, both groups possessed individuals that were inadequately trained or difficult to be around,
and both man and animal dealt with loss through death, injury, illness, or changing hands. These
interactions and relationships were mainly affected by the personalities of each man and animal,
the amount of training and knowledge each possessed, and the length of time they had worked
together. Harmful interactions seemed to be rare. While there were certainly cases of neglect and
abuse, such offences seemed to be uncommon.
The relationship between man and animal is difficult to dictate. For one, equine cognitive
capabilities, emotionality and relationships with humans are not yet fully understood, much less
within the context of war. But horses and mules are not machines. It has long been recognized
that they possess fantastic memories, capability for learning, unique personalities, and the
potential to form relationships with humans. 556 This manifests as “mutual trust, respect and
affection...[a] bond similar to that found between the owners of smaller domestic pets and their
charges.”557 Mutuality is difficult to ascertain, of course, but there is some evidence for it
occurring in the Canadian artillery and ammunition columns. Camblyn recalls both men and
animals remembering each other after a period of absence as a common occurrence. In one
instance, Colonel W. MacDermott returned from sick leave and immediately sought out his
mount, walking down the line of animals, shouting ‘Billy’, and “the horse recognized the voice
and immediately began to neigh, and shortly after exhibited great joy as seeing his old master
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again.”558 These relationships were fostered by the prodigious amount of time man and animal
spent together. Each officer possessed at least one mount, and each driver was assigned a pair of
horses and mules. While gunners spent less time at the wagon lines and were not assigned their
own teams, many of these men still regularly interacted with these animals. This gave soldiers a
sense of purpose. Kerr explains that “there was the interest of caring for his animals and learning
their peculiar traits; it was not uncommon to see a driver who betrayed some marks of affection
for his team.”559 The previous chapters outlining the work performed with and care that went into
the horses and mules are testament to the amount of time these men spent with their charges.
In prewar Canadian society, horses and mules were ubiquitous. They were found in both
rural and urban Canada, providing essential draught power and transportation, and present in the
lives of the poor and the rich alike. While not every individual had personal experience with the
animals, a large number were familiar with them. During the nineteenth century, sympathy for
working horses and mules became prevalent. Kete argued that people increasingly believed that
humans and animals shared many similarities, and thus support for animal protection and welfare
became ever more commonplace.560 A prominent organization was the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA), established in 1824 in London. The first Canadian
branch was founded in 1869 in Montreal; it quickly expanded into other provinces. This
organization collected donations from British, Canadian, and other colonial citizens in order to
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present much-needed equipment and money to the war effort.561 The work of the RSPCA was
considerable: the society donated building materials for shelters, horse ambulances, several
complete sets of engines and machinery for chaff cutting and corn crushing, horse-carcass
economizer plants, clippers, and equipment for the Central Veterinary Research Laboratory at
Aldershot. The total money expended in these gifts amounted to £150,000.562 Other societies also
carried out similar work. The Blue Cross, founded by Our Dumb Friends’ League in 1912,
founded eight veterinary hospitals in France during the First World War.563 The Toronto branch
donated 606 days worth of feed in June 1916.564 Various other Canadian breed societies and
horse associations came together and raised the funds to purchase a horse ambulance and
transport wagon (complete with equipment and animals) for the Canadian Veterinary Corps.565
Clearly, kindness towards the horses and mules fighting in the war was a widespread sentiment
in society. It is hardly a leap to assume similar attitudes were held by the soldiers fighting
alongside these animals.
Though both men and animals were trained to perform their tasks, this was only the surface
level of the their interactions. It was the soldier’s duty to stand by his animals during hostile
shelling of their lines, and if possible evacuate them. 566 Not only were these legitimate orders, it
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was also part of the unofficial ethical code adopted by the drivers.567 Yet many times soldiers
went beyond this to ensure their horses or mules were safe. On 6 September 1918, Driver Short
was wounded by a shell. Despite his injuries, he “remained on duty in order to get his team
away,” and immediately made his way to the wagon lines to fetch his two charges; unfortunately,
he was killed by a splinter from a subsequent shell.568 This devotion was not only demonstrated
by soldiers. While at Passchendaele, Driver Johnston decided to stay behind and aid a badly
wounded driver:
When I decided to stay, there was still a lot of shelling going on and I tried to get my
horse to follow the other horses, but he would not leave. Two or three times I led him a
short way and when I turned to go back, he would follow me... At last I got a piece of
stick and gave him a couple of slaps and he walked away. When one realizes that a horse
is terrified of shellfire, they must have a lot of confidence in a man or whatever feeling
you want to call it. Guess it was mutual and we did not want to be parted. 569
These war horses were not taught to stay with their masters. Not only did Johnston’s horse prefer
to stay with him despite the shelling and danger, he chose his company to that of other animals.
This speaks very strongly to the animal’s attachment to the man, as it is instinctual for them to
stay with their herd.
A major benefit of the human-animal relationship was emotional support. Today, horses are
used as therapy animals for soldiers suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. Interaction
with these animals is also known to aid in overcoming depression and anxiety.570 Hayes
explained this healing is due to the animal’s “natural ability... to accept, without judgement [and
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be] physically, mentally, and emotionally present.”571 Human-animal interaction also has a
general stress relieving effect, with heart rates in both species declining after various forms of
contact.572 Hall surmised this, arguing that such companionship could be “of specific therapeutic
value to people… [and] play a part in raising the quality of life.” 573 Given the conditions of the
First World War and the known effects of war on mental health, it is no great leap to assume that
the soldiers and animals benefitted from their interactions. A specific example of a soldier
obtaining emotional support is found in the case of Raymond Massey, seeking solace after his
good friend was killed before his eyes: “I couldn’t sleep. I couldn’t talk without effort. My
hearing was worse. The sleeping pills I was given didn’t help. I could not get Major Vansittart’s
death out of my mind... I consoled myself by riding the Major’s mare. Her nerves were in as bad
shape as my own.”574 While Massey did eventually acquiesce to going to the hospital, his rides
on his late friend’s mare brought him some comfort.
A more superficial benefit for soldiers was status. The better looking an individual’s mount
or team appeared, the more esteem he received from his fellow men. Horses were more valued
than mules, although this changed somewhat as the war went on and mules proved their worth.
Conformation, presence, ride-ability or drivability, and health were all factors. As Driver
Johnston recalled,
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I had been given a team of horses and it was one of my lucky breaks in the army. I had a
small western team, about eight hundred and fifty pounds each and by far the best team
in the outfit. My saddle horse was about as nice an animal as could be found and,
although the off horse was somewhat nervous, they made a wonderful little team, and
just about the right size for the type of work we had to do. I gave them credit for getting
me out of a lot of dirty messes that I found myself in. I could drive the saddle horse
anywhere if I wanted to, bareback and without a rein, only by leaning to one side and
pressing with my knees.575
Johnston gained his fellow soldiers’ respect for having a well-performing and attractive team.
This quest for status was a benefit for the animals as well, as it further encouraged their masters
to care for them beyond what was necessary.
The horses and mules also brought enjoyment and a break from the monotony of life for
the soldiers. They participated in horse shows which were enjoyed by all ranks. These were held
during the summer with a variety of classes to enter. Some were judged on appearance and turnout of the animals and equipment, such as in the best pair and best wagon classes. The best
officer’s charger was evaluated with the same criteria, but training and ride-ability also had to be
demonstrated. In addition to enjoyment, these events encouraged care of the animal and
equipment and fostered pride in appearance. To more directly boost the morale of the men,
exciting and competitive classes were also held. These were often divided between officers and
the regular men and NCOs. One event for officers was the pickup race, where they used their
swords to pick up three stirrup irons off the top of posts as quickly as possible. Officers also
participated in the bending race, where they guided their mounts to weave between stakes set
fifteen yards apart for approximately fifty-five yards. The quickest one through and back won.
There were also show jumping classes, which involved navigating a course of different jumping
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obstacles.576 These riding events may have been limited to officers due to tradition, but it was
also practical: officers were the only ones with designated mounts and more advanced equestrian
training.
The NCOs and other ranks arguably had the more entertaining classes, however. These
included the ammunition alarm, and bareback, driving, leading, and trotting races. They also had
team competitions for tug of war and wrestling. 577 The winners of these events received more
than just bragging rights as their prize. Medals for first and second place were given out for each
event. Trophies were also awarded to the best turn-out and for some higher-profile classes. 578
Results were circulated in memorandums and also recorded in the unit’s war diary. Thus these
events contributed to a rise in morale, status, and interest in horse care.
Individual events were also held, such as the Anchor Steeplechase Meeting. This was held
6 October 1917 in the Monchy-Breton area. A number of flat and steeplechase races were held,
ranging from four furloughs to two miles in distance. The overall meet was open to all officers,
NCOs and enlisted men of the British and Empire forces. Individual races were still segregated
by rank, however. A silver cup and prize money was received by the top three finishers in each
race at the Anchor Steeplechase. 579
The exact rules and judging criteria varied by show. For example, at a show held in August
of 1916, the best pair of mules and light draught horses were evaluated twenty percent on their
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class, twenty percent on their suitability as a match, thirty percent on their condition, and thirty
percent for their equipment. The best officer’s mount was graded with an equal weight on class,
training, condition, and equipment. By contrast, the show held in June 1917 the same pairs were
judged differently: fifty percent of the final score was based on the condition of the animals,
twenty-five percent for the equipment, and the twenty-five percent on their driving ability. The
officer’s chargers were given a maximum of twenty-five points for condition and equipment each
like before, but training was now worth up to fifty points.580 The most interesting change is the
increased importance of condition in the judging criteria. While this may simply reflect the
judge’s discretion, it may echo a general trend in the increasing concern over the animals’ health
and wellbeing. This opinion is put forth by Blenkinsop and Rainey in their volume, Official
History of the War: Veterinary Service. They wrote that “[t]he many military horse shows that
were successfully organized during the latter part of the war… were partly a cause and partly an
effect of the ever-growing interest and pride in welfare and quality of army horses and mules.”581
By the first winter of war, great difficulty had been encountered in keeping the animals and
equipment in good condition. While there was a moral obligation to ensure the health of the
horses and mules, by the second winter of the war it was also of great economical and
operational interest to preserve their well-being.
While the idea of a horse show in France during the First World War may seem a bit
ridiculous, especially with the emphasis on appearance and turn-out, such events clearly had
their benefits. They encouraged camaraderie and greater attention to the horses and mules, as
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well as provided a distraction from war. Camblyn asserts that the horse shows “greatly improved
the care and management of animals generally within the corps…they produced a great deal of
pleasure to the individual as well as to the officers…and it broke the monotony of war
conditions.”582 Major-General Sir Moore agrees with this, stating that such events “afford[ed]
pleasure and relaxation to the individual and a break from trying circumstances… The interest
which they created was… all to the good of the animals…[demonstrating] what animals should
be like by means of [these] horse shows in war.” 583 These conclusions are also found in this entry
in the war diary of the 2nd CDAC: “immense interest was taken in the competition and a very
practical lesson given on the possibilities of the DAC as regards turning out good teams and well
kept harness. This was particularly useful after winter work in the mud when it was more
difficult to keep harness in condition.”584 The horse shows also offered a sense of purpose for
those working towards victory and feeling of pride for the participants and particularly for the
victors. These events clearly had an important role during the First World War, even in — or
perhaps especially in — locations not far from the front.
Enjoyment was also had by the men during the frequent mounted exercise rides and
errands. Kerr purposefully chose riding a horse as often as he could over a bicycle. He explains
his reasoning as follows:
I soon found that the roads of the vicinity, pitted in places by shells and worn into
hollows and ridges by lorries, defects corrected in places only by a liberal application of
the coarsest gravel, were not precisely adapted for smooth and comfortable bicycle
582
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riding. It did not take me long to decide for the horse as the preferable mode of
progression... I discovered that trotting along the road on a good horse, on a sunny
September day with a warm wind, was one of the best of sports; and I lost no
opportunity of indulging in it.585
Kerr was clearly fond of his time in the saddle. Officers frequently wrote about their mounts and
their pleasurable time spent together. The Commanding Officer of the 1st Canadian Division, Sir
A. C. Macdonell “loved and rode [Casey] continuously during those long years of war.”586 E. W.
B. Morrison described his mount King as, “a well- trained charger that nothing would shake his
nerve or daunt him.”587 The officer class was also notorious for taking enjoyment in horse sports
such as jumping, polo, and racing. 588 This was particularly true of the British officers who served
with the Canadians. Regular ranks were encouraged to take their animals out on “joy rides”
provided that care was taken and curfew met.589 During the period of occupation after the
armistice, Black recalled “many wonderful rides over the Belgian countryside. Often when we
came to open space with a ditch or two and a hedge we would have a race, a steeplechase. Away
we would go hell for leather over the meadows, the ditches and the hedges.”590 No matter if it
was a casual ride or an authorized sporting event, such activities provided enjoyment to
participants and spectators as well as a break from the dreariness of life on the front lines.
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The animals were cared for as part of a soldier’s duty; but many men went above and
beyond to provide for their charges. This was a benefit for the horses and mules and a
demonstration of man’s affection. Even when weary himself, the man often “gave the more
weary beast such comfort as he might before taking thought for himself.”591 As Kerr recalls,
I must say that the army horses received plenty of attention; they were combed and
brushed two or three times a day, their noses, hoofs and tails were washed frequently,
they were constantly being inspected by driver, corporal, veterinary sergeant, sergeantmajor and captain, all of which gave point to a driver’s description of himself as ‘mule’s
valet’ or ‘horses’ batman.’ 592
While some of such action was clearly dictated by commanding officers, the attention to detail
by the individual drivers and various inspecting officers demonstrates the level of affection and
value of the animals. A further mark of this was the naming of a mount or team. Nearly all of the
officers’ mounts were named; Casey and King were two examples already mentioned. Driver
Johnston explains this relationship further:
A fellow soon becomes attached to his saddle horse and the feeling is very mutual, as...
[he] appreciates a little kindness a whole lot...My team was named Split Ear and
Tuppence. One had a large split in one ear and the other one, well - an Englishman took
him up the line one night with ammunition, and when he got back someone asked what
he thought of the horse and he said the damned thing was not worth two pence - so the
name. They were both favourites of the battery. I believe my saddle horse knew more
than I did, and it is one of the reasons why I lasted as long as I did. He took care of
me.593
Instances of a horse or mule taking care of its master are common. It was acknowledged that
these animals behaved “in a most marvellous manner when their masters have been in peril.”594
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There are few circumstances more perilous than war, and there are countless examples of man
and animal demonstrating devotion to each other during the First World War.
Men occasionally received official recognition for their efforts to preserve their animals.
Driver George Duffy of the 2nd CDAC received the Bronze Medal and Certificate of the Royal
Humane Society for consistently going above and beyond for his teams and others.595 Captain
Alfred Emile Routier, also of the 2nd CDAC, received the Military Cross for “gallant conduct
under shell fire and for his promptness and good judgement issuing orders and superintending
their carrying out.” 596 This came after he quickly took charge during a hostile shelling of the 2nd
CDAC wagon lines on 17 August 1918; he ordered the evacuation of the animals, and remained
behind despite the enemy fire to ensure all the horses and mules were escorted away and the
wounded were tended to. 597 Many other recipients of such awards were mentioned to
demonstrate concern for both man and animal.
The relationship between soldiers and their charges was not always easy. It was a
substantial amount of work for the men. There were no days off, and there was much to do daily.
Black admits that “often in the army we wished that there were no horses,” simply because of
how much care they required.598 However, such resentment did not ever appear to fester in the
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Canadian artillery units or ammunition columns. The biggest negative impact of these
relationships was loss.
Despite the greatest efforts, horses and mules were killed, injured, took ill, stolen, or
transferred. To break these partnerships was devastating to the men. Brereton claimed that “there
are many stories form the Western Front of strong men in tears over their stricken mounts.”599
Johnston recalled the night when his already blind mount was hit by enemy shrapnel:
I almost got clear when a big junk of shrapnel hit my saddle horse in the shoulder but did
not put him out of commission, but slowed him down. I certainly felt sorry for the poor
thing as he had gone through this before but now could not even see what was going
on... they took my horse back to remount that night to try and patch him up again. This
was the first horse I had lost and hoped it was not going to be a habit.600
Though luckily this horse was only injured, Johnston did not see him again. His friend, Driver
Robinson, was not so lucky. Standing between his team on 24 March 1917, a shell landed to one
side and killed both his horses. Johnston recalled that “Robinson did not get a scratch, but went
all to pieces, with a bad case of shell shock.”601 Raymond Massey witnessed an even more tragic
event. A battery passing at the gallop was shelled by the Germans, and one wagon was hit
directly; a few of the gunners and horses had been killed while two animals and several other
men were badly wounded. Massey was forced to shoot the injured horses himself to put them out
of their misery. He recalled that “as I myself shot the wounded horses, the lead driver was crying.
God knows, I wanted to.”602 This was Massey’s last clear memory of the war. Affected by what
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would today be known as post-traumatic stress disorder, witnessing the loss of those men and
animals pushed Massey to his mental breaking point. 603 Massey’s affected state of mind and the
tears of the driver speak to some extent about the relationship and affection shared between the
soldiers and animals during the First World War.
Such relationships were affected by many factors, such as the personalities of the animals
and men. While the vast majority of the animals were “good-natured and cooperative and
[would] do their very best... there [were], however, a few horses that [were] bad.”604 This was not
often a character flaw, but rather the result of improper training or bad treatment. Those that
could not work effectively were cast.605 This was the case for three mules, who were respectively
deemed to be “unworkable,” “vicious, kicker, bucker, unworkable,” and “balky, unworkable;” a
mare was also cast for being “balky.”606 There were men who suffered from the same issues —
bad characters or simply lacking in training. Clashing personalities or an unsavoury character in
man or animal obviously prevented positive relationships from forming. A lack of training was
less damning, as it could be made up for with time by both parties.
Another major contributing factor to the state of the equine-human relationship was the
length of time the pair had been working together. It was well acknowledged that it was
beneficial to keep the a soldier working with the same animals. It was advised that the “best way
to encourage soldiers to look after their horses well is to give them the same horse all the time...
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Nothing destroys this most essential spirit more than the feeling that horses can easily be
replaced.”607 Brereton agrees with this counsel, stating that “riding and tending the same horse
for months on end, sleeping in the open only a few yards behind the picket lines at night, and
suffering the same privation, the soldier came to regard his horse as almost an extension of his
own being.”608 Thus time spent together and surviving the conditions of warfare built
camaraderie just as it did between the soldiers themselves.
Harmful interactions did occur. Horses and mules frequently injured or embarrassed their
partners. One beautiful black horse made two officers the shame of the wagon lines when he
refused to be parted from his equine friends; it was worse once they finally convinced the animal
to leave and he spotted the same friends on the return: one officer was scraped off by the roof of
the shelter while the other could not stop his horse from following an infantry officer’s mount.609
A number of riders fell from their mounts when a naval gun beside the road fired.610 Injuries
were also occasionally sustained from falls and kicks. While these incidents were not often
malicious, they did put strain on the relationship.
There were also instances of men neglecting and abusing their charges. Thankfully, this
does not seem have been a common occurrence. It was a military offence to purposefully steal,
lose, or injure an animal; it was also a crime to “ill-treat any horse used in the public service.” 611
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Offenders had to be reported and would appear at a court-martial and were subject to
imprisonment or punishment.612 Neglect of duty regarding animals was also subject to this
process. Often these actions did not directly harm the horses and mules. For example, the charge
of neglecting duty while on stable picquet which more an issue of discipline than intentionally
harmful to the animals. Offenders were subject to the notorious Field Punishment No. 1.613
Drivers Phillips and King of the RCHA were subject to five days of such punishment for separate
incidences of neglecting their duties while on stable picquet, while Driver Robertson from the
same unit was sentenced to fourteen days. 614
A variety of other crimes fell under ‘neglect of duty.’ The majority of these were not
harmful to the horses and mules. For example, Driver Askunas was sentenced to twenty-eight
days Field Punishment No. 1 for watering his horses without their bits and speaking to his
commanding officer in a “threatening manner” when he was told to bit his animals, and lying to
the military police.615 His punishment is almost certainly due to the man’s interactions with his
superiors rather than his poor watering discipline. In any case, watering with or without bits
made no difference to the animal. Another instance was when Driver Madden was sentenced to
forfeit twenty days pay for letting a horse loose after repeatedly being told to lead it. 616 Similarly,
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a soldier from the 16th Battery forfeited three days pay for turning his animals loose to graze
rather than holding them.617 These rules were in place to ensure the horses and mules were not
lost, stolen or injured, but offenders hardly had truly ill intent.
In other cases, however, neglect of duty did result in harm. For example, a mare fractured
her hind leg after breaking loose, and she had to be shot. The injury was deemed “unavoidable,
once the mare was loose and at liberty to roam amongst the other horses,” but argued that had the
fittings used to tie the animals been “the proper strength and type necessary” this accident could
have been prevented. 618 No one received punishment but the fittings did have to be replaced.
This case demonstrates a form of neglect but it also shows how seriously such incidences were
taken, and thus the value attributed to the animals of the Canadian artillery and ammunition
columns.
More serious was the galloping of a mount or team on the hard roads. This was much more
likely to bring harm to the animals, through a greatly increased chance of injury and exhaustion.
The increased punishments reflect the escalated severity of the crime. Driver Gregory of the
RCHA was sentenced to to seven days Field Punishment No. 1 for cantering his team on a hard
road on 21 October 1917.619 Similarly, Gunner Roscoe was sentenced to twenty-eight days Field
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Punishment No. 1 for galloping horses on the hard road while drunk on 20 October 1917.620 The
significantly lengthier sentence was likely due to the soldier’s drunkenness. Another crime that
received a harsher punishment was neglecting to put nosebags on one’s charges. A soldier of the
16th Battery was charged with failing to put nosebags on his team and absenting himself early
during evening stable hour; he endured Field Punishment No. 1 for seven days as a result.621
Officers were not exempt either. Acting Brigadier Chamberlain was sentenced and severely
reprimanded for allowing men under his command to interfere with hay cut and stacked by a
divisional working party 25 June 1917.622 The men were not disciplined. While the nature of this
meddling is unknown, it indicates that officers were not exempt from punishment.
While the cases of men being absent without leave are beyond the scope of this thesis, it
must be noted that an additional charge was to use a public horse without permission. Sergeant
MacFarlane of the RCHA absented himself without leave and took a horse without permission;
his rank was stricken and he was awarded Field Punishment No. 1 for three months.623 Soldiers
who were not officially reported as absent could also be convicted of this crime. For example,
Gunner Simpson was awarded ten days Field Punishment No. 2 for using a public horse without
permission and being insolent to an NCO on the date of 30 January 1915. 624 Gunners Winning,
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King, and Rycroft as well as Driver Rooney of the RCHA received the same punishment for
disobeying standing orders, being out of billeting area, and using a public horse without
permission.625 In February 1916, Griffin, a shoeing smith, was absent from quarters from for
almost twelve hours, and took a horse from the lines without express permission. He had to
forfeit one day’s pay and was sentenced twenty-eight days Field Punishment No. 2.626
Of course there were incidences where soldiers purposefully abused a horse or mule.
Thankfully, such events were rare. They were also punished harshly. Driver McNamee was
sentenced to five days Field Punishment No. 1 for ill-treating a horse; Driver Austin received two
days for “brutally ill-treating a horse,” and Driver Smith was punished with fourteen days. 627
Only one man was a repeat offender: Driver Schoefield. The first incidence was in December
1916, when he was sentenced to forfeit five days pay for ill-treating his horse.628 The second
offence occurred on 7 June 1917, and he received twenty-one days Field Punishment No. 1.629
Ill-treating a horse or mule seemed to be punished increasingly harshly, and as Schoefield
demonstrates, second offences were treated extremely seriously. It is unfortunately impossible to
know how many incidents went unreported or if those convicted were the only abusers.
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However, given the rarity of court-martial cases concerning animals, it is unlikely that there was
a widespread prevalence of purposeful harm towards the horses and mules of the Canadian
artillery brigades and ammunition columns.
The co-existence and shared experiences during the First World War united man and
animal. The relationships that formed were largely mutually beneficial, and these partners
developed a true affection for each other. This was demonstrated in countless ways, from soldiers
writing fondly of their mounts to a horse or mule refusing to leave his master. These
relationships brought many positives: men were provided with purpose, support, status,
enjoyment and an escape from life on the front lines; animals received care and affection that
went well beyond the call of duty. The balance to this was the substantial amount of work that
had to be carried out, individuals from both parties that were inadequately trained or difficult to
deal with, and losses that occurred through death, injury, illness, or animals changing hands.
Intentional harm or abuse towards the horses and mules was rare, though cases did occur. More
common, though still far from prevalent, were cases of neglect of duty which posed the risk of
indirectly harming the animals.
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Conclusion
Eventually the time came for each battery to turn in guns, wagons and equipment, and
then say farewell to its horses. There was many a heartache over disposing of the horses
to Belgians. They were divided into three categories - those that could be used for farm
work, mares suitable for breeding, and the remainder for slaughter. Officers and men had
become deeply attached to their horses, and they were alarmed at what the future of
these might hold; particularly in a country so short of food of all kinds. It was not
surprising that many horses were suddenly discovered to be afflicted with incurable
diseases, and had to be shot. No tears were shed, however, over the disposal to ordnance
stores of the battery’s harness, the cleaning of which had been the curse of a driver’s
life.630
The horses and mules had served the Canadian artillery and ammunition columns well
throughout the First World War. Once peace was assured, an agreement was reached between the
Canadian and Belgian governments, where the latter would purchase the majority of the former’s
animals for a fair price. This was done in order to spare Canada the expense of bringing these
animals home and to aid in the rebuilding of Belgium. Units dispersed their herds in contingents,
clipping a portion of the off quarters in order to brand them with a three-inch ‘Z’ indicating that
the Belgian government was the purchaser. 631 Approximately 24,000 Canadian horses and mules
were disposed in this way, with the exception of a few that returned to Canada.632 The Belgian
government retained some animals for its own military, but sold most of the stock onwards to the
population through auction.
The majority of the animals that returned to Canada belonged to the higher-ranking
officers. The CO of the 1st Canadian Division, A. C. Macdonnell, brought his mount, Casey,
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back to Canada and continued use him in his post at RMC. Major-General E. W. B. Morrison
returned his horse King to Canada in 1920, where he lived at a farm owned by a driver who had
served under Morrison during the Boer War.633 Not all officers’ chargers were to return, however.
Ernest Black was forced to leave behind his favourite mare, Minnie. He fondly recalled “her soft
lips as she nuzzled my hand or around my pockets for a bit of biscuit or chocolate,” and often
wondered what happened to her. 634 He hoped that “she spent her last days in the stables... not
between the shafts of a caleche in Paris... [and that] she had lots of chocolate after I left.”635
Camblyn puts the number of animals returning to Canada as approximately 110, most of which
were the personal mounts of senior officers.636 This number was low given the expense of
transporting the horses and mules and the lack of shipping space; there was also the practical
need for Europe’s equine population to be rebuilt.
Many more animals did not survive the war. 529,564 horses and mules were killed,
destroyed, missing, or cast in all theatres of war in the British and Dominion forces.637 Exact
numbers that perished while serving the Canadians is unknown. Mechanization would have
greatly lessened the number of deaths, but during the First World War vehicles never threatened
the prevalence of horses and mules in the artillery brigades and ammunition columns.
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While horses and mules were key in the logistical system for supplying the Canadian
artillery, they also made up a huge part of the demand for provisions. Their requirements for feed
and general supplies were high, and much effort went into securing all that was essential. The
provision of care, remounts, and veterinary services also required organization at the macro
level. This had major impact on planning and operations of the Canadians. As explained by
Christian,
Because of war, an army; because of an army, Field Artillery; because of Field Artillery,
guns must get into action; because of guns, teams of horses; because of the horses,
drivers; and for want of drivers who lack the necessary knowledge of the care of their
horses and equipment, the teams are lost; for want of good riding, good driving is lost;
and for want of good driving, guns fail to get into position, and the fire of the battery is
lost. 638
The Canadians had to care for their animals and provide adequate training and equipment in
order to make victory possible. The horses and mules moved the guns into position, and were
absolutely essential in supplying the ammunition for the artillery, as well as the provisions
required by the men. While artillery did not win the war by itself, it was an extremely important
element to victory.
The animals also had a micro impact: they affected the individual soldiers of the Canadian
artillery brigades and ammunition columns who interacted with them daily. Together, the equines
and men carried out the dangerous work of transporting supplies in the front lines. The soldiers
supervised the horses and mules, provided them with shelter, fed and watered them, groomed
them incessantly, trained them, and brought them to the farrier and veterinary officers when
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needed. They also maintained the equipment and. Man and animal formed relationships, with the
men providing companionship and care, while the horses and mules brought support, purpose,
enjoyment, status, and a break in the monotony. These relationships were not always easy, and
were often destroyed by death, injury, or re-allocation.
Too little attention has been given to these animals by historians, and their lack of
acknowledgement in the Canadian historiography of the war is most disappointing. While this is
in part due to the ubiquity of the animal in earlier years and the increasing lack of familiarity and
understanding with horses and mules as time went on, this oversight needs to be corrected in
order to obtain a more complete understanding of the war and the impact on Canadian soldiers
and Canada as a whole. The horses and mules of the Canadian artillery brigades and ammunition
columns were essential to everyday operations as well as the overall military success. These
animals served well and suffered alongside their human companions, only because man required
it. They deserve to be remembered for their contributions:
In a war of such long duration and of such severity in respect to both human and animal
participators, the practical command of the most useful war animals was a weapon in the
hands of the allies that went a long way towards the downfall of the enemy. Honour,
therefore, to those noble creatures, who, under circumstances indescribable in their
awfulness at times, shared their lot with human beings, who suffered with a dumb
obedience, and helped to ‘win the war.’ 639
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Appendix A: Organization of the Canadian Artillery and Ammunition Columns 1918
RCHA Brigade
8th Army Brigade, CFA
24th Field Battery
30th Field Battery
43rd Howitzer Battery
8th Army Brigade Ammunition
Column

2nd Brigade, CFA
5th Field Battery
6th Field Battery
7th Field Battery
48th Howitzer Battery
1st Divisional Ammunition Column
2nd Canadian Division
5th Brigade, CFA
17th Field Battery
18th Field Battery
20th Field Battery
23rd Howitzer Battery
6th Brigade, CFA
15th Field Battery
16th Field Battery
25th Field Battery
22nd Howitzer Battery
2nd Divisional Ammunition Column

Corps Heavy Artillery
1st Brigade, CGA
1st Siege Battery
3rd Siege Battery
7th Siege Battery
9th Siege Battery
2nd Brigade, CGA
1st Heavy Battery
2nd Heavy Battery
2nd Siege Battery
4th Siege Battery
5th Siege Battery
6th Siege Battery
3rd Brigade, CGA
8th Siege Battery
10th Siege Battery
11th Siege Battery
12th Siege Battery

3rd Canadian Division
9th Brigade, CFA
31st Field Battery
33rd Field Battery
45th Field Battery
36th Howitzer Battery
10th Brigade, CFA
5th Field Battery
6th Field Battery
7th Field Battery
48th Howitzer Battery
3rd Divisional Ammunition Column

5th Divisional Artillery
13th Brigade, CFA
52nd Field Battery
53rd Field Battery
55th Field Battery
51st Howitzer Battery
14th Brigade, CFA
60th Field Battery
61st Field Battery
66th Field Battery
58th Howitzer Battery
5th Divisional Ammunition Column

4th Canadian Division
3rd Brigade, CFA
10th Field Battery
11th Field Battery
12th Field Battery
9th Howitzer Battery
4th Brigade, CFA
13th Field Battery
19th Field Battery
27th Field Battery
21st Howitzer Battery
4th Divisional Ammunition Column

1st Canadian Division
1st Brigade, CFA
1st Field Battery
3rd Field Battery
4th Field Battery
2nd Howitzer Battery

* The 65th and 73rd Batteries, which operated as depot or training batteries, are also discussed.
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Appendix B: Points of the Horse
Figure B.1 Points of the horse. Image from Barbara Cooper, ed., The Manual of Horsemanship,
12th edition (Kenilworth, UK: The Pony Club, 2002), i.
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